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Abstract 
The original idea underlying this thesis was to show whether and to what extent it is 
feasible to use a surgical C-arm for volume reconstruction in the field of medical imag-
ing. Surgical C-arms are widely used as intra-operational imaging tools, for instance for 
navigation or verification. They provide the possibility to easily obtain X-ray images of 
a patient from an arbitrary viewing angle. These features make them a promising candi-
date for the use in volume reconstruction, since this requires the recording of a number of 
images from many directions. 
In the last years, several approaches with different kinds of C-arms have been undertaken 
by different research groups or companies. Since the three-dimensional imaging of patients 
requires an accurate knowledge of the projection geometry, the larger, more rigid, and 
motorised vascular C-arm systems have been the gantries of choice. These C-arms are 
usually heavy and ceiling-mounted. They require a large room to be placed and moved 
in. Surgical C-arms, on the other hand, are less stable, but movable and flexible. 
The feasibility of using a movable surgical C-arm for volume reconstruction of its linear 
attenuation coefficients will be evaluated in this thesis. To this end, system calibration 
techniques, reconstruction methods, visualisation techniques, and possible medical appli-
cations have been explored. It will be shown, which extend of calibration is necessary for 
a surgical C- arm to provide the quality of data needed for volume reconstruction. The 
reconstructions are performed on the basis of a standard algorithm due to Feldkamp et al. 
Results are presented as maximum-intensity-projections (MIPs), volume slices as in classic 
CT, and volume-rendered images of the reconstructed volumes. These images could be 
used for the diagnosis of bone-related injuries or diseases, the planning and/or verification 
of the placement of pins supporting the recovery of splintered bones or the modelling of 
prostheses with a higher precision than today. The work includes the development of new 
interpolative calibration methods that enable the use of arbitrary system trajectories in 
future C-arm gantries. 
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Notations 
Functions and variables in 
reconstruction algorithms and geometry 
Object function and reconstructed function 
2D or 3D spatial variable 
Projection of a 2D-object from angle B on circular trajec-
tory 
Location of a pixel on a lD-detector and general polar 
distance 
Unit vector in n dimensions 
The origin of the coordinate system 
Ramp-Filtered lD projection 
Projection of a 3D-object from source position S(.A) 
Location of a pixel on a 2D-detector 
Position of the X-ray source on a parameterized arbitrary 
trajectory 
Distance between the source and the detector centre 
2D or 3D Radon transform of f 
Half cone angle 
Opening angle for missing data "cone" 
v 
f(x) 
x = ( x, y) or ( x, y, z) 
p(B,r) 
T 
-e 
0 
q(B,r) 
p(s, t, .A) 
(s,t) 
S(.A),.A E A 
D 
nt(x) 
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v 
Interpolation 
Polar angles describing the "angle position" of the gantry 
as Rotation, Angulation 
Point of interpolation (lD) 
Nearest neighbours of P 
Angulation values corresponding to P, P1 , and P2 
Difference of angles 
lD sample spacing 
Cartesian lengths of the chords corresponding to cp1, cp2 
Interpolation coefficients 
!so-centre of the gantry 
An interpolated quantity 
If a vector, normalised to the mean length of its nearest 
neighbours 
Mean 2D sample spacing 
Total number of interpolation base points 
Cell area associated with one interpolation base point 
Sperical excess of a (spherical) triangle 
Point of interpolation (2D) 
Barycentric coordinates = interpolation coefficients (2D) 
Matrix of points 
Origin of the interpolation sphere; equivalent to M above 
Calibration 
Order of distortion polynomial 
Abbreviation for "image intensifier" 
Pixel coordinates in the distorted image 
Pixel coordinates in the distortion-free image 
Coefficients in the distortion polynomial 
The distortion polynomials 
Matrix of powers of x and y 
Components in a rigid body transformation 
VI 
O,cp 
p 
P1, P2 
cp, cpl, cp2 
rfJ1 = L(P1, P) 
ｾ｣ｰ＠ = L(P1, P2) 
db d2 
M 
Q 
Qnorm 
a 
n 
A 
G 
B1, B2, B3 
P = (P1,P2,P3) 
0 
M 
II 
(xd, Yd) 
(xu, Y1L) 
ai, aij, bi, bij 
f(xu,Yu), g(xu,Yu) 
A 
R,s 
Fourier transforms 
Fourier variable pairs: 
x,y 
r 
Fourier transforms of functions are written in capital letters: 
2D-Fourier transform of the function f(x, y) 
lD (radial) Fourier transform of p(B, r) 
Vll 
u,v 
p 
F(u, v) = :Ff(u, v) 
P(B, p) = :Fp(B, p) 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The aim pursued in this thesis arose in the context of many previous developments and 
discoveries in several unrelated areas such as X-ray physics, the mathematics of Radon 
domain inversion and non-Euclidian geometry, or medical imaging technology. It owes 
much of its ideas and methods to numerous inventors and scientists who have worked 
in those fields before, and in some instances, its greatest achievement is the successful 
combination of some of these ideas. Nevertheless, a technology previously unseen emerged 
from this work, a new imaging variant that has the potential to help people, to support 
surgeons, to change the reality in operating rooms, or to provide physicians with valuable 
information. 
From the early days of Rontgen's discovery of the mysterious "X-rays" in 1895, this 
radiation has been used to examine people with respect to their state of health. As 
human soft tissue is more or less transparent to X-rays while bones are X-ray-opaque, 
X-rays can be used to image internal structures of the body that are otherwise invisible. 
Their first medical application was therefore radioscopy. 
A drawback of a single X-ray projection is that the different layers cannot be resolved. It 
is left to the radiologists imagination to unravel the superimposed structm·es - a capability 
that is still indispensable today, for instance in mammography. However, mathematical 
methods were developed that could be used to separate the information contained in 
radiographs by combining a number of them acquired from different directions. The time 
table in table 1.1 (adapted from [Mag93]) gives an overview over the historical landmarks. 
Parallel to the mathematical progress, the use of X-rays in medical imaging has under-
gone a separate development. For the first fifty years of radiology, a single piece of film 
1 
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1917 Johann Radon formulates a new mathematical 2D transform 
[Rad17). 
1914-32 Development of tomosynthesis . 
1956 Ronald Bracewell implements a solution to invert Radon's 
transform in order to compute the radiation distribution in-
side a slice across the sun (Bra56]. 
1958 B. I. Korenblyum, S. I. Tetelbaum, and A. A. Tyutin indepen-
dently of Bracewell find a solution to the Radon problem and 
suggest its application to X -ray CT. Their paper in Russian 
[KTT58] receives no attention in the western world. 
1963 Allan Cormack published a working algorithm for the compu-
tation of aCT image [Cor63]. 
1972 Godfrey N. Hounsfield receives a patent on the first comput-
erised tomography scanner [Hou72]. 
1974 The filtered back-projection method starts to replace the alge-
braic reconstruction techniques (ART) in commercial CT scan-
ners. 
1978 The first commercial non-diagnostic CT machine based on an 
image intensifier-TV pickup system was produced by Oldelft (N 
V Optische Industrie'de Oude Delft', Delft Holland) [Web93] 
1979 Hounsfield and Cormack receive the Nobel price in medicine 
for their contributions to CT. 
Table 1.1: Milestones in the field of image reconstruction technology. 
inside a special cassette was used to visualise the X-ray images. In the earliest days, an 
X-ray image could require up to 11 minutes of exposure time. Often, patients still had to 
hold the cassettes themselves [ima01]. 
The next development involved the use of fluorescent screens so the doctor could see 
X-ray images in real time. This imaging method is called fluoroscopy. In 1946, a film 
cassette changer was developed, which allowed a series of cassettes to be exposed at a 
movie frame rate of 1.5 cassettes per second. 
2 
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A major development along the way was the application of pharmaceutical contrast 
mediums such as sodium iodide to help visualise organs and blood vessels with more 
clarity and image contrast. These contrast media agents (liquids also referred to as "dye") 
were first administered orally or via vascular injection between 1906 and 1912 and allowed 
doctors to see in vivo the blood vessels, digestive and gastro-intestinal systems, bile ducts 
and gall bladder for the first time. 
In 1955, the X-ray image intensifier was developed and allowed the collection and display 
of the X-ray movie using a television camera and monitor. By the 1960s, the fluorescent 
system (which had become quite complex with mirror optic systems to minimise patient 
and radiologist dose) was largely replaced by the image intensifier/TV combination. Af-
ter the first commercial CT machine was presented by Godfrey N. Hounsfield in 1972, 
this detector type was used to construct several non-diagnostic CT machines used for 
radiotherapy planning and performance [Web93]. A commercial scanner based on image 
intensifier technology was released already in 1978 by Oldelft (NV Optische Industrie'de 
Oude Delft', Delft Holland). All these machines used a collimated fan-beam of about 
10-20 TV lines to reconstruct slice images [Web93]. 
Real-time X-ray imaging systems like the image intensifier as well as the X-ray contrast 
agents opened the way for a new radiologic sub-speciality known as angiography. Routine 
imaging of blood vessels and the heart is a standard diagnostic method of today. A 
practical way of easily achieving the right projection geometry has been found by the use 
of C-arm gantries. These feature an X-ray tube and an image intensifier on opposite ends 
of a C-shaped bar, which can be turned to virtually any angle, enclosing the patient in 
the "C". 
In the early 1990s, the vascular C-arm systems were built larger and larger, and finally 
some were equipped with a motor. The idea was to provide a continuously rotating 
angiograpbic image, called rotational angiography. With these data available, it was a 
small step to use them directly for computational reconstruction, instead of letting the 
radiologist do the reconstruction in his mind. The first prototype by Philips Medical 
Systems, Best, The Netherlands, was produced in 1996. 
The 2D projections required new reconstruction methods, which had been developed in 
the meantime, e. g. by Lee Feldkamp [FDK84], Pierre Grangeat [Gra87], or Michel Defrise 
and R. Clack [DC94]. They made direct 3D image reconstruction possible, although 
3 
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the low dynamical resolution of the image intensifiers restricted the applications to high 
contrast objects. Still, the volume information at a high spatial resolution and the 
new visualisation possibilities quickly revealed its high diagnostic potential compared to 
traditional angiography. 
Today, it seems desirable to provide a volume reconstruction feasibility on smaller, mov-
able C-arm systems too. Such simpler, less costly versions are often described as ''low-end" 
devices. If surgical C-arm systems, used in the operating room for fast X-ray imaging in 
the fields of navigation and verification, could be used for quick 3D reconstructions, this 
would enable a whole range of new solutions to medical problems. For instance, the 
placement of a steel pin that fixes a splintered bone during its recovery, would be facili-
tated significantly by available 3D information in combination with a three-dimensional 
navigation facility. Femoral prostheses, currently manufactured on the basis of two (!) 
projections from perpendicular directions, could be made more accurately, which would 
not only increase their functionality, but probably also their lifetime. Furthermore, the 
planning of radiotherapy requires precise 3D information. A surgical C-arm providing this 
functionality at a tremendously reduced cost compared to commercial CT scanners would 
be an interesting alternative. 
This thesis evaluates if, or to what extend, surgical C-arm systems can be used for 3D 
reconstruction. It is organised in ten chapters. 
Chapter 2 and chapter 3 are dedicated to the basics concerning the acquisition and the 
processing of the projection images. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the imaging system used, a BV 26 sm·gical C-arm by Philips 
Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands. 
Chapter 5 describes the additional constructions on the gantry and the methods neces-
sary to obtain sufficiently calibrated data. 
In chapter 6, alternative calibration techniques based on interpolation are presented. 
These techniques might play a role in future systems that could be designed based on the 
results of this thesis. 
Chapter 7 reviews image artefacts encountered in 3D data reconstructed from X-ray 
projections. 
On the basis of this information, the reconstruction results achieved are presented and 
4 
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interpreted in chapter 8. 
A comparison is made with other contemporary volume imaging modalities, namely 
with a single slice CT and a high end vascular C-arm system (chapter 9). 
Finally, conclusions are presented in chapter 10. 
Obiectives 
For using volume imaging in the context of guiding orthopedic procedures, the demands for the resulting 
image quality are significantly lower as known from diagnostic CT imaging. From the applicational point 
of view, the required contrast resolution is almost limited to the separation of bony structures and soft-
tissue. For the guidance of interventional devices, the geometrical accuracy and spatial resolution should 
be in the sub-mm range to allow proper positioning of the invasive device relative to the volume image. 
Explicit listings of third party contributions to this thesis: 
POJ) \:Q., O'r\ r, s t1 ＭｴｨｶＮ［ｾＮｾ＠
hdcn.v ｏ｢ＭＩｾｴＮＮｨＮＮＮＮＬ Ｌ＿Ｌ Ｌ＠
Those parts referring to the software and hardware for the calibration of the imaging system, especially 
where no changes were necessary for the transfer from the Integris to the B V 26 C-arm gantry, as well as 
the implementations of the reconstruction algorithms are in large parts due to other members of the Philips 
research laboratories Hamburg. 
The calibration phantoms were designed and constructed by Erhard Klotz. The software dealing with the 
segmentation and evaluation of the projections of these phantoms for the system calibration has been 
written by Dr. Reiner Koppe. The implementations of the Feldkamp algorithm and the tangential 
Feldkamp method are due to Dr. Michael Grass. 
' Ｍ ｾ＠ • 0 • 
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Chapter 2 
Measuren1ent of X-ray projections 
2.1 X-rays 
X-rays were accidentally discovered in 1895 by the German physicist Wilhelm Conrad 
Rontgen. While studying cathode rays in a high-voltage, gaseous-discharge tube, Rontgen 
observed that even though the experimental tube was encased in a black cardboard box 
the barium-platinocyanide screen, which was lying adjacent to the experiment, emitted 
fluorescent light whenever the tube was in operation. 
Rontgen proposed the name X-rays to denote its unknown nature. This mysterious 
radiation had the ability to pass through many materials that absorb visible light. X-rays 
also have the ability to knock electrons loose from atoms. Over the years these exceptional 
properties have made X-rays useful in many fields, such as medicine or research into the 
nature of the atom. 
Eventually, X-rays were found to be electro-magnetic radiation. They have a photon 
energy of 4-400 keV. Their wavelengths are about the size of an atom. 
2.2 X-ray tubes 
The main technical source of X-rays is the electron impact X-ray tube (see :fig.2.1). It 
consists of an anode and a cathode assembly placed inside a vacuum in a glass envelope. 
The cathode is usually made up of a filament of tungsten wire surrounded by a shallow 
focusing cup. Thngsten, possessing a high melting point of 3370° 0, is suited to withstand 
the large heat that is necessary to "boil out" abundant numbers of electrons out of the 
6 
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cathode. 
Between the cathode and the anode, a high voltage is sustained which accelerates the 
electrons to nearly the speed of light. For instance in an X-ray tube using 100 kV, 
electrons acquire a velocity of 0.55 c [JC53]. 
The anode is usually made of copper into which a small tungsten target is embedded. 
The accelerated electrons hit the target , transferring their high energy in a series of inter-
actions. The deceleration of the electric charges produces electromagnetic radiation and 
heat. However, the yield of high-energy photons is very poor since 99% of the expended 
power is converted to heat in the anode [Mor95]. 
vacuum tube 
cathode 
cooling ］ＺＺｾ ｾｾ］ｾｾ＠channels = 
electrons 
filament 
window 
Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of a conventional X-ray tube. Adapted from [Dys90) . 
Depending on their energy, there are different probabilities for each of the possible 
interactions between the electrons and the anode to occur. Accordingly, the resulting 
spectrum of photons emitted from the anode is a superposition of spectra resulting from 
these effects. It is dominated by the Bremsstrahlung and the characteristic radiation 
[JC53]. 
2.2.1 Bremsstrahlung 
Bremsstrahlung describes the radiation that the charged particles emit under deceleration 
in the electric field of atomic nuclei. It is a broad banded continuous spectrum. It has a 
maximum energy corresponding to the incident energy of the electrons. 
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2.2.2 Characteristic radiation 
Characteristic radiation is produced when electrons set bound electrons on an inner shell 
of an atom free. An electron from an orbit with a higher energy level jumps into the 
vacancy left by the freed electron and emits energy corresponding to the energy difference 
between the two orbits [JC53]. 
Since the energy levels in an atom are discrete, the emitted radiation has a well defined 
energy. It is possible to identify an atom by its characteristic X-radiation, hence the name. 
Tab. 2.1 shows the predominant transitions and the corresponding energies for tungsten. 
Fig. 2.2 shows the tungsten emission spectrum at 100 kV. 
rn 
...... 
c: 
::J 
0 
u 
Direct Tungsten (W) Spectrum at 1 00 kVp 
59.3 keV 
End Point 
0 6 12 18 24 29 35 41 47 53 59 65 71 76 82 88 94 100 106 
Energy (keV) 
Figure 2.2: Tungsten emission spectrum in an X-ray tube operating at 100 kV. The two peaks refer 
to the Ka 1 and K 13 1 lines at 59.31 keV and 67.233 keV, respectively. 
2.2.3 Beam shaping 
The unfiltered spectrum of an X-ray tube is very broad due to the Bremsstrahlung. For 
some medical applications, however, it is desirable to have a narrow spectrum. For in-
stance, low-energy X-ray photons are totally absorbed in human tissue and produce no 
image contrast information. This effect often referred to as beam hardening, also intro-
duces artefacts into an X-ray image (see section 2.6.3). Therefore, filters attenuating the 
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Symbol Energy (ke V) .X(A) 
Kp2 69.090 0.17939 
J(pl 67.233 0.18434 
Ked 59.310 0.20897 
f(a2 57.973 0.21378 
L1 1 11.283 1.09844 
Lf32 9.959 1.24448 
Lp1 9.670 1.28167 
Table 2.1: Principal emission lines for tungsten (taken from: [Dys90]). 
low energy part of the spectrum are used to reduce the entrance dose. These are thin 
plates made of e. g. aluminium or copper, placed inbetween the anode and the object to 
be irradiated. 
Fig. 2.3 shows the effect of several filters applied to a model of the spectrum obtained by 
operating an X-ray tube at 200 keV. Curve A is the unfiltered X-ray spectrum, modelled 
as a simple linear function. Its energy ranges from the maximum energy of 200 ke V to 
zero. Curves B-E have been calculated by using the mass attenuation coefficients for tin, 
copper and aluminium. The sequential arrangement of metal plates in decreasing atomic 
number order is able to filter out the unwanted parts of the original spectrum as well as 
additional characteristic radiation generated in the excited filter atoms. Composite filters 
of this kind are called Thoraeus filters [JC53). 
The PHILIPS BV 26 uses a 3 mm AI equivalent filtering (see table 4.1 on page 45). 
2.3 X-ray detectors 
In today's clinical practice, radiologists still use X-ray sensitive films to image X-ray distri-
butions. Films offer the highest spatial resolution of all X-ray imaging media. On the other 
hand, they are impractical because they need chemical development. Furthermore, they 
suffer from a limited dynamical range. There are a couple of more sophisticated methods 
to measure X-rays some of which will be presented shortly in the following sections. 
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Figure 2.3: Effects of different filters applied to a tungsten emission X-ray spectrum at 200 keV. The 
spectra have been calculated using a theoretical model. A) Unfiltered spectrum. B) 1 mm aluminium 
filter. C) 1 mm aluminium + 0.25 mm tin filter. D) 1 mm aluminium + 0.25 mm copper + 0.25 mm 
tin filter. E) 1 mm aluminium + 0.25 mm copper+ 1 mm tin filter. Taken from: (JC53]. 
2.3.1 Proportional counters 
Proportional counters are able to detect single X-ray photons and measure their energies, 
but at the expense of a coarse spatial definition. 
All X-ray proportional counters consist of a windowed gas cell, subdivided into a number 
of low- and high-electric field regions by some arrangement of electrodes. The signals 
induced on these electrodes by the motions of electrons and ions in the counting gas 
mixture contain information on the energies, arrival times, and interaction positions of 
the photons transmitted by the window. 
In a proportional counter, X-rays are detected by photo-ionisation of the counter gas. 
Once a gas atom is ionised by photons or charged particles, the free electron is attracted 
to the positive anode wire at the centre of the cell. This electron then ionises more atoms 
through collisions. Subsequent electrons may recombine with ionised atoms, emitting an 
optical photon, which photo-ionises more atoms. Hence there is a cascade of electrons to 
the anode, which results in an amplified electrical impulse at the anode wire [JC53]. 
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This type of detector is often used in aCT gantry[DosOO]. 
2.3.2 Spectrometers 
Other methods of determining the energy distribution of X-radiation include wavelength 
dispersive spectrometers. A dispersive spectrometer scatters photons of different energies 
to different angles according to the Bragg relation 
nA = 2dsin0, nEN (2.1) 
where A is the wavelength of the radiation, d is the distance between to layers in a crystal 
and 0 is the glancing angle. The correlation between energy (wavelength) and diffraction 
angle is exploited for spectroscopy. 
2.3.3 Scintillators 
Scintillators work by converting X-ray energy into visible light. 
The alkali halides Nai and Csi, activated by a small amount of either thallium or sodium 
impurity, have been proven to possess good scintillator properties. These materials can 
be made into large area crystals, have good X-ray stopping power, and are efficient light 
producers. Another advantage is that they can be produced in a columnar structure. 
The columns act like optical fibres which conduct the scintillation radiation to the photo-
cathode. Thus, the material can be fabricated with a large thickness without compromising 
the spatial resolution. Tins improves the X-ray absorption rate. 
The decay constant for the optical emission lies in the microsecond range [DosOO]. Thus, 
it is possible to use scintillators for rapid X-ray imaging. 
When connected to a photo-multiplier, it is possible to determine the energy of the X-
ray from the output pulse distribution [JC53]. A drawback of scintillators is their rather 
poor energy resolution. This is due to a relatively large energy required to produce one 
information carrier (a photoelectron) but also to the series of inefficient steps in the process 
of converting the X-ray photon to light and the subsequent generation of an electrical signal 
[KnoOO]. 
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2.3.4 Semiconductor detectors 
The semiconductor detector consists essentially of a block of semi-conducting material 
with electrodes attached to opposite sides and a voltage maintained across the block. Most 
common are semiconductors made of silicon, but germanium is also used. Incident X-rays 
produce electron-hole pairs which migrate rapidly to the collecting electrodes where they 
induce an electrical pulse. The electron-hole pair corresponds in principle exactly to the 
ion pair generated in a gas-filled detector. However, the density of the solid semiconductor 
material exceeds that of the gas by a factor of 1000 which makes it possible to reduce the 
size of a semiconductor element significantly [KnoOO]. 
The energy required for such an ionisation is small compared to the energy required to 
produce a photo-electron at the photo-cathode of a scintillation counter. Typical energies 
are about 3 eV for semiconductors and about 100 eV for a photo-electron in a Nal(Tl)-
scintillation counter [KnoOO]. This means that the number of photo-electrons released in 
a semi-conductor exceeds the equivalent number in a scintillator by a factor ｾ＠ 30. 
As the energy resolution is proportional to the square root of the number of recorded 
events, it is by a factor of at least 5 better for semiconductor detectors, in some cases even 
up to a factor of 18 [JC53]. Thus, they can be used for high energy-resolution spectroscopy. 
However, semiconductor elements can be produced with a limited thickness only. A Nai 
crystal can be grown 20 times as thick which enables scintillation counters to absorb a 
much larger fraction of the X-rays (JC53). 
2.3.5 Image intensifiers 
This is the type of detector used for this thesis. Image intensifiers make use of scintil-
lators to measure the spatial distribution of X-ray intensities. They consist of an input 
scintillation screen attached to the photo-cathode of a glass vacuum tube which amplifies 
the image intensity with an electric field. Finally, the amplified image is displayed on an 
output scintillation screen. 
Fig. 2.4 shows a schematic view of an X-ray image intensifier. The input scintillation 
screen consists of several layers. It possesses a scintillation layer fixed on a supporting 
layer which is usually made of glass. Aluminium shields are a good alternative as an 
entrance window since they are able to withstand the atmospheric pressure. Typical glass 
layers are about 90 % transparent for the incoming radiation. Another function of the 
12 
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glass layer is to preserve the photo-cathode's sensitivity. 
On its inside, an input scintillation screen absorbs most of the X-rays that have passed 
the entrance shield and converts a fraction of them into optical photons. For Csi(Na)-
screens this fraction is about 60-70% [Mor95). Several thousand optical photons are 
released for each X-ray effectively absorbed. 
However, only a fraction of these yield an electron released in the photo-cathode that 
is mounted behind the scintillation screen. Overall, about 350 electrons are released for 
each absorbed X-ray photon [Mor95]. 
The bottleneck in terms of the quantum statistics is the effective absorption rate in the 
input scintillation screen. It plays a major role for the quantum noise of the image (see 
section 2.6.1). 
The photo-electrons are accelerated and focused by an electric field inside the vacuum 
tube. They eventually hit an output scintillation screen with an amplified kinetic energy, 
causing light emission. One electron, accelerated to 25 kV, releases about 1000 photons 
in the output scintillation screen [Mor95]. On the inner side of the output screen there is 
a thin aluminium layer to shield the photo-cathode from the output screen's luminescence 
and to bleed off the constantly arriving electrons. 
While the image is distorted in the process, and the spatial resolution of the image 
has decreased, the greater intensity of the image improves the visualisation of details of 
the image that otherwise would not be easily seen. The image on the output screen is 
very small but can be viewed with the naked eye. Radiologists used to look at them 
using magnifier glasses. Later, a television-type display was used with image intensifiers 
[Mor95]. Nowadays, a CCD camera mounted behind the output screen can record and 
digitise the image, thereby making it suitable for digital processing or viewing. 
The quality of an image intensifier is mainly determined by the conversion factor Gx 
which defines the number of optical photons emitted depending on the X-ray intensity per 
area. Its unit is ｾｾ［［ｪＺＮ＠ Typical values are in the range of ＳＰｾｾ［［ｪＺ＠ 1 . The conversion factor 
may drop during the life time of the device [Ang75]. 
Drawbacks of image intensifiers are their size and weight. Also they are sensitive to 
1cd =candela is the unit of the ratio between the luminosity of an optical light source and the spatial 
angle in which it is measured under consideration of the spectral sensitivity of the human eye. candela = 
energy per time and spatial angle. 
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magnetic fields which introduce a distortion in the image (see section 5.2). However, they 
present the state-of-the-art method for fluoroscopy. Many clinical X-ray applications use 
image intensifiers for visualisation. For this thesis also an image intensifier has been used. 
Therefore most of the following statements refer to image intensifiers. 
incoming ];__ 
input scintillation screen 
Figure 2.4: Principle of image generation in the image intensifier. Incoming X-rays are converted 
by fluorescence in an scintillation input screen to optical photons which set electrons in the adjacent 
photo-cathode free. These are accelerated and focused by an electric field towards the fluorescent 
output screen where they induce photon emission. The optical image on the fluorescent screen can be 
recorded by a CCD camera. Adapted from [DosOO]. 
2.4 Interaction of X-rays with matter 
The interaction of X-rays with matter is predominantly an interaction with electrons. 
There are two main processes for X-ray electron interaction in the energy range of diagnos-
tic radiology: Compton scattering, and photo-electric absorption. Others, less important 
for medical imaging, are pair production, Auger electron release, and Rayleigh scattering, 
the latter often being referred to as coherent scattering. In the following paragraphs these 
effects are briefly described. 
2.4.1 Compton scattering 
This term, named after one of the early physicists who investigated this and other photon 
phenomena, describes the inelastic collision between an X-ray photon and a quasi-free 
electron in an outer shell of an atom. 
The photon is not absorbed but scatters off the electron transferring some of its energy. 
14 
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hv 
ｾ＠
Figure 2.5: Compton scattering: Inelastic collision between a photon having the energy hv (left) with 
an electron which is assumed to be at rest (grey circle). Energy and momentum are transferred from 
the photon to the electron which leave the scene at angles e and ¢, having the energy hv' and the 
momentum p, respectively. 
This leads to a reduction in frequency which is described by the relation 
h ｾＬ｜＠ = -(1- cosO). 
moe 
(2.2) 
Here, ｾＬ｜ｩｳ＠ the wavelength shift of the photon, mo is the mass of the electron at rest, h 
is Planck's constant, and (} is the scatter angle of the photon as depicted in Fig. 2.5. The 
expression ｭｾ｣＠ has been termed the Compton wavelength. 
This is one of the predominant effects for human tissue at the energies involved in 
diagnostic radiology [JC53], and is approximately proportional to Z/ E, where E is the 
photon energy. 
2.4.2 Photo-electric absorption 
This is the predominant effect for lower X-ray energies E or higher atomic numbers Z. 
The probability for this interaction increases with decreasing photon energy and increasing 
atomic number approximately as Z 3 jE3 [McK98], [JC53]. In this case, part of the photon 
energy is utilised to free an electron from its orbit. The remaining energy of the photon is 
passed to the electron in the form of kinetic energy. The vacancy is filled by an electron 
from an orbit of higher energy which in turn emits the obtained energy as X-characteristic 
radiation. 
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2.4.3 Auger electron release 
This is a second order effect occurring with photo-electric absorption where the radiation 
emitted by the electron filling up the electron vacancy is transferred to an outer electron. If 
this outer electron receives enough energy to leave the atom it is called an Auger electron. 
2.4.4 Pair production 
As this only occurs at high energies (> 1.022 MeV) it is not considered further here. 
2.4.5 Rayleigh scattering 
In Rayleigh scattering, the incident photon interacts and excites the total electron cloud, 
as opposed to individual electrons, as is common with other types of X-ray interactions. 
This type of interaction has a very low probability of occurrence of less than 5% in the 
"diagnostic energy range, [Bus98] in biological tissue and the energy transfer is negligibly 
small. 
Fig. 2.6 shows the cross sections for the different X-ray interaction types for different 
energies according to a theoretical representation. 
2.5 Measuring X-ray attenuation 
When X-rays photons travel through an object, some of them will penetrate it unchanged 
while others will undergo an interaction. This can be any one of the interactions described 
in section 2.4. The two processes considered here are absorption and scattering. Both add 
up to an attenuation of the direct beam. 
While absorbed radiation simply disappears and does not reach the detector, scattered 
radiation may eventually hit the detector and produce a signal. This is one possible error 
source in X-ray imaging (see section 2.6.2). 
2.5.1 Lambert-Beer law 
For a well-collimated beam and a small object, the scattered radiation is assumed not to 
hit the detector. Beam attenuation then depends on the number of atoms encountered 
by the beam, each such atom adding to the linear attenuation coefficient.This process is 
described for a mono-energetic beam by the Lambert-Beer law 
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Figure 2.6: Cross sections for different interaction types of X-rays with matter, obtained from a 
theoretical calculation. Reproduced with kind permission of Dr. Harding. 
I(X(s)) = Io exp ( -! !(X(ii)) dB) . (2.3) 
Here, I(s) is the intensity of the X-ray at position x(s) along the beam which is param-
eterised by s. Io is its initial intensity at x(s = 0) and f(x(s)) the linear attenuation at 
x(s). Reformulation of equation (2.3) gives an expression for the line integral of the linear 
attenuation coefficients: 
s J f(X(S)) dS =-In ( ｉＨｾｾｳＩＩＩＬ＠ {2.4) 
0 
I(x(s)) is the X-ray intensity measured at the corresponding detector position. Of 
course, this is an approximation to the true line integral of the linear attenuation coeffi-
cient, since second order effects such as scatter play an important, if not dominant role in 
the measured intensities (see 2.6.2). However, they mainly introduce a decrease in con-
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trast, which has turned out to be tolerable in the context of 3D image reconstruction of 
high contrast objects. 
2.5.2 Detector dynamics 
The dynamical resolution in an image intensifier determines the ability to distinguish 
between bright and dark areas in the image. It is influenced by several factors. 
In an X-ray image, there exists a maximum X-ray intensity Imam corresponding to a 
minimum attenuation. More specific, for a given set of parameters in the X-ray tube such 
as voltage, current and operating period, the maximum photon fluence q>mam produces the 
brightest parts in those parts of the image where no attenuation takes place. The photon 
fluence is defined as the number of photons N which cross an area A perpendicular to the 
beam, divided by A. 
q> = N 
A (2.5) 
The inherent statistical variation of a beam containing N photons is VN, assuming Poisson 
photon statistics. Thus, VN is the smallest detectable difference of photon numbers. For 
a specific object to be imaged, there is also a maximum attenuation corresponding to a 
minimum photon number N min. A structure in the image will be detectable if the contrast-
to-noise ratio (CNR) is sufficiently high. This implies that %;- >> ｾｎｭ｡ｸ＠ where N1 and 
N2 are the numbers of photons measured in the two regions we want to discriminate. In 
other words, ｾ＠ Nmax is the lower boundary for a reasonable dynamical resolution. Thus, 
the image has Nmax/ ｾ＠ Nmax = ｾ＠ Nmax distinguishable intensity levels2 • 
The dynamical resolution can be improved by increasing the fluence q>, increasing the 
(pixel) area A or, for a given flux <p = if?/t of photons, by increasing the integration time 
2 The detectability of image details in the presence of noise can be described by the Rose model of the 
SNR [Ros48a] [Ros48b]. Rose defined the "signal" in an image to be the incremental change in the average 
number of quanta integrated over the area of that object (6oS Rose = (q-1 - qo) A, where l[o and Q1 are the 
numbers of quanta in the background and in the investigated region of the image and A is the area of the 
detail under investigation. In the case of Poisson-governed noise, the noise in the background area of the 
image is given by O'O = y'.AqO and the "Rose SNR" has the form SNRRase = !:::..SRose/ao = C v'AQO, where 
Cis the contrast between the detail and the background as defined in eq. (2.14). Rose stated that a detail 
is detectable if the Rose SNR has a value of at least 5. In this model the detectability of a circulm· feature 
is proportional to its contrast and its diameter (the square root of its area) as well as to the square root 
of its intensity (number of quanta) [Cun02]. 
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t. 
The relationship between the photon fiuence <I> and the measured grey value can be 
described by a response junction. This function is determined by the hardware of the image 
intensifier and reflects the way the system responds to background signal and saturation. 
A typical response function is shown in fig. 2.7. For low radiation intensities an offset is 
observed which is due to background radiation and/or intrinsic noise of the detector. In 
the intermediate intensity range, the response is more or less linear. Above a characteristic 
threshold, the system is not able to process any more events linearly, and saturation occurs. 
In an image intensifier using a COD camera, the measured values undergo A/D conver-
sion which is illustrated by the dotted lines representing the possible maximum/minimum 
values of measurement. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · background signal 
input 
Figure 2. 7: Typical response curve for a radiation detector. While the useful range of measurement 
lies in the central area, the function is determined by an offset at low input intensities, usually due 
to intrinsic noise or background signal, and detector saturation for high intensities. The dotted lines 
represent maximum and minimum values of measurement due to A/D conversion. 
Before the digitisation of the measured grey values in the image, a pre-processing is 
applied called white compression. This is done in order to adapt the signal to the chosen 
output resolution. If possible, it is practical to adjust the transfer function so that it gives 
a high dynamic resolution in the desired range. This could for instance be a specific range 
of contrast values for an X-ray projection image. Another reason to use white compression 
is to prevent overflow in the digitalisation process. The white compression used for the 
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PHILIPS BV 26 is plotted in fig. 2.8. 
Since the BV 26 uses 8 bit encoding for the image grey values, it cannot be used to 
image low-contrast objects. This would require a dynamical resolution ｯｦｾ＠ 13 bit [Ras99]. 
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Figure 2.8: White compression of the grey levels in the images measured with the PHILIPS BV 26 
image intensifier. VICA =video signal from the CCD camera in the image intensifier. VIBS =output 
video signal. Working point = centre of useful interval. @1993 Philips Medical Systems International 
B.V. 
2.5.3 Image resolution 
The "image resolution" of an imaging system can be precisely defined using the point 
spread function (PSF). One fundamental theorem states for a linear and shift-invariant 
imaging system that for any input image f(x, y) and any output image g(x, y) there exists 
Au, Au, Au, 
Figure 2.9: Typical modulation transfer functions (MTFs) for different values of 6.u. 
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a function h(x, y) such that 
g(x, y) = f(x, y) * h(x, y) (2.6) 
+oo+oo 
= I I f(x',y')h(x-x1,y-y')dx1 dy1• 
-oo-oo 
Here, the asterisk denotes a convolution operation. The function h is called the PSF. It 
completely characterises the imaging system [DosOO]. 
The convolution theorem yields 
g(x,y) = f(x,y) * h(x,y) ===> G(u,v) = F(u,v) H(u,v) (2.7) 
where F, G and Hare the Fourier transforms of j,g and hand u = 1/x and v = 1/y. 
The modulation transfer function (MTF) can be defined as 
IH(u,v)l 
MTF(u, v) = IH(u = 0, v = 0)1. (2.8) 
For an isotropic image resolution, the MTF reduces to a function of the spatial frequency 
u. 
MTF = MTF(u) (2.9) 
Further considerations apply to isotropic PSFs and MTFs. u is a measure for the detail 
size that the system is able to process. For an image made up of sine waves with the 
frequency u 
f(x,y) = Asin(ux), (2.10) 
the output image will be given by 
g(x, y) = Asin(ux) with A= MTF(u)A. (2.11) 
In this case, MTF(u) is equal to the amplitude ratio between output and input sines. More 
generally, MTF(u) defines the contrast ratio between output and input signal for details 
with the spatial frequency u. 
Fig. 2.9 shows some typical MTF curves. Since the MTF is normalised to the absolute 
value of H at (0, 0), it is always equal to one for vanishing u. In other words, a constant 
image intensity will be perfectly reproduced even if there is a strong blurring in the system. 
The optimisation of the MTF is complementary to the improvement of the photon noise 
since the pixel size directly affects the number of photons counted per pixel. 
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The PSF his ideally a Gauss distribution with a characteristic length Ax. 
(2.12) 
The Fourier transform Hideal of such a function is again a Gaussian distribution with 
the characteristic frequency Au= 1/ l:lx. With this information it is easy to interpret the 
MTF function. All frequencies below l:lu can be processed without significant contrast 
degradation by the system. Beyond l:lu, there is a drop in the MTF. 
This is equivalent to the statement that image details in the size of l:lx and greater can 
be imaged. For smaller details the contrast is reduced. 
One important notion about the MTF is that the different components of an imaging 
system, such as scintillation windows, photo-cathodes, a COD camera or a monitor but 
also the reconstruction process or even the perception in the human eye can be assigned 
separate MTFs. The MTF of the entire system is then given by 
MTFtotal = MTF1 · MTF2 · MTF3 · MTF4 · MTFs · ·· (2.13) 
2.6 Problems in X-ray imaging 
2.6.1 Statistical noise 
Statistical variations in the number of photons striking the detector per unit time are the 
primary source of noise in an X-ray image. These variations have been termed statistical 
or quantum noise due to the quantum nature of the photons. Other sources of statistical 
noise arise from the different components in the imaging system such as the cathode, the 
anode, the tube window, the image intensifier entrance window, or electronic components 
in the detector. In image intensifiers, the main bottleneck for quantum statistics is often 
the number of interacting photons in the input screen [Cun02]. 
Statistical noise appears as pattern-less variations. It is Poisson-distributed. 
Nothing can be done to eliminate statistical noise. However, the ratio of the signal to 
the statistical noise can be increased to vfn by increasing the total number of photons 
reaching the detector package n. This is accomplished by opening apertures, increasing 
integration time, increasing beam current, increasing the source voltage, or decreasing the 
image resolution. 
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2.6.2 Scatter noise 
A significant problem to X-ray imaging is imposed by scatter noise. This term describes 
an unwanted signal caused by photons scattered within the object. 
In a normal human thorax the ratio of scattered to primary photons can easily exceed 
300% (BS81] (DosOO]. 
Usually, the signal from scattered photons is equally distributed over the input screen. 
It introduces a general offset in image brightness. This leads to a loss in contrast which 
affects especially imaging of low contrast objects. 
Imagine two regions in an X-ray image with the X-ray intensities !1 and !2, respectively. 
Let this image be superposed by scattered radiation of the intensity Io. Let the contrast 
between the two regions be defined by 
C= II-h. 
II +h (2.14) 
Then the scatter noise reduces the contrast to (Ang75] [YJ83] 
c = h -12 
h +!2 +Io (2.15) 
A possible but expensive solution for the reduction of scatter noise are anti-scatter grids 
placed in front of the input screen (Bucky grids). These are graticules of very thin metal 
plates forming pipes or channels in the direction of the X-ray source. Scattered photons 
hitting the grid at a different angle of incidence do not reach the detector but are absorbed 
by the grid. Second order scattering may lead to some photons which escape this filtering 
but their number should be extremely small. The amount of scattered photons reaching 
the detector can be reduced by such a grid by a factor of 3 or higher (YJ83]. 
Another method is to increase the distance between patient and detector, also called 
Groedel method (Ang75]. The probability for multiply scattered photons to reach the 
detector can then be largely reduced. However, the image magnification is enhanced 
which makes a large detector field necessary [YJ83]. 
2.6.3 Beam hardening and filtering 
Beam hardening occurs in polychromatic X-ray beams due to photons of lower energy being 
preferentially attenuated. As the beam passes through the object it becomes "harder" or 
proportionately richer in high-energy photons. Because X-ray attenuation is a function 
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of beam energy, the attenuation measurement of a uniform sample varies along with the 
beam energy distribution as a function of the beam penetration depth. Beam hardening 
manifests in an X-ray image as an apparent drop in density towards the centre of the 
object. 
In medical imaging, beam hardening is an extremely unfavourable effect because it 
means that many low-energy photons are absorbed in the patient tissue without adding 
any contrast to the image. This increases the radiation dose for the patient without a 
corresponding benefit. 
A sensible approach is to filter the radiation prior to penetration of the patient in 
order to reduce the lower-energy parts of the spectrum and to make the radiation more 
mono-chromatic. This procedure is often referred to as beam-shaping. 
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Object reconstruction 
Although a mathematical solution had already been developed in 1917 by Johann Radon 
[Rad17], it was not before 1956 that first studies on the feasibility of computationally 
reconstructing the interior of an object from X-ray measurements were undertaken by 
Allan M. Cormack, a nuclear physicist. In 1971, the first prototype Computed Tomo-
graphy1 ( CT) machine for head scanning was installed at the Atkinson Morley's Hospital 
by Godfrey N. Hounsfield. Hounsfield had, independently from Cormack, investigated the 
application of pattern recognition to X-ray transmission measurements in 1967. The two 
inventors received the Nobel Prize for their work on CT in 1979. 
The invention of CT is considered the greatest innovation in radiology since the discovery 
of the X-rays. For the first time it was possible to obtain interference-free images of slices 
of the human body [Mor95]. 
3.1 CT-type slice reconstruction using 
Filtered Back-Projection (FBP) 
Common CT gantries cast fan-beams of X-rays through an object and record their at-
tenuations along an arc-shaped detector array. After a rotation of both X-ray tube and 
detector arc, a sufficient number of the attenuation line integrals within a slice through 
the object is known. Subsequent calculations yield the averaged attenuation coefficients 
for all voxels in the slice. An entire volume can be scanned by reconstructing one slice 
after the other. 
1 tomography from ancient Greek: recording of a section 
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X 
ｲｾ＠
Figure 3.1: Two-dimensional parallel projection of two circles. 
Today, there are more sophisticated CT gantries, such as spiral CT .or multi-column 
detector arrays. However, in this introductory section we will only focus on conventional 
CT. 
3.1.1 The 2D-Radon transform 
In conventional CT, slices through an investigated object are reconstructed. The measured 
data are X-ray intensities which correspond to line integrals of the linear attenuation 
coefficients, as pointed out in section 2.5. The reconstruction reduces to a two-dimensional 
problem, i.e. a 2D array of grey values must be calculated from a set of 1D-vectors of 
grey values. 
Let us begin by making some general assumptions. Figure 3.1 shows the simplest case 
of a projection acquisition geometry. The object, represented by the two dark disks, 
is penetrated by parallel X-rays. The attenuated beam intensities are measured by the 
detector "arc" on a line perpendicular to the X-rays. The measured values can be used to 
calculate the line integrals of the linear attenuation coefficients using the Lambert-Beer 
law (see section 2.3). They are modelled as a continuous function p(O, r), where e denotes 
the angle of the X-rays relative to the coordinate system and r parameterises the detector 
array, with r = 0 at the nearest point to the origin on the line. e is a fixed value for one 
projection. p will also be called the projection off for reasons of simplicity. 
Any lines corresponding to an X-ray beam can be identified by giving the normal vector 
re to that line. The normal vector re is given by the unit vector e = (cos 9, sin 9) and 
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the radial distance r. The line integral of the attenuation coefficients for the beam re is 
correlated to the detector value p( (), r). 
Let p(O, r) be the projection of a function f(x, y) for an angle (} as in figure 3.1. The 
line integral that contributes to p( (}, r) can be calculated as 
+oo 
p(B,r) = J f([cosO;lsinB,rsinB-tlcosB)dl (3.1) 
-oo x y 
where l parameterises the lines normal to re. 
We can then define a transformation n : IR.2 ｾ＠ IR2 which places the value of any line 
integral inside a two-dimensional plane at the position that the normal vector to that line 
points to: 
'Rf(re) = p(O, r), e = (cos (}' sin (}). (3.2) 
This transformation is called the two-dimensional Radon transform. It was defined and 
investigated by Johann Radon in 1917 [Rad17]. In the considered case of two dimensional 
objects, the Radon transform 'Rf is identical to the line integral given by p. However, for 
dimensions greater than 2, their relation is more complicated. A more general definition 
of 'Rf will be given in appendix F. 
One might intuitively expect that the Radon space contains the entire information on 
the object. Indeed the collection of p(O, r) for (} E [0, 1r] and r E [-oo, +oo] as well as 
the Radon transform 'Rf are just other representations of the object f(x, y) just as a 
Fourier transform yields another representation of a function. It is not surprising that the 
Radon transform and the Fourier transform are closely related (see appendix D). This 
also implies that the entire Radon space must be filled with measured values in order to 
correctly reconstruct the object, because the same holds true for the Fourier space. 
3.1.2 Reconstruction algorithms types 
How can the object f(x, y) be calculated from its line integrals? The obvious task is to 
find the inverse transformation n -1 of n so that 
f(x, y) = (n-1 all projections) (x, y). (3.3) 
Any reconstruction algorithm must be an implementation of n -1 . So far there are two 
main groups, algebraic and transform algorithms [Mag93]. 
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Algebraic algorithms or iterative methods approach the object function through a series 
of iterations, starting from a rough initial approximation. An example is the alge-
braic reconstruction technique (ART, also known as Kaczmarz algorithm [DieOO]). 
This class of algorithms is able to cope with sparse and inaccurate data. A drawback 
is the immense computational effort required. 
Transform algorithms make an analytical approach. The most prominent example is 
the filtered back-projection method (FBP) introduced later in this chapter. 
For this thesis, variants of the FBP have been used to reconstruct the original object. 
3.1.3 The Fourier Slice Theorem 
The 2D-Fourier Slice Theorem states that the radial Fourier transform of Radon data on a 
line through the origin is identical to the values of the two-dimensional Fourier transform 
of the object function f on the same line. In other words, the Fourier transformed 1-D 
projection of an object f is identical to the corresponding values in the 2-D Fourier space 
F. 
Let p(B, r) be the projection of an object function f for an angle (). Then the Fourier 
transform of p can be written as 
:Fp(B,p) = P(O,p) = F(u,v) = :F2 f(u,v). (3.4) 
See appendix D for a proof. 
The Fourier Slice Theorem is fundamental in that it directly relates the measured pro-
jections (i.e. for two dimensions, the Radon domain) to the Fourier space. By simple 
lD-Fourier transformations, the Fourier space can be filled and the object function can in 
principle be reconstructed by an inverse 2D-Fourier transform. 
A problem with this approach is that the Fourier space values are placed on a polar grid 
whereas an FFT requires a Cartesian grid. Thus, Fourier interpolation is necessary which 
is susceptible to causing image artefacts [Mag93]. 
Another important fact that can be seen from the Fourier Slice Theorem is the following. 
Obviously, one projection fills one line in the Radon space. In order to fill the 2D Radon 
space, one must take a set of projections over an angular range of at least 180° because 
the obtained Radon data lie on correspondingly rotated lines that sweep out the Radon 
space. 
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3.1.4 Filtered back-projection in parallel-beam geometry 
Filtered back-projection is a direct inversion of the Radon transform R. It consists of 
averaging out the projection data over the line of integration. To obtain a correct result, 
they must be filtered. 
Projection followed by unfiltered back-projection acts like a low-pass filter on the object 
function (Mag93]. This is easy to verify when we look at an object consisting of a single 
point. 
y 
X 
a) b) c) 
Figure 3.2: a) An object function f consisting of a single point and its projection for an angle B. b) 
Back-projection of a number of projections yield a "blurred" image !blur of the point. c) Fblur• the 
blurred image in the Fourier domain. It is given by 1/ p whereas it should be a constant function for 
the unblurred image. 
Projections taken at different angles yield attenuation distributions as in figure 3.2 a. 
Let us name them p( Bi, r) where (}i denotes the angle of the projection geometry and r is 
the independent variable of the one-dimensional projection. 
The application of unfiltered back-projection to each p((}i, r) is displayed in figure 3.2 b. 
It is clearly visible that attenuation coefficients are assigned to regions where the original 
function was equal to zero. We may call the original function f(x, y) and the function 
resulting from unfiltered back-projection fblur(x, y) since the effect looks like blurring. In 
the limit of an infinite number of projections, !blur is identical to f convolved with a point 
spread function (PSF) ｾ＠ where r = Jx2 + y2. 
1 fblur(x, y) = - * f(x, y). 
r 
(3.5) 
Since the Fourier transform of 1 I r is 1 I p with p = J X 2 + Y2 , the Fourier transform 
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Fblur(X, Y) of !blur(x,y) is given by 
1 
Fblur(X, Y) = -F(u, v). 
p 
(3.6) 
In fact, the Fourier transform F ( u, v) of a single point is a constant function, so Fblur is 
proportional to 1/ p (see figure 3.2 c). 
In order to compensate for the blurring filter 1/ p introduced by the back-projection, we 
can multiply Fblur(x,y) with p: 
F(X, Y) = p · Fbtur(X, Y). (3.7) 
The multiplication with p corresponds to a derivation in the spatial domain. 
a f(x, Y) = Br !blur(x, y). (3.8) 
Another way to counterbalance the blurring is to apply the lD Ramp filter 
H(p) =!PI pEIR (3.9) 
to each projection in the Fourier domain before the back-projection. The filtered projections 
can then be added up to reconstruct the Fourier-transformed object function F. This is 
possible because both filtering and back-projection are linear operations. 
The absolute value of pis taken because the projection p(O, r) yields Radon data on a 
radial line. !PI constitutes a "section, through the isotopic filter p on the same line. A 
mathematical derivation is presented in appendix E. 
The great advantage of this method is that each projection can be processed indepen-
dently of the others. Thus, the reconstruction can already be performed during acquisition 
time. 
Alternatively to the filtering in the Fourier domain, the inverse Fourier transform hT ( r) 
of the band-limited Ramp filter Hw(p) can be applied to each projection by convolution 
in the spatial domain. The filtered projections q(O, r) are given by 
+oo 
q(B, r) = p(O, r) * hT(r) = I p(B, r)h(r- r') dr' (3.10) 
-00 
If we assume that Hw(p) is limited to the interval[-W, W] then the convolution filter 
function is 
hT(r) = Ｒ ｾ Ｒ＠ ｳｩｮ･ＨｾＩ＠ - Ｔ ｾ Ｒ＠ sinc2 ( 2;) (3.11) 
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Figure 3.3: The band-limited Ramp filter in the spatial (left) and in the Fourier domain (right). The 
bandwidth is vV = 1. 
where T = 1/(2W) is the sampling interval and the sine function is defined by sinc(x) = 
sin(x)fx (KS87]. Fig. 3.3 shows the Ramp filter for a bandwidth of W = 1 in the spatial 
and in the Fourier domain. 
It should be pointed out that an analytical representation of hr(r) in the spatial domain 
can only be specified for a band-limited ramp filter, because an unlimited filter H (p) cannot 
be Fourier-transformed due to the infinite integral values. The bandwidth W however 
implies through the Nyquist-theorem a minimal image resolution T, beyond which a higher 
resolution is pointless (Sch99] [Sch01 ]. As a consequence, we also need to know the filter 
values at the sampled positions only. 
We can label the discrete values of the projections as 
ｰｾ＠ = p( fJ, k · T) (3.12) 
where k E { -!?-, ... , ＫｾＭ 1} with Np being the number of pixels in one detector row. 
We then need the filter values at the positions r = k · T. This turns eq. (3.11) into 
hr,k = Ｒ ｾ Ｒ＠ sine( k) - Ｔ ｾ Ｒ＠ sinc2 ( k). (3.13) 
Here is the summarised algorithm: 
1. Filtering of each projection p(fJ, r) as 
q(fJ, r) = p(fJ, r) * h(r) (3.14) 
where h(r) is the ramp filter in the spatial domain as in eq. (3.11). We keep in mind 
the restrictions considered in eqs. (3.12) and (3.13). 
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2. Back-projection of the filtered projections as 
27r 11' 
f(x,y) ］ｾｉ＠ q(O,r)d() =I q(O,xcosO+ysinO)dO. (3.15) 
0 0 
3.1.5 Filtered back-projection in fan-beam geometry 
The previous derivations applied to the simple case of a parallel beam geometry shown 
in Fig. 3.1. However, electron impact X-ray tubes produce cones of X-rays. A parallel 
acquisition geometry can be achieved in two ways. The first possibility is to collimate the 
beam to a thin ray and to move the X-ray source parallel to the detector array. In this 
case it would even suffice to have a single detector element move synchronously with the 
source. The drawback of this method is that the acquisition time would increase by a 
large factor. 
The second possibility is a method called rebinning. In this approach, a collimated 
fan-beam is used. Single "rays" (corrsponding to measured pixel values) from different 
projections are interchanged so that parallel rays can be collected in one artificial pro-
jection. The angles of incidence and the varying detector spacing on the curved detector 
must be accounted for. This method requires careful adjustment of the projection acqui-
sition rate and the detector width. One artificial projection can be processed after a small 
delay only, which occurs during the time in which all projections that include rays for 
the current rebinned projection have been recorded. Of course, there is also the need to 
intermediately store these projections. 
If we want to preserve the separate processibility of the individual projections as with 
the parallel-beam FBP, the equations become more complex. Similar to the rebinning 
method, the geometrical distortions due to the fan-beam geometry must be considered. 
As a result, the FBP contains additional weighting coefficients. 
The geometry for the fan-beam FBP is depicted in Fig. 3.5. The reconstruction equation 
according to [KS87] is 
27r 2 
f(X) = ｾ＠ I ( ､Ｈｾ＠ B)) [(p(B, S) ·cos<>)* h(s)] dB. (3.16) 
0 
Here, p(O, s) is the projection value at the detector position s taken at the angle (). s 
stands for the detector position containing the line integral value for a specific point (x, y) 
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Figure 3.4: Rebinning in fan-beam geometry. While source and detector rotate around the object at 
a constant rate (top), those rays that intersect the object at a certain angle (bold) are collected to 
create a new, artificial projection (bottom). The rebinning results in a extended source. This artificially 
generated projection can be used for filtered back-projection in parallel beam geometry. The angles of 
incidence and the varying detector spacing on the curved detector must be accounted for. 
Figure 3.5: Geometry for the 20-FBP using fan-beam projections. 
and a projection angle B. D and d denote distances in the projection geometry as shown 
in Fig. 3.5. a is the angle between the central ray and the Hne from the source S to the 
current point (x , y). Finally, h(s) is the ramp filter. See section 3.1.4 for a definition and 
discussion of its properties. 
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Figure 3.6: Geometry for the Feldkamp algorithm. Source and detector move on a circular trajectory 
around the object. Com pare Fig. 3.5 
3.2 3D reconstruction with the "Feldkamp" algorithm 
In classical CT, slices of an object are reconstructed from X-ray fan-beam projections. 
These are combined afterwards to obtain an entire 3D data set. 
An X-ray source produces a cone-beam of radiation. The cone-beam is collimated to a 
fan-beam by a small slit. This procedure wastes most of the X-rays. It would save time, 
energy and anode damage in the X-ray tube if the whole X-ray cone could be used for object 
reconstruction. Obviously, at least the data recording of an NxM 2D-detector versus 
an N-point lD-detector is M times faster. Opposed to these obvious advantages is an 
increased computational complexity. This section treats the requirements and algorithms 
involved in 3D-reconstruction using the "Feldkamp" algorithm. 
3.2.1 Analytical formulation 
The so-called Feldkamp algorithm was suggested by Feldkamp, Davis, and Kreiss [FDK84]. 
An equivalent method was derived by Yan and Leahy [YL91] including an expression for 
the spatially varying point spread function. It is a direct generalisation of the 2D filtered 
back-projection to three dimensions. In the central slice of the volume, it is equivalent to 
2D-FBP. 
The Feldkamp algorithm is widely used. The reconstructions in this thesis are also based 
an implementation of the Feldkamp algorithm. It uses data from cone-beam projections 
obtained along a single circular orbit. The projection geometry is displayed in figure 3.6. 
The Feldkamp algorithm uses one-dimensional ramp-filtering in the direction of the 
trajectory projected onto the flat detector. The detector values must be pre-weighted with 
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a factor inversely proportional to the distance between the source and the detector position. 
An additional weighting is introduced to compensate the divergent beam geometry. This 
corresponds exactly to the 2D fan-beam filtered back-projection presented in section 3.1.5. 
In fact, the only change is that we are now talking about cone-beam projections. The 
projection of the voxel under consideration onto the detector is calculated in coordinates 
(s, f). 
The complete back-projection formula according to [GKK+99] is given by 
271" 2 
f(X) = ｾ＠ J ｃＨｾ＠ IJ)) [(p(IJ, s, i) . cos a)* h(s)] diJ. (3.17) 
0 
Herein, x = (x, y, z) specifies the spatial position of a voxel. The two-dimensional pro-
jections are described by p(fJ, s, f). f) parameterises the source trajectory. a is the angle 
between the vector from the source to the centre of the detector and the vector from the 
source to the detector position (s, t). D is the constant distance between the source and 
the origin and d(x,fJ) = cos(a) IS(fJ)- xl is the length of the vector from the source S(fJ) 
to the voxel at x, projected onto the source-detector vector. h(s) is the pure band-limited 
ramp filter as in equation (3.11). All of these notations are identical to those in eq. (3.16). 
3.2.2 Discretisation of the Feldkamp algorithm 
In an implementation of the Feldkamp algorithm, the discrete nature of the data acquisi-
tion must be considered. This effectuates two changes in the algorithm of eq. (3.17). 
Firstly, the projections are taken at separate positions. This must be accounted for by 
replacing the integral by a sum. The infinitesimal element dfJ is substituted by the angular 
spacing D..fJi. In the case of equiangular projections, D..fJi = 2n-/N = canst., where N is 
the number of projections. For non-equiangular projections, the fl()i must be calculated 
from the angle differences between subsequent projections. 
D..Bi = oi - oi+ 1 
2 
where Bi represents the angular spacing between the projections i -1 and i. 
(3.18) 
Secondly, the projections themselves are pixelized. This implies an interpolation in the 
projection image for each voxel. As suggested in eq. (3.17), the projection of the current 
voxel x from the source §i onto the detector surface is calculated in detector coordinates 
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(s, t). As these coordinates will generally not be identical to a pixel on the detector, 
interpolation between the adjacent pixel values is performed. 
Furthermore, the ramp filter h( s) is reduced to a discrete version as explained in sec-
tion 3.1.4. If the number of pixels in one detector row is Nk then a filter kernel of 2Nk 
samples produces an exact result [Jac96]. 
The discrete projections are denoted by 
pfl =p(O,k ·T,l·T) (3.19) 
where k E { -!?--, ... , +!?-- 1} with Np being the number of pixels in one detector row. 
l indexes the detector rows. For reasons of simplicity we are assuming that the sample 
spacing T is the same for both detector coordinates, as is the case for the BV 26 image 
intensifier. 
The discrete representation of the band-limited ramp filter in the spatial domain is 
hr,k = Ｒ ｾ Ｒ＠ sine( k) - Ｔ ｾ Ｒ＠ sinc2 ( k). 
The filtered projections are calculated as 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
In order to produce correct results, the projections can be embedded into the larger interval 
[-Np, +Np]· The additional values are filled with zeroes. This technique is called zero-
padding [PFTV88]. 
The discrete formulation of the Feldkamp algorithm is then given by 
f(X) = ｾ＠ t M; Ｈ､Ｈｾ＠ i) r L c;(X, i) cos( a)</;;. 
t=l ' JEM 
(3.22) 
Here, d(x, i) = d(x, Oi), M is the number of pixels used to interpolate the processed 
detector value at (s, t) and Cj are the interpolation weights for theM pixels. 
3.3 Principal limitations of the Feldkamp algorithm 
It has been shown in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.3 that the minimum information required to 
reconstruct a slice of an object is a sufficient coverage of the 2D Radon space. This can 
only be achieved through a set of projections acquired over an angular range of at least 
180°. 
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Figure 3. 7: Calculation of a single 3D Radon value. The value is equal to the plane integral of the 
function f(x, y, z) where the plane is defined by its nearest point ｲｾ＠ to the origin. The shaded area 
represents an actual slice through the 3D object depicted by the curved line. 
In three dimensions, the requirements are similar. Again, full knowledge of the Radon 
space of an object is necessary to obtain a perfect reconstruction. In this section, the con-
ditions on the source trajectory for perfect reconstructions will be defined. Furthermore, 
it will be shown that the Feldkamp algorithm does not fulfil these conditions. 
3.3.1 The 3D Radon space 
We have seen in section 3.1.1 that the line integrals obtained from X-ray projections can 
be directly used to fill the 2D-Radon space. In a more general fashion, the Radon space 
can be defined for any number of dimensions. A point ＧｒｦＨｲｾＩ＠ in then-dimensional Radon 
domain then corresponds to the integral over a hyperplane in !Rn which is defined by its 
normal vector ｲｾ＠ as was described in section 3.1.1 for the 2D case. In W the Radon space 
consists of integral values over planes. The identity of R and line integrals in JR2 can be 
understood as a special case where the dimension of the hyperplane is one. 
3.3.2 The Tuy condition 
In 1983, H. K. Thy was the first to give a sufficient condition for the trajectory of a 
source-detector-system to enable a theoretically perfect reconstruction [Thy83]. Later, 
other authors derived the same conditions differently [Smi85] [Gra87]. They all state that 
a necessary condition for exact reconstruction is that every plane intersecting 
the ROI must contain at least one cone-beam source point. 
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A consequence of this theorem is that for 3D reconstruction the entire unit sphere does 
not have to be realised by a trajectory. Furthermore, a Radon value at a point X can in 
principle be obtained by a projection from any source point within the plane of integration. 
Thus, a variety of trajectories is possible. 
Source orbits that meet the sufficiency condition are shown in figure 3.8. The commonly 
used single circular orbit (Fig. 3.8 a) does not fulfil this condition. Methods that use this 
trajectory type such as the Feldkamp algorithm (see section 3.2) are therefore limited to 
an approximation of the object function. 
a) b) c) d) 
Figure 3.8: Different source orbits: a) single circular orbit. b) two perpendicular circles. c) two circles 
and a line. d) helix. Except orbit a) all orbits fulfil the sufficiency condition by Tuy. 
a) b) 
Figure 3.9: a) The 3D Radon shell of a point S is the sphere through Sand the origin 0 with OS 
as diameter. Any plane integral containing S produces a Radon value (e. g. A) on this sphere because 
the triangle SAO constitutes a right angle at A according to the theorem of Thales. The Thales circle 
containing S, A, and 0 is drawn as a partly dashed ellipse. b) A real detector with finite dimensions 
yields Radon data on a section of the sphere only. This region, represented by the shaded area, is called 
an "umbrella". 
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3.3.3 The missing data problem 
To what extent does this affect the quality of our reconstructions? An easy way to visualise 
the missing information is to look at the Radon space. 
For the sake of simplicity, we will first assume a detector with infinite dimensions. Under 
these circumstances, the Radon values produced by one projection lie on a sphere surface 
that touches the origin 0 and the source point Sand has the diameter OS. This sphere 
is called the Radon shell of S. 
An explanation for the form of the Radon shell can be derived from Fig. 3.9. The set 
of points that contain Radon values from the projection at Sis identical to those points 
that form a rectangular triangle with 0 and S. This is exactly the condition for the points 
making up a sphere surface according to the theorem of Thales. 
If a number of such projections is acquired along a circular trajectory, the resulting 
image in the Radon space will look like Fig. 3.10 a). The spherical Radon shells sweep out 
the Radon space, thereby constituting a torus. One can easily see the region of missing 
data on top of (and below) the torus. 
We have mentioned earlier (section 3.1.3) the relation between the Radon and the Fourier 
space, so we can state that the circular orbit leads to a region of missing data in the Fourier 
space. This affects especially the high frequencies in the direction perpendicular to the 
trajectory plane. 
In practice, the size of the detector is limited. One single projection then yields Radon 
data on a piece of the sphere which is usually called an "umbrella" after its shape. When a 
lot of such umbrellas are acquired along a circular orbit, the resulting Radon image looks 
like a small sphere cut out of the torus. Thus, the missing data regions still exist but 
appear as rather thin holes similar to a cone, as displayed in Fig. 3.10 b). 
A quantitative analysis of the amount of missing data can be obtained by the following 
estimation. If 6 is half the X-ray cone angle as defined by the detector size and the source-
detector distance then 6 is also the opening angle of the umbrella, i.e. the angle between 
the central ray and the outermost ray. The opening angle of the "cone" of missing data is 
then given by v = 6/2 as can be seen from Fig. 3.11. This estimation gives an upper limit 
for the percentage of missing data in the ROI volume, since v decreases linearly with 6. 
Applied to the PHILIPS BV-26, whose cone angle is ｾ＠ 9.6°, it follows that the region 
of missing data has an opening angle of 2.4°. This corresponds to a solid angle of 211'(1-
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Figure 3.10: Insufficient data in the Radon domain obtained when using projections acquired along 
a circular trajectory. a) In the case of an infinite detector. The trajectory is represented by the bold 
line. The region of obtained data has the form of a torus in the Radon space. On top of and below 
the torus are regions of missing data that lead to insufficient information of the object in the Fourier 
domain . b) Real situation with a limited detector. The volume-rendered image displays the Radon data 
obtained with a PHILIPS BV-26. The right figure must be thought of as a small part cut out of the 
centre of the left figure. Since the ROI is very small, the region of missing data almost vanishes. This 
is equivalent to the notion that the small detector restricts the reconstructed volume to voxels near the 
central slice. 
cos 2.4°) = 5.55 · 10- 3 sr which is equivalent to 0.09% of the unit sphere2 • In other words , 
the loss of information for such a small field of view as with the BV-26 is rather small. 
In a reconstruction the lack of information from circular trajectories manifests itself 
as an intensity drop for off-centre slices and reduced spatial resolution. Deformations of 
round objects in off-centre slices are also often found. 
However, a number of positive statements can be made about the Feldkamp algorithm. 
• The central slice, i. e. the slice in the trajectory plane, is reconstructed correctly 
because in this slice 
1. the Feldkamp algorithm acts exactly like FBP and 
2. the Radon space can be completely filled. 
With increasing distance from the centre slice, the error in the reconstructed atten-
uation values rises. 
• The integral of the attenuation coefficients in the longitudinal direction (perpendic-
247rsr make up the unit sphere. The unit name is steradians. 
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region of 
missing data 
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Figure 3.11: Size of the region of missing Radon data with respect to the cone angle. The opening 
angle of the cone-like hole in the Radon image is equal to the opening angle of the X-ray cone. The 
proportions have been distorted for reasons of clearness. 
ular to the trajectory plane) is preserved. This is obvious by the fact that all Radon 
data in this very plane are known from the circular scan, hence all the plane integrals 
perpendicular to this plane are known [Tur01]. 
• As a consequence of the last point, the Feldkamp algorithm returns (potentially) 
exact values for objects homogenous in the longitudinal direction. 
There are more sophisticated algorithms which are able to process projections from 
advanced trajectories satisfying the Tuy condition. Some of these algorithms are presented 
in appendix I for reasons of completeness. For this thesis they play no major role. However, 
one of the most famous analytically exact algorithms due to Defrise and Clack [DC94] has 
been shown to reduce to the Feldkamp algorithm when offered projections from a circular 
trajectory only. So, in a way, the Feldkamp algorithm achieves the optimal reconstruction 
with the insufficient available data3 • 
3However, since the Defrise/Clack algorithm sets the missing Radon data to zero, the reconstruction 
can be further improved by interpolating the unknown values in a meaningful way [ThrOl]. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental set-up and methods 
This chapter describes the X-ray imaging system used, the general aspects of the calibra-
tion of C-arms for 3D reconstruction, the actual implementations on the existing PHILIPS 
system as well as some alternative methods to achieve an appropriate system calibration. 
4.1 Introducing the PHILIPS BV 26 C-arm 
Figure 4.1: The BV 26 surgical C-arm by Philips. From the BV 26 operator's manual release 3, 
© Philips Medical Systems Nederland, 1993. 
The BV 26 is a medical imaging device by PHILIPS consisting of 
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+ 
Figure 4.2: Sketch of the C-arm BV 26 and its degrees of freedom . Particularly relevant to this 
thesis are numbers 4 and 5, called "Angulation" or "C-arm movement" and "Rotation" or "Propeller 
movement" I respectively. They move the X-ray tube and the image intensifier, placed on opposite ends 
of the "C" I on the surface of a sphere. 
• a mobile C-arm stand with X-ray generator, medical imaging chain and a control 
panel 
• a mobile viewing station with two monitors, digital image processor and memory, 
and control panel. 
It was designed primarily for applications in the field of surgery and interventional pro-
cedures, where its advantages are maneuverability, a 15 ｣ｾ＠ field of view, and imaging 
quality. However, it is also suitable for use as a mobile diagnostic unit to support other 
hospital disciplines. It provides a choice of fluoroscopy modes to suit various applications. 
4.1.1 Geometry of the C-arm 
Figure 4.2 presents a rough sketch of the 0-arm BV 26 available at the Philips Research 
Laboratories Hamburg. The C-arm gantry provides a suspension for the actual "0". The 
X-ray source (tube) and the detector (image intensifier) are mounted at opposite ends of 
the " 0" , respectively. 
The 0-arm can be rolled to any position in the operating theatre. Additionally, there 
are five degrees of freedom: 
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1. vertical displacement; 
2. rotation around vertical ( z-) axis; 
3. horizontal displacement; 
4. rotation around hoTizontal x-axis (heTeinafter called "Angulation"); 
5. rotation around horizontal y-axis (referred to as "Rotation" below); 
The numbering corresponds to the numbers in Fig. 4.2. 
While the first one uses an electric motor for displacement, the other four have to 
be adjusted by hand. The last two move X-ray detector and source on the surface of 
a sphere. However, the intersection point of the two rotation axes does not lie within 
the direct connecting line between the source and the detector. For most trajectories in 
3D reconstruction, these two rotations are the most important degrees of freedom. It is 
therefore sufficient to set the other degrees of freedom to fixed positions and thus simplify 
the calibration of the positioning. 
4.1.2 Technical parameters 
Table 4.1 on the next page shows technical data on the BV 26 C-arm. An important point 
are the ranges of the five degrees of freedom since they influence the geometry of the X-ray 
projections. 
4.1.3 Estimated radiation dose to the operator 
Since the BV 26 is to be adjusted by hand the topic arises to which extent the operator 
of the C-arm will be exposed to X-radiation. There are two possible scenarios: 
1. The operator leaves the room for each projection. The lead-shielded walls of the 
room provide enough protection against X-rays to solve the dose problem. 
2. The operator does not leave the room to speed up the acquisition. Then he will be 
more or less exposed to X-rays. Depending on the distance and orientation to the 
X-ray source and on possible protective clothing the absorbed radiation dose will 
differ. 
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quantity value 
Degrees of Motorised height movement (1) 50 em 
freedom Panning movement (2) 12.5° 
Longitudinal travel (3) 20 em 
Angulation (4) 205° 1 
Rotation (5) 115° 
Gantry Weight 245 kg 
Power supply 110 W at 220/240 V 
Collimator minimal beam diameter at < 5 em 
detector window 
X-ray tube Type Fixed anode 
Focal spot sizes 0.6 and 1.5 mm 
Dose rate 25 ... 60p,R/s 
Image Input field size 15 em 
Intensifier Input screen Csi 
Output screen Phosphor / fibre 
Video camera Pick-up type CCD sensor 
Lines (interlaced) 625 (50 Hz), 525 (60 Hz) 
Table 4.1: Technical data for the BV 26 C-arm. 
Fig. 4.3 shows empirical data on the amount of scattered radiation in the vicinity of the 
C-arm stand. X-radiation produced with 66 kV and 2 mA penetrates a rectangular water 
phantom with the dimensions 25 x 25 x 20 cm3 (see black box in figure). The radiation 
density at points on a grid in the plane of the "C" is recorded. 
Let us estimate the radiation an operator absorbs next to the C-arm. Assuming that 
1. the operator can maintain a distance of 1 meter to the C-arm while taking a projec-
tion, 
2. he receives thus a dose of 157.15p,Gy/h according to level 3 in Fig. 4.3, 
3. one X-ray shot lasts 0.01 s (typical value for the Integris system), 
1 Angulation: An extended rotation is possible but may affect the cables 
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Number Level 
1 31.43 J.LGy /h 
2 62.86 J.LGy /h 
3 157.15 1-£Gy /h 
4 314.30 pGy /h 
5 628.60 pGy /h 
6 942.90 J.LGy /h 
7 1.30 mGy/h 
8 1.90 mGy/h 
9 2.50 mGy/h 
10 3.10 mGy/h 
Figure 4.3: Distribution of measured intensity of scatter radiation in the vicinity of the 
BV 26. The radiation was scattered on a 25 x 25 x 20 cm3 rectangular water phantom (black 
box). ©Philips Medical Systems Netherlands, 1993. 
4. 360 projections are taken for each patient (e. g. a circular trajectory with one pro-
jection every 1. 0 o), 
then the accumulated radiation dose per patient is 
J.LGy 360 · 0.01s ·15.715 h = 0.157 J.LGy. (4.1) 
According to the German Strahlenschutz-Verordnung (StSV, October 1994) a person may 
be exposed in the context of his profession to up to 20 mSv per annum. This is equivalent 
to 20 mGy/a for X-rays. 
Taking the above consideration into account, our estimation tells us that an operator 
may perform up to 127388 reconstructions per year or almost 500 per week day. As a 
conclusion we can state that the radiation exposure for the operator without protective 
clothing who does not leave the room for each projection is negligibly small. 
4.1.4 Estimated radiation dose to the patient 
An important aspect of diagnostic X-ray imaging is the relation between the diagnostic 
value obtained and the radiation dose the patient has to endure. Since the image quality 
in terms of signal-to-noise ratio directly depends on the applied radiation dose, there is 
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obviously a trade-off to be made here. As a general rule, the radiation dose should be kept 
as small as possible. In the case of medical imaging, this means that the least image quality 
that still yields all the relevant diagnostic information should determine the applied dose. 
The BV 26 system is not optimised for 3D reconstruction in that it provides modes that 
are suited for X-ray fluoroscopy. However, some sensible assumptions on a possible future 
C-arm that features a 3D functionality will offer enough information for an estimation of 
the dose. 
Let us again assume that 360 projections are acquired for one object reconstruction. This 
is by far too much, since a high image resolution is already achieved with 100 projections 
in the Integris system, but it certainly is an upper limit for the number of projections. 
Furthermore, let the time for one projection be 0.01 s as in the last section. 
Taking into account that the BV 26 uses a 3mm aluminium equivalent filter and that 
the distance of the patient to the X-ray som·ce amounts ｴｯｲｾ＠ 50 em, the equivalent dose 
rate per projection can be estimated for these parameters according to DIN 6812 as 
· I . mSvm2 H p = r n . 2 w1th r R :::::::: 1.5 A . r m rmn (4.2) 
H. 0 044mSv · · P = . --per proJection 
s 
==> H = 0.44 p. Sv per projection. (4.3) 
For the assumed 360 projections, this sums up to 
H = 360Hp = 0.1584mSv. (4.4) 
This should be viewed in relation to e. g. the average yearly dose of natural radiation 
(cosmic, terrestrial or internal) of ｾ＠ 2.4 mSv. Typical doses in CT are in the range of 2 
mSv (body) up to 7 mSv (head) [DosOO]. As a result, it is fair to say that the X-ray dose 
for a 3D reconstruction performed with a BV 26 (or any other C-arm) is relatively small. 
4.2 Additional constructions on the C-arm 
The original construction of the BV 26 was mainly made for intra-operational fluoroscopic 
imaging purposes. Its use for 3D reconstruction imposes additional requirements on the 
imaging system. This section summarises the adaptations and reconstructions made on 
the BV 26 in the course of this thesis. 
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Figure 4.4: A drawing {left) and a photograph of the jacks that have been constructed in order to 
keep the BV 26 in a fixed spatial relation to the laboratory. 
Further additions related to the calibration of the gantry will be described in sec-
tion 5.3 and 5.2. 
4.2.1 Ensuring the reproducibility of the positioning 
A pre-condition for a successful calibration of the C-arm positioning is that the positions 
can be reproducibly adjusted. This is not the case for the BV 26 since it is supported by 
wheels, which allows for easy maneuverability in the operating theatre. As a consequence, 
it must be ensured that the gantry does not move relative to the ground during the image 
acquisition. Moreover, the C-arm must possess a defined spatial relation to an exterior 
magnetic field if the image distortion has not been calibrated for arbitrary magnetic fields. 
There is a mechanism built into the BV 26 that allows the wheels to be blocked. This 
certainly inhibits the device from rolling away but is not enough in the context of the 
strict requirements imposed by 3D reconstruction. 
One possible solution would be to build moulds into the floor that the gantry can fit 
into, but that do not incommode the operational processes if not used. These moulds 
could be magnetically enhanced to facilitate the snapping in. 
For the experiments in this thesis, we used a different approach. We concluded that the 
only reliable way to fix the gantry to the ground was to mount it on jacks. This turned 
out to be a very good solution for this work. However, this would be highly impractical 
in an operating theatre. The 245 kg of the BV 26 could be lifted onto the jacks only with 
a heavy crowbar. A drawing and a photograph of the jacks are presented in Fig. 4.4. 
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4.2.2 Measuring the C-arm angle position 
The BV 26 in its original state is not provided with measurement devices for the degrees 
of freedom. Therefore it was necessary to partly reconstruct the C-arm in order to attach 
the angle meters. 
As pointed out in section 4.1.1 on page 43, the number of the C-arm's used degrees 
of freedom can be reduced to two. These are called "Angulation" angle and "Rotation" 
angle. In Fig. 4.2 they are referred to as number 4 and 5, respectively. 
Fig. 4.5 shows a sketch of the two angle meters and how they are mounted on the C-arm. 
Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show photographs of the angle meters on the C-arm. The projected 
accuracy in position measurement was 0.1 mm in each spatial (Cartesian) direction. 
acquisition 
board display magnetic tape 
Figure 4.5: Sketch of the installation components for the two angle meters. They measure the angles 
called "Angulation" and "Rotation", corresponding to number 4 and 5 in Fig. 4.2, respectively. 
Angulation: A big toothed wheel attached to the rotating part of the gantry and a small toothed 
wheel attached to the fix part of the gantry are connected by a toothed belt (grey) . They transmit the 
rotation onto an angle encoder (black) which in turn gives a 20 bits parallel signal to a data acquisition 
board on a laptop. 
Rotation: A magnetic tape (grey), attached to the outer side of the" C", carries a magnetic signature 
that is read out by a magnetic sensor. This sensor is connected to an electronic display which in turn 
gives a serial signal to a data acquisition board. 
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4.2.2.1 "Angulation" angle 
The so-called Angulation refers to the axis of bilateral symmetry of the "C". It can only 
be measured directly at point 4 in Fig. 4.2 on page 43. 
Since the mechanical axis itself is not accessible from either side, a transmission of the 
Angulation onto an angle encoder via a toothed belt had to be constructed. This was also 
necessary due to accuracy reasons (see below). 
The principal construction sketch is shown in Fig. 4.5. A toothed wheel with a radius r1 
is fixed to the rotating part of the gantry. The second wheel with the radius r2 is mounted 
on the opposite side and is attached to the angle encoder. Fig. 4.6 shows a photograph of 
the mounted device. 
Transmission ratio The ratio ｾｾ＠ = ｾｾ＠ where n is the number of cogs on a wheel is 
determined by the accuracy requirements. The radius of the C-arm is 540 mm. In order 
to achieve an accuracy of 0.1 mm with our measurements we need to know the Angulation 
angle with an accuracy of 1/5400. In other words, we need to encode the full circle with 
21r · 5400 ｾ＠ 33930 steps. 
For the Angulation measurement a Siko WKMV 65 angle encoder is used. Since it has 
a 13 bits precision per turn which equals 8192 steps there is a ratio of 33930/8192 ｾ＠ 4.14 
between the required and the present accuracy. Thus, the ratio g. must be at least 4.14. 
The chosen toothed wheels and the belt have a separation (distance between cogs) of 
3/8 inches. The big wheel has 72 cogs, the small one 15. This yields a ratio of 4.8. The 
overall precision including multiple turn counts is thus enhanced to 20 bits. 
For the transmission, a 762 mm toothed belt with 800 cogs was used. Belt and wheels 
are products of Madler GmbH. 
4.2.2.2 "Rotation" angle 
The "rotation" of the "C" refers to the axis perpendicular to the "C" -plane and through 
the centre of the "C'' as a segment of a circle. It can only be measured at the point where 
the "C" is supported, see point 5 in Fig. 4.2 on page 43. 
The type of measurement is linear because the measured quantity is an arc length. 
Thus, the accuracy of the arc length measurement is equal to the targeted accuracy. 
It was possible to fix a magnetic tape to the outer side of the "C" (see Fig. 4. 7). This 
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is used in conjunction with a magnetic sensor. The tape has a magnetic signature with 
an accuracy of 0.05 mm. For our purposes we used a Siko MSlOO sensor with an MBlOO 
magnetic tape and an MAlOO electronic display. 
A negligible limitation comes from the fact that the sensor decreases the Rotation range 
by a small angle. This loss of range is determined by the safety stopper we had to attach 
next to the sensor. It has a length of 5.5 em. This corresponds to an angle of 0.58°. 
4.2.3 Measurement accuracy of the angle meters 
In order to determine how precisely the C-arm can be repositioned according to the angle 
meters, the C-arm was re-adjusted several times to a position defined by two angle values. 
In parallel, the position and orientation of the detector was measured with an Optotrak 
system by Northern Digital Inc. 
The Optotral<: features three cameras able to record the coordinates of LED's as well as 
sets of several LED's (in this case 6) in a precisely defined spatial relation to each other. 
By measuring the positions of all (or most) LED's, the position and orientation of the 
set can be uniquely determined with respect to the coordinate system of the cameras. A 
more detailed description of how the Optotrak system was used as well as some instructive 
drawings can be found in appendix G on page 160. 
The experiment was performed in three variations: Once for each angle while the other 
angle was fixed, and once where both angles were turned and re-adjusted each time. An 
angle deviation of 0.02° in the re-positioning of the C-arm was found to be tolerable. 
4.2.3.1 Accuracy of the Optotrak 
In order to know the accuracy of the Optotrak system itself, the LED's were first measured 
5001 times without moving the C-arm (both angles fixed). Before this pre-evaluation was 
performed, the C-arm stood still for one night and it is assumed that its own movement 
has been negligibly small. 
Fig. 4.8 shows the histograms of the translation vector components of 5001 measure-
ments for the fixed C-arm. The ranges of both axes are scaled to common lengths in order 
to make the graphs comparable. The distance between the Optotrak cameras and the 
LED's in this case is about 2 metres. The RMS of the total vector length distribution is 
0.0093 mm which amounts to less than 0.0005% of the vector length. 
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Figure 4.6: A photograph of the Angulation meter set-up. 
Figure 4. 7: A photograph of the Rotation meter magnetic sensor. A magnetised 
metal strip is fixed to the "C" (right). The magnetic sensor is fixed to the support 
of the "C" (left). It is partly covered by a safety stopper. 
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Hence, the Optotrak system provides a sufficient measurement accuracy for 3D imaging 
as well as a reference for an accuracy measurement of the angle meters. 
4.2.3.2 Accuracy of the angle meters 
Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show the histograms of the three spatial components of the transla-
tion vector for the measurement series with fixed Angulation and Rotation, respectively. 
They contain 50 measurements each. Again, the histograms are scaled to be more easily 
comparable. 
All histograms reveal similar results. In the case of fixed Angulation, the RMS of the 
translation vector is 0.20 mm. For the fixed Rotation, the RMS is 0.22 mm. 
Fig. 4.11 shows the results of the measurement series with no fixed angle. Here, 81 
measurements were performed. The total RMS is 0.42 mm. 
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Figure 4.8: Histograms of the translation 
vector components measured by the Opto-
trak system for fixed angles. The number 
of recorded values is 5001. 
a) x = 407.2031 ± 0.0051 mm. 
b) y = 280.095 ± 0.0027 mm. 
c) z = 2022.7786 ± 0.0073 mm. 
b) Ｑｾ＠ ... 134 tf01'1slation vod.ct ｹｾｃｉｉｔｩｰＡｙｉｉＡｴｬｴ＠ • fiud An£Palicn 
Figure 4.9: Histograms of the translation 
vector components measured by the Opto-
trak system for fixed Angulation. The 
number of values is 59. 
a) x = 2.739 ± 0.085 mm. 
b) y = 4.16 ± 0.15 mm. 
c) z = 2059.35 ± 0.10 mm. 
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Figure 4.10: Histograms of the transla-
tion vector components measured by the 
Optotrak system for fixed Rotation. The 
number of values is 50. 
a) x = 102.240 ± 0.094 mm. 
b) y = 134.199 ± 0.065 mm. 
c) z = 2059.18 ± 0.19 mm. 
b) ｾ＠ ... 153.2 '"' ｴｲ ｡ｮ ｾ｡ｴｩｯｮ ｜ Ｇｏｃ ｫｴ ｊｴＮＮ･｡ｮｰｯｴｾ ･ｮ Ｑﾷｍｨｯ､ｬｬｬＧｬｾ •＠
Figure 4.11: Histograms of the translation 
vector components measured by the Opto-
trak system for no fixed angle. The num-
ber of values is 81. 
a) x = 22.43 ± 0.27 mm. 
b) y = 153.83 ± 0.17 mm. 
c) z = 2059.18 ± 0.19 mm. 
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4.3 Reconstruction results from non-equiangular positions 
on a perfectly circular trajectory 
From results of the previous section, it can be concluded that by measuring the angles 
of the C-arm gantry, the positions of detector and tube can be determined with sub-mm 
accuracy according to a model of a sufficiently rigid gantry. This would be accurate enough 
for a reconstruction of an object with structures on the same scale. 
For an experimental verification, 100 projections of a test phantom, the so-called triple-
rod phantom, have been recorded along with the corresponding angle values. The phantom 
consists of metallic spheres aligned in three perpendicular rods and embedded in an X-
ray-transparent material. A detailed description of the triple-rod phantom can be found 
in appendix A.1. 
The Rotation angle was set to 90°. The Angulation angle was varied over the interval 
(160°, 360°]. This equals about 180° +fan-angle. The positions of X-ray tube and detector 
were calculated as a rigid body rotation around the common iso-centre of the Angulation 
angle cp. The reconstructed volume was a cube of 50 mm side length and 2563 voxels. 
Selected slices through the volume are presented in Fig. 4.12. The upper two slices 
show two of the 100 projections of the phantom from approximately orthogonal projection 
angles .. Slices (c) and (d) are cuts parallel to the plane of rotation (the trajectory plane). 
The lower two are cuts perpendicular to that plane, and perpendicular to each other. 
4.3.1 Conclusion 
As can be seen the reconstruction results are far from satisfying. The image is dominated 
by artefacts. It is barely distinguishable that the phantom is constructed from spheres. 
Actually, the slices (c) and (d) do show some circular objects, but only because they 
represent sections through the toroidal structure visible in the slices (a) and (b). In slice 
(c), one can see that the back-projected rays from different views do not intersect properly. 
Instead of intersecting in a single point, the reconstructed object looks more like an arc. 
All of these artefacts point to a systematic error in the geometry of the reconstruction. 
Obviously, the assumption of a rigid gantry does not hold true. In the next section, 
methods to calibrate the gantry are explored. The magnitude of image distortion in the 
image intensifier is measured and a common correction method applied. 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
e) f) 
Figure 4.12: Reconstruction results for the triple-rod phantom without system calibration. 100 
projections were acquired on a circular trajectory along with the projection angle. The reconstructed 
volume has 2563 voxels, which equals (50 mm)3 . Images (a) and (b) show two of the original projections. 
In the mid row, slices parallel to the trajectory plane are shown, namely Y 76 (c) andY 191 (d) . Below, 
one can see two slices in the perpendicular planes, X 67 (e) and Z 77 (f). 
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C-arm calibration 
In 3D reconstruction, any reconstruction algorithm relies on the precision of the measure-
ments. In particular, an exact knowledge of the spatial location of each X-ray beam is 
crucial for the image quality. The exact amount of attenuation for a given beam appears 
to be less significant for the image quality of high-contrast structures. Nevertheless certain 
contrast standards must be met to minimise image artefacts. If correct J.L-values, e. g. in 
Hounsfield units are required, the measured line integrals must be corrected for a number 
of effects that degrade the measurement. This would also be the case for low-contrast 
imaging, e. g. for soft tissue. But also for imaging high contrast objects -as pursued in 
this thesis - the use of a C-arm for 3D reconstruction requires a careful system calibration. 
This chapter describes the necessary calibrations on the data acquired with the BV 26 
gantry. Fig. 4.1.1 on page 43 displays a sketch of the PHILIPS BV 26 C-arm system. This 
gantry comprises an X-ray tube and a detector, which are fixed to opposite ends of a "0"-
shaped bar. The "C" leaves space for a patient table in the X-ray beam. It can be adjusted 
very flexibly in any direction via five degrees of freedom and its wheeled base. Essential 
for this thesis are the two rotations whose rotation axes have a common intersection in 
the centre of the "C". Together they enable a movement of both source and detector on 
the surface of a sphere, thus providing the possibility of attenuation measurement from 
any direction. 
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5.1 Calibration requirements 
If the set of angle values (henceforth referred to as the angle position) of the C-arm is 
measured, it can in principle be used to define the positions of X-ray source and detector 
according to a geometric model. The geometry of an individual ray from the source to a 
detector element can then be calculated. However, in reality this geometry will deviate 
from the model prediction because of two effects. 
1. Static bending of the gantry under the influence of gravity 
Due to its asymmetric suspension, C-arms are deflected in a complex manner. It 
would be far too complicated to model this behaviour, because it depends on a large 
number of parameters (such as the different angles of the "C" or the elasticity tensors 
and masses in various parts of the gantry), which are mostly unknown. 
One solution would be a direct position measurement by an external device, e. g. via 
optical markers. The acual position of the X-ray source inside the gantry case could 
be determined in a separate pre-calibration step. However, the patient, the patient 
table, the operator, and the gantry body itself would give rise to an obstruction of 
the markers in certain angle positions of the C-arm. Currently, there is no solution 
to overcome this problem. 
If the gravitation-induced inflection of the gantry can be considered reproducible, a 
calibration is feasible. In such a scenario, the measured positions would be stored in 
a look-up table together with the corresponding angles of the C-arm angle position. 
During the image acquisition it would suffice to measure the angle position of the 
gantry in order to extract the parameters of interest from the look-up table. Such a 
calibration would have to be made only once for one gantry, since the gravitational 
acceleration is more or less constant in all clinical sites around the world. 
2. Image distortion due to external magnetic fields 
Today's C-arm systems use image intensifiers (II) to record the projection im-
ages.Inside the II, electrons are accelerated in an electric field in order to increase 
the final image brightness (see section 2.3.5). During this procedure, the electrons 
are diverted from their normal paths by the Lorenz force exerted by a magnetic 
field. This leads to a distortion in the recorded image which in turn affects the 
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perceived geometry of the individual X-rays. In a subsequent volume reconstruc-
tion, this produces image artefacts because the back-projected rays in the filtered 
projections cannot correctly compensate each other. 
There are several ways to overcome this effect. 
• Consider it negligible 
Since the magnitude of the distortion is rather small for small II's (in the order 
ofmm), it is a possible solution to just ignore it. Consequently, the degradations 
described above must be tolerated in the reconstructed images. 
However, the "image quality" in medical imaging may be defined as the quality 
of an image that provides enough diagnostic information while imposing the 
least possible radiation dose on the patient. This question can only be decided 
by the acceptance of the physicians which may vary for different diagnostic 
applications and for different doctors. However, as could be seen in Fig. 4.12, 
images acquired and reconstructed without image distortion correction are use-
less for many applications. 
• Magnetic shielding 
This can in principle be achieved by enclosing the detector in a metallic box. 
However, the increased weight of the detector could lead to static problems 
and the attenuation by the metal input face 1·equires a higher X-ray dose for 
the patient. A material thickness of 0.1 mm results in a dose increase of ca. 
15% [Boo01]. On the other hand, this approach appears to be chosen for the 
Siromobil/ISO-C gantry by Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany. 
• Measurement of the magnetic field vector plus modelling of the effect on the 
image 
The measurement as such is no problem, although a restriction on the appli-
cability of this method is to assume a constant field across the detector. The 
challenge here is to find the correct model. The amount of work required to 
develop a theoretical model that takes all physical processes into account would 
be in no reasonable relation to its merit. 
An alternative could be a hybrid model based on theory, heuristics, and some 
calibration measurements. 
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• Measurement of the magnetic field vector plus 3D calibration 
A calibration of the distortion effects of all possible (constant) magnetic fields 
would be a complete remedy. The drawback of this method is the large look-up 
table needed to store the calibration data on a 3D grid (direction times strength 
of the magnetic field). The acquisition of the calibration data would require 
a device that is able to generate a constant field of defined orientation and 
strength that has at least the size of the image intensifier. 
• Calibration according to the C-arm position 
This is the method used in this work. It only works on gantries that can be 
reproducibly adjusted. This property was evaluated beforehand for the BV 26 
gantry (see section 4.2.3). For a fixed location of the C-arm gantry relative to 
the exterior field, it is sufficient to measure the distortion for a specific set of 
C-arm positions, i.e. for certain positions of the source and of the detector. 
Another advantage of this method is that it does not require the magnetic field 
to be homogeneous. 
However, such a calibration can be only applied to these particular positions 
of the C-arm. It is not possible to change the location of or to turn the gantry 
around or- in the case of non-homogenous fields- even to raise or lower the 
"C". This is particularly impractical for surgical C-arms that were originally 
designed to be movable. 
In chapter 6, a calibration method is presented to partly overcome this limita-
tion. 
5.2 Image distortion correction 
Empirical studies [KK94] [KKOA95] [Gla99] have shown that there are basically two types 
of distortions produced by magnetic influences: S-shaped distortions caused by a magnetic 
field vector parallel to the image intensifier normal (see Fig. 5.1 a) and translations in one 
direction if the magnetic field vector is perpendicular to the image intensifier normal 
(Fig. 5.1 b). These distortions are of order 3 or 2, respectively. 
Additionally, a constant distortion is caused by the curved entrance window of the II. 
This effect is termed pincushion distortion (see 5.1 c). It depends on the II geometry only 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawings of typical image distortions in an image intensifier. (a) and (b) show 
the effects of a locally constant external magnetic field with a vector orientation normal (a) or parallel 
(b) to the detector surface. (c) depicts the constant distortion due to the curved shape of the entrance 
window of the II. 
and does not change with the magnetic field. It can be described with a second order 
polynomial. 
The two effects, magnetic distortion and pincushion distortion, are superimposed on 
each other. They can be accounted for in one calibration step. In order to correct the 
distortion, a transformation D : R2 H- R2 is needed which defines the relation between 
any point in the original image to its distorted position. Of course, the image correction 
has to be applied to the projection of the focus calibration phantom too (see section 5.3). 
A reasonable approach for a distortion calibration is to take a projection of a set of 
markers whose true positions are known and whose positions in the distorted image can 
be determined. The translation of each such marker can be fed into a regression equation. 
The result is an approximate expression for the distortion of any point on the detector. 
The most common and probably the most useful marker phantom consists of X-ray 
opaque spheres on a rectangular grid on a plate directly in front of the detector (Fig. 5.4). 
The rectangular grid provides for an easy, precise construction as well as for simplicity in 
the coordinate set-up of the original grid points. Furthermore, it guarantees a uniform 
spacing of the distortion measurement sampling. The spherical geometry of the markers 
is convenient for the segmentation routine that must locate them in the image. 
Another positive aspect of this calibration method is that no camera model is needed to 
relate the pixels in the projection images to the measurement locations on the detector. 
The images are transformed into a form where the grey values at the grid points correspond 
directly to the measurement of a virtual detector element located in the physical marker 
in the phantom. Thus, the detector plane can be identified for calibration purposes with 
the grid phantom plane. This must be accounted for in the geometry calibration as well 
(see section 5.3). 
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5.2.1 Magnitude of the image distortion 
As a demonstration of the magnitude of the image distortions in an image intensifier, X-
ray projections of the distortion calibration phantom have been recorded in different angle 
positions of the BV 26. A new image has been generated from these projections by taking 
the minimum value found in each pixel. The shift of each grid sphere can now be traced 
as the C-arm is moved to different positions and the image distortion changes. Fig. 5.2 
shows a typical single calibration image and the combined images. Apart from the grid 
points, one can see the spheres of the ring phantom, enlarged by geometric magnification, 
and a metal ring in the centre, which is also part of the ring phantom. Their images are 
subject to image distortion as well as geometrical shift due to focus movement. 
The magnitude of the image distortion can be estimated from the image by stating that 
1. the image of one grid sphere has a diameter of ca. 5 pixels; 
2. the diameter of one smeaTed grid sphere in the combined image measures ca. 13 pixels 
near the centre and ca. 23 pixels in the perimeter; 
3. 36 pixels equal1 em on the detector surface. 
With this information, the magnitude of the distortion can be esthnated to 
{13 ... 23}- 5 
3.6 mm = 2 ... 5 mm. (5.1) 
5.2.2 Derivation of a distortion model 
The aim was to find an expression describing the distortion of any point in the two-
dimensional image. That is, we are looking for a transformation D : ｾ Ｒ＠ 1--t ｾ Ｒ •＠ D 
should be bijective because we may want to apply it in both directions. However, it 
is more useful to treat the two directions as two independent transformations and to 
determine their coefficients separately. We can then restrict ourselves to the derivation of 
the transformation from undistorted to distorted coordinates. 
Let (xu, Yu) be the original, undistorted coordinates of an arbitrary point. The distorted 
coordinates (xd, Yd) can be calculated independently as 
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a) b) 
Figure 5.2: a) Typical calibration image showing the projections of the grid/ring phantom. b) The 
pixel-wise minimum of calibration images from many different C-arm angle positions reveals the mag-
nitude of the image distortions. The smearing is greater for the parts of the ring phantom because in 
addition to the image distortion there is a shift due to geometrical distortions of the gantry. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where M is the order of the polynomials f(xu, Yu) and g(xu, Yu)· As explained above, 
the observed distortions in image intensifiers can be sufficiently described by a third order 
polynomial, i.e. M = 3. Equation (5.2) then becomes 
aoo + aotXu + ao2x; + ｡ｯＳｘｾ＠ + (5.4) 
2 2 2 3 
a10Yu + anXuYu + a12XuYu + a20Yu + a21XuYu + a3oYu· 
For reasons of simplicity, the coefficients aki are renamed to ai with i = 0 ... 9. Note that 
the terms have been rearranged. 
2 2 
ao + a1 Xu + a2Yu + a3XuYu + a4xu + asYu + 
2 2 3 3 
a6XuYu + a7XuYu + asxu + agyu 
The same applies to g(xu, Yu)· 
Yd = bo + btXu + ｾｙｵ＠ + b3XuYu + b4x; + ｢ｳｹｾ＠ + 
b6X;Yu + ｢Ｗｘｵｙｾ＠ + ｢ｳｸｾ＠ + ｢ｧｹｾ＠
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Throughout this thesis, the coefficients for the calculation of xd from (xu, Yu) will be 
written as a= ao ... 9, and b = bo ... 9 will denote the coefficients for the calculation of Yd· In 
our model, the distortion transformation is described by these 20 coefficients. The target 
is to determine them from the projection image. 
5.2.3 Determination of the distortion coefficients 
For a reliable set of coefficients that accounts for the distortions in all parts of the image, 
many markers must be measured. The grid used for this thesis consists of around 140 metal 
spheres. Some of these will not be used in images where they cannot be discriminated 
from other spheres. The rest is used to calculate the two sets of 10 coefficients, one for 
each coordinate. 
Such a system of linear equations is heavily over-determined. An estimation for the 
coefficients can be calculated according to the maximum likelihood principle. This is 
demonstrated for a. The corresponding equations are the same for b and for the two 
coefficient sets for the back-transformation. 
Let N > 10 be the number of grid points. Then the over-determined system of linear 
equations is given by 
ao 
a1 
a2 
1 2 2 2 2 3 3 Xul Yul XulYul Xul Yul Xu1Yu1 XulYul Xul Yul a3 xdo 
1 2 2 2 2 3 3 Xu2 Yu2 Xu2Yu2 Xu2 Yu2 Xu2Yu2 Xu2Yu2 Xu2 Yu2 a4 Xdl 
X = 
a5 
1 2 2 2 2 3 3 XuN YuN XuNYuN XuN YuN XuNYuN XuNYuN XuN YuN a6 XdN 
a7 
as 
ag 
or - in short form - as 
A· a(A,d) = d (5.8) 
where A is the matrix of powers of Xu and Yu as in eq. (5.7), a is the vector of coefficients 
as defined above, and d is the vector of measured distorted X-coordinates (the data vector). 
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The maximum likelihood method returns the coefficient vector a for which the predicted 
vector of distorted x-coordinates dmodel (a) yields the smallest error in the least-squares 
sense [Sch86]. In other words, the expression 
I d - dmodel (a) 12 ---r minimum (5.9) 
is minimised by the returned coefficients a, where 
dmodez(a) =A· a. (5.10) 
To avoid numerical problems if the rank of A is smaller than N, it is better to use a 
singular value decomposition to obtain the coefficient vector a [PFTV88]. 
5.2.4 Reconstruction results with image distortion correction 
The effect of the image distortion correction will now be demonstrated. The top row of 
Fig. 5.3 shows one of the projections of the triple-rod phantom from the same data set as in 
section 4.3 (a) and the same image after distortion correction (b). Images (c) through (f) 
show slices through the reconstructed volume. The slices were selected to be comparable 
to those in Fig. 4.12. Images (c) and (d) present sections parallel to the trajectory plane, 
images (e) and (f) show sections perpendicular to that plane. 
5.2.5 Conclusion 
The images are still dominated by arc-shaped artefacts, although they are reduced in mag-
nitude. Obviously, the image distortion correction does help to improve the reconstruction, 
but is not sufficient alone. The cause of the distortion can be seen as an insufficient cen-
tring of the projections with respect to the common axis of rotation. This prevents the 
X-rays that have passed the same point in space from intersecting in the reconstruction 
as well. 
Methods of calibrating the ｧｾｯｭ･ｴｲｹ＠ of the entire gantry are described in the next 
section. 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
e) f) 
Figure 5.3: Reconstruction results for the triple-rod phantom with image distortion correction. 100 
projections were acquired. The reconstructed volume has 2563 voxels, which equals (50 mm)3 . In the 
top row, slices parallel to the trajectory plane are shown, namely Y 74 (a) andY 189 (b). Below, one 
can see two slices in the perpendicular planes, X 63 (c) and Z 84 (d). 
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5.3 Geometry calibration 
As was seen in the last section, the accuracy of the know ledge on the geometric locations of 
the individual X-rays is not yet good enough to return satisfying results. This conforms to 
experience gathered with the PHILIPS Integris V 3000 system, in that 3D reconstruction 
crucially depends on the accuracy with which both X-ray focal spot as well as detector 
location and orientation are known for each projection image. The vectors must be defined 
with respect to a fixed coordinate system, so that the positions for different projections 
can be related to each other. 
We have seen in section 5.1 that a direct measurement during acquisition, e. g. using 
opticallocalisers, is not feasible. A pre-calibration against the angle position of the C-arro 
is the best solution. In this pre-calibration step, all relevant parameters are measured at 
a set of positions which will be called calibration base points throughout this thesis. After 
the calibration has been finished, the base points can be used to determine the calibrated 
parameters at the actual angle positions that the C-arm was set to. 
For the pre-calibration step, there are again basically two ways to measure the vectors 
of interest, phantom-based and direct or external position calibration. The latter has been 
tested for this thesis using an opticallocaliser system by Optotrak Inc., but because of 
computational problems, it was finally discarded. A detailed description can be found in 
appendix G. 
The system calibration that was used in this thesis is a phantom-based method. It will 
be presented in the following sections. 
5.3.1 Phantom-based position calibration 
The term phantom-based position calibration describes a method that uses X-ray projec-
tions of a suitable set of phantoms placed between source and detector. Such a set should 
consist of one phantom that is attached to the detector and which provides a measurement 
of the focus position relative to the detector, and of another phantom for detector position 
calibration that is located in the iso-centre of the system. 
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5.3.1.1 Focal spot calibration using an X-ray phantom 
The detector-mounted phantom used for focal spot calibration is depicted in Fig. 5.4 a. 
The phantom also includes a part for the image distortion correction. The focal spot can 
be measured using the ring of spheres in the upper part of the phantom. For this purpose, 
the centre and radius of the circle of spheres in the projection image are determined. The 
geometrical consideration for the focus calculation is shown in Fig. 5.4 b. 
5.3.1.2 Geometry measurement using the dodecahedron phantom 
The geometry of the gantry at each projection angle is determined with a dodecahedron 
phantom placed in the iso-centre of the system. The phantom is described in detail in 
appendix A.3 on page 149. Basically, the phantom consists of metal spheres placed on 
the corners of a regular dodecahedron. The form of a dodecahedron has proven to be the 
best compromise between a phantom with as many markers as possible that are placed 
to X-rny sourcet 
I 
I 
I 
a) b) 
Figure 5.4: a) Schematic drawing of the ring/grid phantom used in this thesis for focal spot calibration 
and distortion correction. It consists of two X-ray-transparent planes containing metal spheres. Both 
planes contain LEOs (see arrows) for measuring the position of the phantom in conjunction with 
an external position measurement. Plane 1 in front of the detector contains spheres on a grid. The 
deviations of the images of these spheres in a projection image from their original positions are exploited 
to measure the internal image distortion in the image intensifier. A second plate (plane 2) containing 
spheres arranged on a circle is mounted at a certain distance to the detector. It is used for the focal 
spot measurement as shown in b). 
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at a constant distance to its centre but that must still be distinguishable in a projection 
image. 
For every calibration base point, an X-ray projection of this phantom is fed into a 
segmentation routine that uses a priori information to find the shadows of the spheres. 
This a priori information includes the focal spot measurement as well as the approximate 
angle position of the 0-arm. The dodecahedron phantom must also be placed in a defined 
orientation relative to the gantry. Of course, the phantom must keep its fixed position 
during the entire geometry calibration procedure. If all or 1nost of the spheres have been 
found by the segmentation routine, the detector position relative to the dodecahedron 
phantom can be calculated. An estimation of the iso-centre is automatically obtained 
with this method if the phantom is placed near the actual iso-centre of the gantry. 
One of the most important parts in the calibration process is the image segmentation, 
which returns the coordinates of the sphere images. Since the spheres are not labeled, they 
can only be uniquely identified by their presumed positions, which must be derived from 
a 3D model and some additional information. In detail, the following steps are necessary 
to achieve the correct segmentation. 
1. The 3D positions of all spheres in the phantom must be known. 
2. The phantom must be placed in a defined orientation relative to the gantry. 
3. The initial two angle positions of the 0-arm must be known. 
4. A camera model of the projection geometry of the gantry must be known. 
5. With this starting information, each phantom sphere is subject to the following 
steps. 
(a) The supposed position of the sphere in the first image is calculated. 
(b) A search window of appropriate size is opened around the sphere. 
(c) The "centre of gravity" of all pixels inside the window, whose grey level is below 
a certain threshold, is calculated. This is defined as the centre of the sphere. 
(d) The number of pixels in point 5c is analysed for each sphere. If it differs too 
much from the expected number, the sphere image is probably superimposed 
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on another sphere image. In this case, the current sphere is discarded for the 
this projection. 
6. The set of image coordinates for all valid (i.e. non-overlapping) sphere images is 
used to fit a model describing the position and orientation of the phantom in the 3D 
space. The 3D position Xi of each sphere can be described by a shift and a matrix 
multiplication as 
(5.11) 
where R is the transformation matrix, sis the shift vector and xr{ is the original 
position of sphere i. Since the phantom is a rigid body, the transformation matrix is 
reduces to a pure rotation matrix with IRI = 1 and the number of parameters reduces 
to 6, three for the translation plus three rotation angles. The ortho-normality of R 
can be achieved by defining the side conditions 
3 
ｌｲｾｬ＠ = 1 Vl E {1,2,3}, 
k 
(5.12) 
where rkl is the matrix element at position l, k of R. This returns a non-linear 
problem, which can be solved best by a numerical fit. 
7. From the third position on, use a linear extrapolation of the C-arm angle position 
to approximate the next position. Using these values, go back to point 5. 
This method is used in the PHILIPS Integris system and has been adapted for this 
thesis too. 
5.3.1.3 Results of the phantom-based geometry calibration 
In order to obtain an impression of the magnitude of the gantry bending, a printout of the 
calibration software is presented. The graphs in Fig. 5.5 show the calibrated ｰ｡ｲｾ･ｴ･ｲｳ＠
against the projection number (1-100). On the top left graph, the x-, y-, and z-components 
of the focus vector with respect to the detector surface are plotted. The curves have been 
shifted and scaled so that the variation z-component around the mean value of z = -906 
mm can be shown in the same diagram as the others. The variation of the focus in each 
component is about ±2.2 mm. 
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In the top right graph, the deviation of the iso-centre relative to the detector is shown. 
The average variation is in the range of ±3.5 mm. 
The bottom graph shows the calculated angles of the gantry. The reader should be 
aware that these angles have not been measured but have been derived from the calculated 
rotation matrix. The letters a, r, and l stand for Angulation, Rotation, and L-arm rotation. 
The latter is an additional degree of freedom that does not exist for the BV 26 gantry, 
but the calibration software includes it since it is a feature for the Integris gantry. 
The Rotation angle shows a nice linear behaviour according to the manually adjusted 
angle increment on the gantry. The other angles vary insignificantly. 
The quintessence of the evaluation is that a dedicated geometry calibration is indispens-
able for the BV 26 gantry. The bending in the order of several millimetres substantially 
degrades the reconstruction unless it is taken into account. 
5.4 Adapted Feldkamp algorithm for "arbitrary" positions 
The reconstruction algorithm that makes use of the data acquired on an imperfect circular 
trajectory should reflect the new geometrical restrictions. Quite clearly, the Feldkamp 
algorithm must be changed so that deviations from the ideal trajectory can be accounted 
for. Of course, these deviations should not be too large, which means that the nature of 
the trajectory should still be circular. 
On the other hand, restrictions arising from the acquisition system itself or from limited 
accessibility to the patient, for instance due to collision of the gantry with parts of the 
patient, could lead to a reduced angular range of the trajectory. The following section 
attempts to adapt the previously presented reconstruction algorithm (see section 3.2) to 
these needs. 
5.4.1 Variable geometry and projection weighting 
If the positions of the gantry vary significantly from the circular path in the transversal 
direction, artefacts are introduced into the reconstructed image. This could be seen in 
Fig. 5.3 on page 67 and Fig. 4.12 on page 57. The dominant type of artefact were arc-
shaped distortions of the structures indicating a systematic off-centre shift of the parts of 
the imaging system. 
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Figure 5.5: Results of the phantom-based geometry calibration for all 100 projections. This is a print-
out generated by the calibration software. Top-left: The calibrated variation of the three components 
of the focal spot relative to the detector. Top-right: The variation of the iso-centre as measured from 
the detector. Bottom: Angle values in a model of three degrees of freedom (while only two are realised 
for the BV 26 gantry). r refers (mistakenly) to the Angulation angle, which was incremented by 2° 
with each position. a refers to the Rotation angle, which was held fixed during the data acquisition. 
With the full system calibration one is now in a position to measure the deviations from 
the perfect trajectory. This enables the elimination of the artefacts mentioned above. 
The positions of the X-ray source Sand of the detector elements (s, l) can be calculated 
directly from the calibration data. 
Another problem arises if the angular spacing between the projection angles is not 
constant, or if the angular range is different from 360°. In both cases, the naive summation 
of all filtered projections will over-represent those angles, where the "view density" is high, 
while directions with few or no projections are under-represented. The consequence are 
shading artefacts. This can be overcome by weighting of the projections. 
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A more sophisticated correction scheme was developed by Parker [Par82). This ap-
proach takes into account not only the varying angular spacing but also the redundancies 
encountered for parts of projections from opposite directions. However, this method has 
not been implemented for this thesis. 
Instead, a simplified approach has been used. The contributions to each voxel - that 
is, the number of exposures of each voxel - are counted and the grey value is scaled by 
its inverse. Voxels with no contributions receive no normalisation, of course. While this 
method does not account for redundant projection angles or varying angular spacing, 
it does help to regularise the images in the off-centre-slice parts of the volume, where 
some voxels may be "seen" by only a limited number of projections due to the imperfect 
trajectory. 
5.5 Reconstruction results from calibrated positions 
Fig. 5.6 shows the reconstruction results of the triple-rod phantom with full calibration. 
The arc-shaped distortions seen in Fig. 5.3 have disappeared. The outer shapes of the 
spheres are easily distinguishable on a fine scale. 
Although this constitutes more or less the best image quality that could be achieved in 
this thesis, further calibration or corrections could improve the reconstructions even more. 
The dominant artefacts are now ring artefacts. These could in principle be compensated 
by "Io-correction", i.e. the calibration of the measured intensities with respect to the 
dark current of the detector and the maximum illumination at each pixel. However, since 
the image quality had reached a level that was considered sufficient in terms of diagnostic 
value, this and other artefact suppression have not been performed in this thesis. 
Furthermore, it is evident that the radiographic quality of the original projections was 
not optimal. Since the kV /rnA-settings had been held fixed during the image acquisition, 
those two projections in line with one of the rods suffer from complete absorption. In this 
special case, the photons had to pass 45 mm of bronze (Z = 29/50). As a result, the line 
integral has too low a value for these rays. The reconstruction algorithm compensates the 
discrepancy to the line integrals from perpendicular directions by changing the grey values 
of the adjacent voxels. This finally produces an image, where the line through the centres 
of the spheres has too low grey values (including dark shading artefacts emanating from 
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the ends of the rod), while the environment of the rod has received too high contributions 
in the form of shading artefacts (see Fig. 5.6 a and b). 
A remedy for this kind of artefact would be to acquire a new set of projections with either 
an increased photon flux or a higher photon energy for the critical angle . For medical 
objects to be imaged, this would be taken care of by the automatic kV /rnA adjustment 
of the C-arm. 
a) b) 
c) d) 
Figure 5.6: Reconstruction results for the triple-rod phantom with full calibration . 100 projections 
were acquired. The reconstructed volume has 2563 voxels, which equals (50 mm)3 . In the top row, 
slices parallel to the trajectory plane are shown, namely Y 82 (a) and Y 208 (b). Below, one can see 
two slices in the perpendicular planes, X 63 (c) and Z 77 (d). Ring artefacts are visible in the upper 
two images. 
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5.6 Summary of the calibration procedure at fixed positions 
With the methods and the equipment described in the previous sections, a complete cali-
bration of a specific set of C-arm positions is feasible. The spatial positions of both detector 
and X-ray tube as well as the distortion correction can be measured. This calibration sce-
nario requires that the different angle positions, at which the C-arm was calibrated, can be 
reproduced with an adequate accuracy. This property of the gantry was demonstrated by 
the results in section 4.2.3. These calibrated positions will be referred to as "calibration 
base points" .Since the BV 26 is adjusted by hand, the reproducibility depends on the skill 
of the operator. The manual readjustment was found to be a time-consuming procedure. 
However, it was a viable method to prove the feasibility under non-clinical conditions. 
The complete calibration process as described here is similar to the one used in the 
Integris V 3000 [KKOA95], except for the arrangement of the calibration phantoms and 
for the motorised positioning in the Integris system. It reads as follows. 
1. With the dodecahedron phantom placed in the approximate iso-centre of the system, 
adjust the C-arm to every calibration base point. Take one projection each and 
determine rotation and translation of the phantom relative to the detector according 
to the method in section 5.3.1.2 on page 69. Both phantom and C-arm support must 
not move during the procedure. 
2. Remove the dodecahedron phantom and mount the ring/ grid phantom in front of 
the detector. Re-adjust each calibration base point as precisely as possible. Take 
one projection each and calculate the focal spot position relative to the detector 
as described in section 5.3.1.1. Determine the image distortion at the grid points 
according to section 5.2.3. 
3. Remove the ring/ grid phantom and keep the C-arm gantry at the current position 
relative to the operating theatre or make it possible to re-position the gantry there. 
The obtained calibration parameters are saved in appropriate data structures. The 
recording of projections for 3D reconstruction now involves the following steps. 
1. Place the investigated object or patient in the iso-centre. 
2. Re-adjust each calibration base point as precisely as possible and take a projection. 
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3. Extract the calibrated geometry parameters from the look-up table generated in the 
calibration procedure. 
4. Apply the image distortion correction according to the method described in sec-
tion 5.2.2 and using the saved distortion coefficients. 
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Interpolative calibration methods 
The manual repositioning as used in the last section makes the best possible use of the 
available calibration parameters because each C-arm position has received a dedicated 
calibration. This acquisition procedure is well suited to simulate the case of a motorised 
C-arm movement where each position is re-adjusted by the motor with a high accuracy. 
However, if a motorised positioning is not accurate enough or simply if one wants to 
get rid of the cumbersome exact manual repositioning then it is favourable to calibrate 
the C-arm for arbitrary positions. This can be achieved by interpolation between the 
calibrated base points acquired on a known mesh of positions. The calibrated positions, 
hitherto referred to as calibration base points will now be called interpolation base points 
in the context of interpolated calibration. 
In this thesis, two variants are considered, one-dimensional interpolation if we restrict 
the trajectory to a pre-defined shape, or two-dimensional interpolation for arbitrary tra-
jectories. As a general proposition it should be stated that the use of an interpolated 
calibration can never yield better results than the non-interpolative calibration. 
6.1 lD interpolated calibration 
The interpolation of the parameters of interest in one dimension can be performed if 
one is sure that the deviation of the trajectory from a pre-defined path is small and 
if interpolation base pointshave been acquired along this path with a sufficient sample 
density. A measurable scalar that parameterises the trajectory is required to calculate the 
interpolation coefficients. 
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vector error 
due to interpolation 
Figure 6.1: Geometry for the normalised lD interpolation on a circular trajectory. The interpolation 
coefficients c1 and c2 are calculated from the angular distances cp1 and cp2 • A simple linear interpolation 
of a vector quantity yields an interpolated vector Q on the line P 1 P2 . This can be accounted for by 
a normalisation, resulting in the vector Qnorm· However, a small interpolation error remains, which is 
due to a distortion in the mapping from the arc length cp to the Cartesian distance d. 
In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to single circular orbits that are realized by a rotation 
in the Angulation angle <p (propeller movement). The measured angle then serves as a 
parameterisation. The Rotation angle B ( C-arm movement) is held fixed. 
6.1.1 Normalised lD interpolation 
The linear interpolation calculation in this case is straight-forward. If <p is the current 
Angulation angle and <p1 and <p2 are the angles at which the closest interpolation base 
points are found, then the linear interpolation for a quantity Q is calculated as 
Q = c1Q1 + c2Q2 where 
<p2- <p <p2 
and C1 = 
<p2- <pl D:..<p 
C2 = 
<p- <pl <pl 
<p2 - <pl = D..<p. 
q and c2 fulfil the normalising conditions 
Cl,2 > 0 and 
1. 
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(6.2) 
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(6.4) 
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vector error 
radius 
0.00035 
0.0003 
0.00025 
0.0002 
0 .00015 
0.0001 
0.00005 
lD interpolated calibration 
Figure 6.2: Vector error for the normalised lD interpolation on a circular trajectory. Plotted is the 
Cartesian distance IP Qnorml as described in Fig. 6.1 against the arc distance cp1 = L(P1 P) as a fraction 
of the radial distance Rand for five different values of the sample spacing !:l.cp E {5°, 8°, 12°, 16°,20° }. 
The range of <{;1 is [0, !:l.cp/2] because the error function is symmetric around the centre point of each 
interval !:l.cp. 
However, a simple linear interpolation of the position vectors for source and detector does 
not yield the best results possible. The situation is depicted in Fig. 6.1. The focus or 
detector positions are assumed to possess an almost constant radial distance Rfoc and 
Rdet, respectively, to the iso-centre M. The linear interpolation returns a vector Q in 
approximately the right direction, but at a shorter radial distance. 
A remedy could be a higher order interpolation kernel, such as the cubic spline or the 
cubic convolution kernel (Key81] [PKT83] (Mae88]. However, these interpolation methods 
require more than two interpolation base points per interpolation, which is impractical on 
the edges of the trajectory. Another method is to use the a priori information that the 
position vectors are found on a spherical surface. Thus, the average distance (R) of the 
vectors at the two interpolation base points is calculated and the radial distance of the 
point Q is normalised to (R), resulting in the new vector Qnorm· This method has applied 
in this thesis. We term it normalised interpolation. 
6.1.2 Interpolation error for lD interpolation 
As can be seen from Fig. 6.1, a small interpolation error remains in this calculation. This 
is due to the fact that the arc lengths 0i are identified with the Cartesian lengths di, 
which leads to a distorted mapping. The magnitude of this effect has been evaluated with 
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respect to the sample spacing D..<p = Cf;1 + Cf;2. The result is shown in Fig. 6.2. 
The graph shows the Cartesian distance I P Qnorm I as a function of the arc distance Cf;1 
of P to P1 for different values of the interpolation base point spacing D..<p. Reasonable 
values for D..<p are below 10°, but even for D..cp = 20° the maximal vector is 0.035% of the 
radius. Applied to the BV 26 with an iso-centre-source-distance ｯｦｾ＠ 500 mm, this yields 
a position error of 0.175 mm. 
No experiments were made using the 1D interpolated calibration. Instead, the 2D 
interpolation was tested. It is assumed that the results from the 1D interpolation method 
would always be better in terms of induced blurring artefacts than the 2D version for 
comparable values of D..<p, so all statements on the quality of the 2D interpolation are 
valid for the lD interpolation too. 
6.2 2D interpolated calibration 
The one-dimensional interpolation is well suited for the circular trajectory, which is used in 
this thesis. However, if one wants to take projections on a number of different trajectories 
or even on arbitrary trajectories, possibly stretching over the entire unit sphere of angle 
positions, one-dimensional interpolation is not enough. 
This section treats the transfer to a full 2D interpolation in the non-Euclidian geometry 
of the unit sphere. It comprises the organisation of arbitrary interpolation base points, 
the determination of appropriate interpolation coefficients as well as an interpolation error 
estimation. 
6.2.1 Spherical distribution of the interpolation base points 
The first problem to solve is the isotropic coverage of the unit sphere, or of an essential 
fraction of it, with interpolation base points. For any angle position of the C-arm, there 
should be a number of interpolation base points in its neighbourhood to enable interpo-
lation. More precisely, three base points must be present in the neighbourhood of each 
angle position and the triangle between them must include this angle position. 
On the other hand, the adjacent interpolation base points should have more or less 
constant distance to each other. If we naively chose to place points on fixed values of(} 
and <p on a polar grid, we would end up with an accumulation of points on the "north 
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pole" and "south pole", i. e. at () = 0 and () = 1r. 
6.2.1.1 Criteria for an even distribution 
The problem of the "even distribution" on the sphere is very complex and can be solved 
approximately only for most numbers of points n. In the context of this work, the question 
should be posed like this: 
How many points are required and where must they be placed so that any 
arbitrary point on the sphere has at least three of these points at a distance 
smaller than a maximum sampling distance? 
The last condition may be formulated smnewhat weaker by ensuTing that the average 
distance between the interpolation base points shall be a or smaller and that - again -
the points are more or less "evenly distributed". 
But what does evenly distributed mean? This depends on what the distribution is to 
be used for. In a strict sense, only the five Platonic solids achieve regular tessellations, as 
they are the only ones whose faces are regular and equal, with each vertex incident to the 
same number of faces. But it is not the tessellation that we are interested in here, it is 
rather the distances that the points have to each other. 
It is a useful approach to define an energy function D of all the points on the sphere 
that can be minimised. If D is chosen intelligently, the values of the variables that lead 
to an extreme value of D will give an arrangement of points which is arguably "uniform". 
For instance D could be set to the smallest distance occurring in the set of points, such 
that 
(6.5) 
where P = { P1, P2, ... , Pn}. The minimisation of D1 would prevent us from obtaining 
accumulations of points such as in the polar grid distribution above. 
A variant of D1 maximises the average distance to the nearest neighbour. The corre-
sponding energy function can be expressed as 
.... 1 n 
D2(P) = -- :Emini.H- P.·l· 
n . j:f:i " 3 
z 
(6.6) 
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Another method is to simulate repelling forces according to a 1/r-potential between all 
the points. 
1 
Dg =- LL IP·P.·I 
i j#i ｾ＠ J 
(6.7) 
A numerical simulation of the "particle" dynamics will for well-stated side conditions (e. g. 
an additional, suitable "fraction" term) results in a configuration of minimal energy. This 
calculation is very expensive in computational effort for large n. However, the results can 
be determined prior to an experiment and stored in a look-up table. 
Source code as well as pre-calculated sample distributions can for instance be found 
in the Internet [Lee96]. Fig. 6.3 shows surface-rendered views of a selection of these 
distributions. One can see that the simulation yields the same optimal distribution that 
intuition tells us, namely a point arrangement on the corners of regular triangles where 
possible. This is visualised by the connecting lines between the points, which represent a 
triangulation of the point distribution according to a method explained in section 6.2.2. 
One can pick any of these distributions with the desired number of interpolation base 
points and adjust the C-arm to the positions. 
6.2.1.2 Average distance between interpolation base points 
One question is still unanswered, how many interpolation base points are necessary to 
achieve a certain sample spacing a? In this section, three methods will be proposed; one 
approximate, one exact and one empirical method. 
Approximate estimation of the spherical sampling distance In order to approx-
imate the number of interpolation base points, let us assume that the points are placed 
on lines of constant () on the sphere. Each such line will contain 2rr sin()/ a points with an 
equidistant sample spacing a between the points. Since we want to arrange the points on 
the corners of regular (spherical) triangles, we set the space between two lines to/::,.()= {fa, 
which is the height of a planar · regular triangle. We can think of the points on adjacent 
lines of being shifted by a/2 relative to each other in cp. The arrangement of interpolation 
base points is depicted in Fig. 6.4 a. 
Starting at the equator with () = ｾ＠ we reduce () to zero and find 2.6.0 = )§a additional 
lines on our way to the north pole. The complete count of interpolation base points for 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
e) f) 
Figure 6.3: Quasi-regular point distributions on the unit sphere for a) 8 b) 12 c) 20 d) 60 e) 100 f) 
282 points. The coordinates have been obtained by a numerical simulation of repelling forces between 
the points according to a 1/r-potential. It is interesting to note that the Platonic solids do not always 
achieve the optimal configuration (such as the twisted cube in a)). 
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Figure 6.4: a) Arrangement of interpolation 
base points for the approximate number esti-
mation. The points are assumed to lie on rings 
of constant 8. Three points make up a regular 
spherical triangle with side length a (shaded 
area). The arc distance /:i(} between adjacent 
belts is '1 a . 
both hemispheres then reads as follows, 
20 interpolated calibration 
b) Shape of a unit cell Ci (dark grey) in a 
mesh covering a sphere. The distribution of 
corner points Pi is assumed to be regular. A 
triangulation yields regular triangles. Two such 
triangles can be assigned to each corner point. 
(6.8) 
The upper limit Ja a of the summation index i as well as the term sin v'! a i are rounded 
up to natural numbers. As a consequence, there may be holes or other defects in the 
distribution of interpolation base points, e pecially near the poles which are responsible 
for the approximate nature of this estimation. 
Analytical estimation of the spherical sampling distance However, this result 
can be improved by a more sophisticated approach. Let us divide the unit sphere into n 
cells of size tt; sr. A single cell is supposed to have a diamond shape that is composed of 
two nearly regular triangles. Each cell Ci corresponds to one interpolation base point ｾ＠
on one of its corners (see Fig. 6.4 b). 
The cell area Ai is related to an average distance a to the nearest neighbours Pj and Pk 
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of the point Pi. It can be derived from the equation of l'Huiliere 
E. v s s-a s-b s-c tan- = tan- tan -- tan-- tan--
4 2 2 2 2 
with 2s = a + b + c 
and a = I Pi Pj I etc. 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
which calculates the spherical excess E. of a spherical triangle from the arc lengths a, b, 
and c of its sides [BS89]. E. is related to the area A of the spherical triangle through 
(6.12) 
In our case, R = 1, so eq. (6.9) yields the area of the triangle directly. Since we are 
considering (almost) regular triangles with a = b = c, we can set 
A ｾ＠ 4 axctan [ Jtan 
3
: (tan i r] 
= 4axctan [ i 3a a] tan 4 tan 4 . 
Each cell consists of two such triangles, so the expression for A turns into 
Aceu "' 8 axctan [ i J tan 3: tan i] . 
In the limit of small triangles (a -t 0), the simplification tan a ｾ＠ a ｾ＠
arctana can be made and eq. (6.13) becomes 
(6.16) 
which is the area of a regular planar triangle with side length a. 
The areas Ap of a planar and a A 8 of a spherical regular triangle 
versus their side lengths a are plotted in Fig. 6.5. 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
In order to obtain the necessary number of interpolation base points n we must now 
calculate the fraction 
41f 
n=--
Acell 
with the expression for Acell in eq. (6.15). 
(6.17) 
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Empirical determination of the spherical sampling distance Empirical values for 
the relation between the sample spacing a and the number of required interpolation base 
points n can be obtained from evaluating the sample distributions in Fig. 6.3 on page 84. 
For each distribution, the average distance of each point to its nearest three neighbours 
has been calculated. 
The results of the n versus a evaluation for the previously presented three methods are 
presented in Fig. 6.6. As can be seen, the approximation yields acceptable results for higher 
numbers of base points when compared to the exact calculation. The empirical values of 
n from the sample distributions correlate well with the analytically derived values. Under 
the assumption that the number of interpolation base points should not exceed 2000, a 
number that takes into account the calibration time in the factory as well as the processing 
time for the interpolated calibration, a sample spacing of under 5o can be achieved. A 
sample spacing of a = 7o requires 1000 base points, while a = 10° "costs" only 475 base 
points. 
In the case of the BV 26 we should take into account that the angular range is limited. 
The Rotation move1nent ()is restricted to the interval [Oo ,110°]. As a consequence, it is 
not necessary to cover the entire unit sphere with interpolation base points. It is sufficient 
to cover a solid angle of 2. 71f sr instead of 47r sr. The figures given above must then be 
corrected to 1350, 675, and 320 interpolation base points for a sample spacing of 5°, 7o, 
and 10°, respectively. 
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Figure 6.5: Area of regular triangles for planar (dashed) and spherical geometry (solid) versus their 
side length a. In the limit of small a, the graphs converge. 
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Figure 6.6: Logarithmic plot of the required number of interpolation base points for sampling on 
the unit sphere versus the average sampling distance a. The figure combines the results from the 
approximate number estimation (dashed line), the analytical estimation (solid line), and from the 
evaluation of the sample distributions in Fig. 6.3 (dot-circles) . 
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6.2.1.3 Base point distribution for the circular trajectory 
In the last section, the requirements for a calibration of the entire unit sphere, i. e. for all 
possible angle positions of the C-arm, have been investigated. This is useful for arbitrary 
trajectories. For the ch·cular orbit, which is restricted to a fixed (}, a smaller number of 
interpolation base points is sufficient. For a 2D interpolation it is required that each source 
position must be enclosed in a spherical triangle with a maximum side length of a, where 
a is the arc length defining the interpolation base point spacing as in the last section. 
Two sets of interpolation base points realising these conditions are presented in the fol-
lowing paragraph. First, let us consider a set of base points as is used for 1D interpolation 
on a circular trajectory. This set consists of points evenly distributed on a great circle. 
We could fit this set for 2D interpolation by adding base points on both sides of the circle 
as depicted in Fig. 6. 7 a. 
An alternative solution, which is not based on previously acquired calibrated points is 
shown in Fig. 6.7b. This arrangement saves 1/3 of the number of points compared to the 
distribution considered above. While the arrangen1ent a) requires 3 2; points, arrangement 
b) achieves the same result with 2 2: points. For tllis thesis, 2D interpolated calibrations 
have been made using the latter arrangement. The corresponding surface-rendered views 
of the 3D point distributions are shown in Fig. 6.8. 
6.2.2 Planar Delaunay triangulation 
Once a set of calibration base points has been measured, it must be defined how to 
interpolate between them. When taking a projection, the corresponding angle position 
will generally not match any one of the base points. In order to obtain the relevant 
parameters at intermediate positions, three steps must be taken. 
1. Find out which interpolation base points must be used for interpolation. 
2. Find out to what extent each base point should be included. 
3. Calculate the parameters at the current position according to an interpolation model. 
For base points in a plane, step 1 can be done by following something that is known 
as Delaunay triangulation. With this method, any point in IR2 can be assigned three 
surrounding interpolation base points. These points can then be used for interpolation. 
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Figure 6.7: Two arrangements of interpolation base points enabling 20 interpolation on a circular 
orbit. The base points are connected by lines according to a triangulation of the points. The shaded area 
represents the locations where interpolation is possible. The source positions of the circular trajectory 
are assumed to vary by a small degree around 8 = ｾ＠ . Arrangement b) is the one used in this thesis. 
a) b) 
Figure 6.8: Surface-rendered views of the interpolation base point distributions for circular trajectories 
from Fig. 6.7. The "belts" (dark grey) are to be understood as parts of a sphere as in Fig. 6.3 on 
page 84. The lines connecting the points represent the result of a triangulation, plotted as planar 
triangles. 
Triangulation problems is a field of study in its own right. The situation encountered 
here is the triangulation of a point set that should be well suited to perform an interpolation 
between the points. A review of the different triangulation methods exceeds the scope of 
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the thesis. For now, it suffices to state that the Delaunay triangulation is optimal among 
other triangulations in a certain least energy sense (see appendix B). 
The original method works as follows. We have a set of interpolation base points (Xi, Yi). 
The triangulation algorithm returns a set of non-intersecting planar triangles with the base 
points as corners such that the entire plane is covered with triangles. 
Any arbitrary point P can now uniquely be assigned to one of the triangles. The corner 
points of this triangle will generally be the three nearest base points surrounding P. This 
will be useful later on in the interpolation step. By finding out which triangle Pis in, we 
will know which base points to choose for interpolation. 
The Delaunay triangulation is unique, provided that the point distribution is not highly 
symmetric. For a two-dimensional plane the algorithm works like this. 
1. Generate all possible triangles from the set of base points ｾＮ＠
2. If the corner points are collinear, discard the triangle. 
3. If the circumcircle of the triangle contains another base point, discard it. 
4. If not, the triangle is useful. 
For reasons of completeness it will be mentioned that the Delaunay triangulation is the 
dual of the Voronoi diagram [O'R98]. 
6.2.3 2D planar interpolation using barycentric coordinates 
Now that the triangulation is complete, the next step is to find out, which triangle a point 
P is lying in. Then the interpolation coefficients must be calculated. In other words, it 
must be determined what weight each of the three base points gets in the interpolation. 
Both tasks can be easily calculated using 2D barycentric coordinates [BS89]. A point 
0 lying in the plane (P1 P2 P3) can be described by its barycentric coordinates B = 
(Bl? B2, B3). The Bi are defined by the normalization 
and the postulation that 0 can be written as a linear combination of P1...3 as 
3 
0= LBiPi. 
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Eq. (6.19) alone represents an over-determined system of equations. It can be uniquely 
solved by re-arranging eq. (6.18) to the form 
which transforms eq. (6.19) into 
C = B1P1 + B2P2 + (1 - B1 - B2)P3 
Pa + B1 (P1- P3) + B2(P2- Pa). 
We can get rid of Pa by making the substitutions 
G=C-P3 
Pl=Pl-P3 
P2=P2-P3 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
In the new equation it is evident that we are dealing with a simple 2D coordinate trans-
formation. 
6 B1P1 + B2P2 
2 
= LBiA· 
Re-writing this in matrix form yields 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
where Pik = (Pt)k, i.e. the columns of P represent the corner points P1 and P2 and 
B = (B1, B2). Eq. (6.28) is solved by 
iJ =P-1 -c. (6.29) 
P is invertible because we made sure during the triangulation that the P1...3 are not 
collinear. The third barycentric coordinate B3 can be calculated using eq. (6.20). 
The barycentric coordinates each give information on the relative position of C with 
respect to one of the triangle sides. For a triangle corner point P1, B1 is negative if C lies 
beyond the line through P2 and Pa, zero if on the line, and positive if on the same side of 
the line as Pt. This is illustrated in figure 6.9. 
The concept of barycentric coordinates provides an easy criterion to find the proper 
interpolation triangle. Only if Bi > 0 Vi then C lies within the triangle. In addition, the Bi 
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--------- ＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＬｾ｣［Ｍ -----
BI<O 
B1,3<0 
, 
Figure 6.9: Planar barycentric coordinates. Only if all three barycentric coordinates of a point are 
greater or equal to zero, then the point lies within the triangle that is spanned by the three corner 
points. 
can directly be used as interpolation coefficients. For instance, just as 0 can be expressed 
as in eq. (6.19), any parameter to be interpolated can be calculated using the same formula 
if we just replace 0 with the pru·ameter of interest and ｾ＠ with the measured parameter 
values at the base points. This is an elegant formulation of a bi-linear interpolation. 
Interestingly, the same equations can be applied to any plane in 11!3 too. In this case, 
however, it must be ensured that 0 lies in the plane (P1 P2 P3). 
6.2.4 Adaptation of the planar Delaunay triangulation 
to spherical geometry 
The interpolation geometry in our case, however, is not as simple as described in the 
last sections. The interpolation base points ru·e placed on a sphere. The geometry is 
non-Euclidian. Hence, both the triangulation and the calculation of the interpolation 
coefficients must be re-formulated. 
As a modification of the algorithm in section 6.2.2, the following triangulation is pro-
posed for this thesis. 
1. Generate all possible triangles from the set of base points Pi. 
2. If the corner points plus the centre point of the sphere ru·e coplanar, discard the 
triangle. 
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3. The circumcircle is extended to a circumsphere and its radius is compared to the 3D 
Euclidian distance1 of any other base point. 
4. If the circumsphere contains another base point, the triangle is discarded. 
5. If not, the triangle is useful. 
The criterion in point 3 is comparable to the one introduced by Chew in 1993 [Che93) 
for his two-dimensional mesh generator on curved surfaces. 
If a coverage of the entire unit sphere is intended, at least one point on any half of 
the unit sphere, not including the circle that separates the two halves, is required. This 
means that mathematically there must exist at least four points for a complete unit sphere 
coverage. 
In an implementation of this algorithm, the spherical geometry can be described using 
common polar coordinates (0, <p) as e. g. defined in (BS89]. However, this description 
offers two pitfalls. Firstly, it is non-trivial to calculate the distance between two points 
by comparing their polar coordinates. Secondly, the description is cyclic in <p. Thus, one 
might na1vely assume that the distance (whether it be Euclidian or spherical) between the 
points (5°, 5°) and (5°, 355°) is larger than that between the points (90°, 5°) and (90°, 20°). 
These problems can be avoided by a conversion to Cartesian coordinates. In this de-
scription, the calculation of distances imposes no problems. However, one must take care 
that all vectors are normalised to unit length. 
6.2.5 Approximated calculation of spherical interpolation coefficients 
using barycentric coordinates 
The interpolation calculation described in section 6.2.3 can be used directly for the spher-
ical interpolation if we make the following approximations. 
1. All spherical triangles resulting from the triangulation in section 6.2.4 are interpreted 
as planar triangles located in JR3 • 
2. Since an arbitrary point 0 on the unit sphere will generally not lie in the plane of 
1 It is possible to show that this criterion is equivalent to that of the normal 2D Delauney triangulation 
if the base points lie on the surface of a perfect sphere. FUrthermore, the use of Euclidian distances is 
easier than the calculation of arc lengths. See appendix C. 
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such a triangle (except for the corner points themselves), it is projected onto every 
triangle plane. The projected point is called C'. 
3. The planar barycentric coordinates are calculated and the interpolation is performed 
as described in section 6.2.3. 
Of course, we apply the normalised interpolation described in section 6.1.1. 
This algorithm has been implemented for the current thesis. The advantage was that 
the planar barycentric interpolation could be used without modification. 
However, this approach has two drawbacks. Firstly, the projection onto C' introduces 
an error to the calculation. This error is estimated in section 6.2. 7. 
Secondly, there are some points C, for which the algorithm does not produce valid re-
sults. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.10. Points lying in the environment of a triangle side are 
not being projected onto any of the two adjacent triangle planes. As a consequence, the al-
gorithm cannot find an interpolation triangle for these points. This made the development 
of an exact spherical interpolation algorithm necessary. 
Figure 6.10: The approximate barycentric interpolation features gaps where no interpolation triangle 
is found. These gaps are located in the environment of the spherical triangle sides. In the above figure, 
C is the current point and the algorithm should decide whether to use the triangle P1 Pa P4 or P2 Pa P4 
for interpolation. On the right, the shaded area from the left is depicted in more detail. The point C 
produces projected points Cf and ｃｾ＠ in the corresponding triangle planes, none of which lies inside the 
triangles. The shaded area on the right represents the "gap zone" for which no interpolation is possible. 
6.2.6 Exact calculation of spherical interpolation coefficients 
using barycentric coordinates 
The adaptation of the concept of planar barycentric coordinates to non-Euclidian geometry 
may look very complex at first glance. However, an understanding of the basic properties 
of the planar barycentric coordinates makes this problem rather easy. We have seen in 
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section 6.2.3 that in a planar triangle spanned by the corner points P1, P2, and P3 the 
planar barycentric coordinate B1 of a point G is equal to one if G = P1 and B1 = 0 if 
G lies on the line P1 P2. This is depicted in Fig. 6.9 on page 93. More generally, the 
planar barycentric coordinate B1 is calculated as the normalised height or distance to the 
opposite triangle side P1 P2. 
For the transfer to spherical geometry, the heights in the planar triangles must be 
replaced by the corresponding arc lengths in the spherical triangles. An equivalent way, 
which has been pursued in this thesis, is the determination of the arc length from the corner 
point P1 through the current point G to the line P1 P2. Fig. 6.11 shows the geometry for 
the calculation of the spherical barycentric coordinates. 
Figure 6.11: Geometry for the exact calculation of spherical barycentric coordinates. The barycentric 
coordinate B 1 of a point C in the spherical triangle (P1 P2 P3 ) can be calculated as the arc distance 
d1 = C I2a. divided by the arc length P1 !23. 
A quick and easy criterion for the triangle selection is found by calculating 
(6.30) 
and by cyclically exchanging the indices. If all Ki of a triangle are greater or equal to 
zero, the right triangle has been found. It should be pointed out that if G exactly matches 
one of the interpolation base points, the calculation below returns an error because of a 
degenerated matrix. In this case, the calcution can be interrupted at this point because 
no interpolation is necessary. 
The spherical barycentric coordinate B1 can for instance be calculated like this. 
• Define the opposite planar triangle side as D = P3- P2. 
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• Express P2 as a linear combination: 
P2=91P1+Y2G-gaD=H·gwithH= [P1G -D]. 
• Solve the system of linear equations by computing g = H-1 · P2. (Make sure 
C =f P1l) 
• Now P2 + 93 D = 1h contains the intersection of the line P2 P3 and the plane 
(O,P1,C). Normalisation of Ｑｾ Ｓ＠ yields 123, which still lies in the same plane. 
• Obtain B1 from computing B1 = ｺＨｾｾｾＺｳ［ＩＮ＠
After the calculation of the interpolation coefficients, the interpolated value can be 
obtained from an interpolation model. In this thesis, the normalised interpolation has 
been used. This still introduces a small error to the interpolated vector quantities, which 
will be estimated in the next section. 
6.2.7 Interpolation error for 2D interpolation 
This section investigates the systematic error produced by the 2D interpolation scheme 
described in section 6.2.6. The error for the planro: approximation- not surprisingly -
has been found to be higher than that for the exact spherical barycentric interpolation. 
Since the former method was discarded in the course of the studies, these results are not 
displayed here. Instead, the results for the exact calculation of the spherical barycentric 
coordinates with subsequent normalised and non-normalised bi-linear interpolation are 
presented. 
Fig. 6.12 shows the geometry for the error estimation. The spherical barycentric coor-
dinates of the current point C are used to perform a bi-linear interpolation between the 
corner points P1. .. 3, resulting in the point Q. This is the result of the non-normalised 
interpolation. Q is obviously never equal to C except for the corner points themselves. 
Normalisation of Q yields Qnorm, which will generally differ from P, too, because of the 
distorted mapping from the arcs to the lines. 
We consider the distances IP - Ql and IP - Qnonnl for a sphere with unit radius. 
These quantities have been calculated for varying B and cp in a single spherical triangle 
(P1P2P3) = Ｈｻｾ＠ Ｍ｡Ｌｏｽｻｾ＠ ＬＭｾｽｻｾＬＫｾｽＩｦｯｲ＠ a E {2°,10°,90°}. In other words, the 
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Figure 6.12: Geometry for the estimation of the vector interpolation error. The use of the spherical 
barycentric coordinates for bi-linear interpolation maps the point C onto Q. A normalisation of Q yields 
Qnorm on the sphere surface. {See also Fig. 6.11.) 
considered triangle is isosceles, with its base of length a placed on the "equator" e = ｾ＠ ' 
and with a height of a. 
The results for the calculated vector errors are displayed in Fig. 6.13 b-d for normalised 
interpolation. In order to represent the improvement, the results for the non-normalised 
interpolation for a= 90° are shown in Fig. 6.13 a. The triangle in this case is extremely 
large, beyond any reasonable sample spacing, and this example is meant to demonstrate 
the maximum error occurring in the interpolation. 
The values are specified as percentages of the average radius of the interpolated vector. 
That is, they must be multiplied with a characteristic length (the distance of source or 
detector from the iso-centre) to obtain expressive values. One can see that the largest 
error for the non-normalised interpolation (Fig. 6.13 a) occurs right in the centre of the 
triangle, which is what one would expect. The maximum error here is 10%. In the case 
of the BV 26 this would mean a maximum location error of 500 mm ·10% =50 mm- if 
we chose to interpolate on such a large triangle. 
The error is instantly reduced by the normalisation to 0.4% corresponding to 2 mm 
for the BV 26 (Fig. 6.13 b). More reasonable triangle sizes with side lengths a= 10° and 
a= 2° yield maximum errors of 10-6 % and 10-10% of the characteristic radius (Fig. 6.13 c 
and d). Applied to the BV 26, this results in errors of 5 · 10-6 mm and 5 · 10-10 mm, 
respectively. Thus, we need not worry about the error introduced to vector quantities by 
the interpolation even for a sample spacing of 10°. In this thesis, sample spacings of 10° 
up to 25° have been successfully used (see section 6.2.10). 
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It is interesting to note that - in contrast to the non-normalised interpolation - the 
largest error does not occur in the centre of the triangle. This is because both the spherical 
barycentric coordinates and the linear interpolation coefficients have equal values B 1 ｾ＠
B2 ｾ＠ B3 ｾ＠ c1 ｾ＠ c2 ｾ＠ c3 ｾ＠ 1/3 near the triangle centre. (See also Fig. 6.2 on page 80.) 
a) 
c) 
0.1 
oms 
0.05 
0.025 
b) 
d) 
Figure 6.13: Vector error due to 20 interpolation for various spherical triangles. a) side length 
90° without normalisation . b) side length 90° with normalised interpolation. c) side length 10° with 
normalised interpolation (different scale) . d) side length 2o with normalised interpolation (different 
scale) . 
6.2.8 Radial interpolation error for 2D interpolation 
In addition to the vector error due to 2D interpolation, which has been investigated in the 
last section, a study on the mere radial interpolation error is performed in this section. 
The problem considered here is that in the normalised interpolation, the radius of an 
interpolated vector is adjusted according to a weighted sum of the radii of the measured 
vectors of the three interpolation base points. The weights in this sum are once more the 
barycentric coordinates calculated in section 6.2.6. 
Now if the radii of adjacent base point vectors are different, how does the radius change 
in-between them? We have no answer to this. However, a good guess would be to assume 
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the behaviour of an ellipsoid. 
Here is our investigation. In order to obtain an absolute estimation of the largest error we 
might encounter, we chose a triangle with sample points at arc distances of 90°. The three 
radii were set to realistic values that were obtained during the calibration calculations. 
Experience shows that the magnitude of the bending is in the range of 10 mm. The chosen 
values were R1 = 500 mm, R2 = 510 mm, R3 = 520 1nm. 
The results are presented in Fig. 6.14. The largest errors are in the order of 0.5% of 
the radius. In other words, the error of the radius interpolation was about 1 mm. This 
is considered uncritical, since the side lengths of the interpolation triangles in a realistic 
scenario are much smaller than 90°. 
radial 
error 
[%] 
0.50 
0.25 
0.00 
-0.25 
Figure 6.14: Radial vector error for 2D interpolation. Difference between the radial length of an 
interpolated vector between three interpolation base points with different lengths, and an ellipsoidal 
model of the optimal length. The interpolation has been calculated on a very large interpolation triangle 
with 90° side length. 
6.2.9 Interpolation of the distortion coefficients 
After the investigation of the effects of the interpolation on the accuracy of the spatial 
vectors, it will be shown that we may also interpolate the distortion coefficients. In 
section 5.2.2 the distortion of a pair of coordinates in a projection image was defined 
similarly to 
M lvf-k 
Xu= f(xd, Yd) = L L ｡ｫｬｙｾｘｾ＠ (6.31) 
k=O l=O 
!vi M-k 
Yu = g(xd, Yd) = L L ｢ｫｬｙｾｘｾ＠ (6.32) 
k=O l=O 
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3 conect10n 
projection image 
Figure 6.15: Interpolation of the distortion coefficients. If an image has been acquired at a C-arm 
angle position C in-between three adjacent positions P1. .. 3 (left), it is valid to interpolate the distortion 
coefficients. The distortion correction for a specific pixel is shown on the right as 1, 2, and 3. The 
relative position of the distortion-corrected pixel using interpolation reflects the relative position of C 
with respect to Pt.. .3. 
where M is the order of the polynomials f(xu, Yu) and g(xu, Yu)· The variables labelled 
with u and d represent the distorted and undistorted coordinates, respectively. 
Now let us imagine that we want to correct the distortion of a projection image from a 
certain angle position G of our 0-arm system (see Fig. 6.15). We have no information on 
the image distortion at this specific angle position, but we have determined the distortion 
coefficients at three positions P1,2,3 in its neighbourhood. 
What we would like to achieve is that the distortion correction shifts each pixel to a 
position in-between the positions that this pixel is shifted to by the corrections at the 
calibrated positions P1,2,3· More precisely, the relative position of the shifted pixel to the 
shifted pixels of the pre-calibrated images should reflect the relation of G to the P1,2,3· In 
other words, the position that the pixel is shifted to should be a linear combination of the 
pre-calibrated pixel-shifts, weighted with the barycentric coordinates of G with respect to 
Pl,2,3· 
Of course, this should hold true for x and y separately, since the two coordinates are 
linearly independent. That is why we regard the correction for x only. Let aii/ be the 
set of distortion coefficients for the image distortion correction of Xd to Xu. Let Bi be the 
weight applied to each contribution, i. e. the barycentric coordinate of G with respect to 
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Pi. Then the interpolated, corrected x-value is 
3 L Bi fi(xd, Yd) 
= ｾｂ［＠ ｛ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｡ｩ＿ｹｾｸｾ｝＠
= ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｛ｾｂ［｡ｾＯ｝＠ ｹｾｸｾＮ＠
'----v----' 
a17t 
2D interpolated calibration 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
(6.35) 
In other words, since the distortion polynomial is linear in the akl it is valid to perform a 
linear interpolation on the distortion coefficients. 
6.2.10 Reconstruction results using 2D interpolation 
6.2.10.1 Method 
The 2D interpolative calibration method was tested on a vascular C-arm system, the 
Allura gantry by Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands. The diameter of the 
image intensifier used was 38 em in contrast to the 15 em of the BV 26. Since in both cases 
the image is recorded on a 5122 pixel matrix in the CCD camera, the spatial resolution of 
a single projection in the Allura system is only about half as much as that of the BV 26. 
For this experiment, six different trajectories were used, which are described in the fol-
lowing. Since it was more convenient on this system, and also for reasons of accuracy in 
the reproducibility of the trajectory, the Rotation angle was varied during one trajectory 
motion, while the Angulation angle was held fixed. The Angulation angle was then ad-
justed to six different values (-5o, Oo, +5o, + 10°, + 15°, +20°) to obtain the different 
trajectories. 
Since the Angulation corresponds to what is normally termed cp in a polar coordinate 
system, and the Rotation corresponds to (), all trajectories have co1nmon start and end 
points (with()= Oo, 180°), while they differ the most in the middle around()= 90°. 
The trajectory cp = 0° was used as a reference for the other runs. Under this Angulation 
angle, the projections of the hand phantom were recorded and the phantom reconstructed. 
The other Angulations were merely used to record the calibration parameters at these 
positions. 
Then the angle positions ( (), cp) of all positions were determined. This had to be done 
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using the parameters of the calibration procedure itself, since there were no angle meters 
installed on the Allura system. The angle values were now converted to Cartesian vectors 
on the unit sphere. These data formed the basis for the interpolated calibration. Delaunay 
triangulations were calculated for each set of two runs, one of which was always cp = -5o, 
and the other varied between cp = +5o, +10°, +15°, +20°. The barycentric coordinates 
of the positions of the reference run (cp = 0°) were determined with respect to each 
triangulation and the interpolation coefficients were calculated. 
The interpolated calibration coefficients were fed into the reconstruction algorithm, 
which now used the projections of the hand phantom as if they had been acquired on a 
new trajectory, of which everything was unknown except its angle positions, and whose 
calibration parameters had been interpolated from adjacent positions. 
6.2.10.2 Results 
The reconstruction results of the hand phantom are presented in Fig. 6.16. We have 
chosen a slice similar to other slices presented in different sections throughout this thesis. It 
features a transversal cut through the wrist bones and comprises the (from left to right) os 
trapezium, os scaphoideum, os capitatum, os hamatum (small, in the centre), os lunatum, 
os triquetrum, and the os pisiforme (the latter two being barely distinguishable). The 
reconstruction with the original calibration is shown in Fig. 6.16 a. Fig. 6.16 b-e show the 
reconstructions based on interpolative calibration for ｾ｣ｰ＠ = 10°, 15°,20°,25°, respectively. 
By optical appearance, there is no visible degradation between the different images. A 
finer comparison to the "ground truth" is also given in the form of difference images to 
enhance the image degradations due to the interpolation (see Fig. 6.17). Even though 
there are distinguishable differences, the image quality does not seem to degrade further 
from 10° to 25°. 
6.2.10.3 Quality measures 
Additionally, a quantitative 1neasure has been developed to judge the quality of the inter-
polative calibration. First of all, a difference in the image distortion coefficients will result 
in a slightly deviating distortion correction. In order to evaluate these differences, the 
distortion correction shift for one pixel was determined for the original and for the inter-
polated set of coefficients. This was done for a large number of pixels equally distributed 
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in the image and the average deviation in mm was collected. The whole procedure was 
done for all projections, and the mean deviation calculated. 
Then, the deviation in the geometry parameters was investigated. Here, the mean 
deviation of the focal spot and of the detector centre with respect to the iso-centre of the 
system was determined. We believe that it is rather useless to incorporate the angles into 
this evaluation too (although an error in the projection angle may degrade the final image 
a) 
c) 
e) 
Figure 6.16: Reconstruction of the hand phantom using the (2D- )interpolative calibration method. 
The projections were acquired on an Allura system by Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands. 
All images are transversal cuts showing the (from left to right) os trapezium , os scaphoideum , os 
capitatum, os hamatum (small , in the centre), os lunatum , os triquetrum, and the os pisiforme (the 
latter two being barely distinguishable). The standard reconstruction is shown in (a), (b)-(e) show 
images calibrated with an interpolation gap of 6.c.p = 10, 15, 20, 25°, respectively. 
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significantly) since they were used to calculate the interpolation coefficients in the fir t 
place. 
The results of these three deviation measures are presented in Fig. 6.18, 6.19, and 6.20 
as functions of the Angulation angle between the two sets of interpolation base points cp. 
The deviations that would have been encountered if one had used the parameters of one of 
the adjacent calibration runs are plotted in the same graphs to facilitate the interpretation 
of the data. 
The average deviation of the geometry vectors was in the order of one mm. The average 
deviation in the image distortion correction was in the order of 0.1 mm. We conclude 
that the calibration can be based on the interpolative method presented in this chapter 
without significant degradation in the image quality. 
Another interesting aspect is the fact that there is no important increase in the de-
viations from a ｾ｣ｰＭｶ｡ｬｵ･＠ of 10 to 25°. This corresponds well to the observation that 
the visual appearance of the images reconstructed with interpolative calibration did not 
a) b) 
c) d) 
Figure 6.17: Difference images of the slices presented in Fig. 6.16. a) (b)-(a), b) (c)-(a), c) (d)-( a), 
d) (e)-(a) . 
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markedly suffer in this range. (see section 6.2.10.2) . 
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Figure 6.18: Error introduced to the detector vector by interpolative calibration on an Allura system. 
The error is evaluated as the average deviation of the detector vector (solid line). The interpolation 
is based on two adjacent calibration runs. The deviations of the detector vector that would have been 
found if we had used either of these are plotted with dashed and dotted lines, respectively. 
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Figm·e 6.19: Error introduced to the focus vector by interpolative calibration on an Allura system. 
The error is evaluated as the average deviation of the focus vector (solid line). The interpolation is 
based on two adjacent calibration runs. The deviations of the focus vector that would have been found 
if we had used either of these are plotted with dashed and dotted lines, respectively. 
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FiguTe 6.20: Error introduced during image distortion correction by interpolative calibration on an 
Allura system. The error is evaluated as the average additional shift to a pixel in the projection image 
(solid line). The interpolation is based on two adjacent calibration runs. The average deviations of the 
pixels that would have been found if we had used either of these are plotted with dashed and dotted 
lines, respectively. 
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Sources of artefacts 
Image artefacts can be defined as a systematic discrepancy between the Hounsfield units 
in the reconstructed image and the true attenuation coefficients in the object. They do 
not only degrade the quality of the image but can lead to wrong diagnostic interpretations, 
ultimately resulting in inadequate treatment. 
Various sorts of artefacts can be distinguished by their appearances, for instance: 
• Streaking artefacts, looking like single rays cast through the image; 
• Shading artefacts, appearing as a shift in the grey-scale over a certain region in 
the image, are often generated by a group of adjacent detector elements deviating 
gradually from the true signal. 
• Ring artefacts, occurring in reconstructions from circular or bits as a consequence of 
inaccurate attenuation measurements in individual detector elements. 
Image artefacts can be caused by various sources and effects. Here is a list of the most 
important ones in medical imaging. 
• Physical/mathematical sources 
-+ under-sampling 
--+ beam hardening 
--+ partial volume 
--+ truncated projections 
-+ photon starvation 
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• Patient-related 
ｾｭ･ｴ｡ｬ＠
ｾｭｯｴｩｯｮ＠
• Scanner-related 
ｾ＠ detector sensitivity 
ｾ＠ mechanical instability 
Physical or mathematical artefact sources 
In the following, some of these artefact types will be explained in more detail. 
7.1 Physical or mathematical artefact sources 
7.1.1 Under-sampling 
7 .1.1.1 Normal aliasing artefact 
At the discretisation step in the imaging chain, the images are read by the CCD camera 
at discrete points. More precisely, the image information is integrated over the areas of 
individual pixels, with some small loss of information between the pixel elements. The 
spacing T between the pixels determines the spatial resolution of the imaging system. This 
process is referred to as sampling, since the image is now only known by its samples at 
the pixel positions. 
According to the sampling theorem, the sampling of the original image function restricts 
the discrete representation of the image to a certain bandwidth. The highest frequency 
that the sampled function can represent is called the Nyquist frequency Wand is given by 
W = 1/2T. 
Unfortunately, real image functions are often not band-limited, especially if they are 
truncated (see section 7.1.3). Thus, since sampling can be viewed as replicating the 
frequency spectrum at multiples of 27rW where W is the sampling frequency [PKT83], the 
sampling of such a function causes aliasing or spectrum folding [Mag93]. More precisely, 
high-frequency parts of the image spectru1n ro:e mirrored into the lower-frequency parts 
which causes image artefacts. 
In a filtered back-projection, too coarse a resolution leads to misregistrations of infor-
mation related to sharp edges or fine structures. As a result, fine lines appear in the image 
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or volume, the visual appearance of aliasing artefacts. 
A sensitive part in filtered back-projection is the filtering step, which involves either a 
change to the Fourier space with the danger of an aliased filter in the spatial domain, or 
a truncated filtering in the spatial domain causing a distortion of the Ramp filter in the 
Fourier domain [Mag93]. A careful choice of the number of image pixels N p in the filtering 
direction and - if possible - of the spatial resolution T results in a minimal amount of 
aliasing. 
In reconstructions from full circular trajectories with very rigid geometry (such as CT 
gantries), aliasing can be reduced by a technique called quarter detector shift. In this 
method, the axis from the focus to the centre pixel element is offset by one fourth of a pixel 
side length. The information from antipodal detector positions, formerly partly redundant, 
yield now a doubled spatial resolution, since the offset between their central rays is now 
one half of a pixel side length. This increases the bandwidth of the reconstructed image 
accordingly. 
For C-arms, quarter detector shift is not an option because the individual detector /focus 
positions are already only loosely aligned, so that no constant systematic detector offset 
is achievable. 
7.1.1.2 View aliasing 
Aliasing occurs also if the number of projections is reduced too far. Similar to normal 
aliasing, the view sampling must satisfy conditions to ensure aliasing-free reconstructions. 
For the parallel beam geometry, the highest resolvable frequency !max in the reconstructed 
volume determines the minimum number of projections Nmin as 
or for fan beam geometry as 
N; . _ 47rRfmax 
mzn - 1 - sin 8 ' 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
where 8 is the half fan angle and R is the radius of the reconstructed ROI (Hsi02]. !max 
is also called the Nyquist frequency. 
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7.1.1.3 Other aliasing effects 
A similar problem occurs in algorithms applying a resampling transformation, e. g. if a 
rotation of an image is necessary. Resampling and discrete measurements are related prob-
lems since resampling can be viewed as a synthesis of two conceptually different processes: 
interpolation of samples to a continuous function and then sampling the interpolated func-
tion [PKT83]. The interpolation process- in contrast to sampling- includes the reduction 
of the frequency spectrum to a certain bandwidth [Key81]. In order to avoid aliasing from 
the spectrum replications due to the subsequent resampling, the interpolation function 
should be an ideal low-pass filter according to some authors [PKT83) [Mae88]. This is 
supposed to compensate the unfavourable infinite support of the sine function in the time 
domain. 
Other authors propose the use of B-splines in a generalised interpolation. This class 
of piecewise polynomials of degree n can be used to achieve an interpolation behaviour 
approximating the sine function, while at the same time possessing finite support. This is 
superior to any apodisation of the sine function in terms of blurring and introduced loss 
of SNR [TBUOO]. 
A careful analysis of the different steps involved in reconstruction is indispensable. Some 
good work has been done in this field [Jac96) [Mag93] showing possible remedy of the 
aliasing problem in the form of zero-padding of the images. Those steps in an algorithm 
where interpolation or resampling cannot be avoided should include dedicatedly designed 
filters to achieve an optimised behaviour (Jac96] [RGC+79]. On the other hand, zero-
padding is assumed to be inferior to a mirror-periodic extension in which only measured 
values are used (instead of artificially introduced zeroes) and discontinuities are avoided 
[TBUOO]. 
7.1.2 Beam hardening 
The effect of beam hardening has already been described in section 2.6.3 on page 23. 
It appears in polychromatic X-ray beams because of the non-uniform attenuation with 
respect to the energy of the beam. As a consequence, the spectrum of the radiation 
changes towards higher energies as the beam passes through the object, resulting in a 
proportionally smaller attenuation for longer penetration paths. 
In reconstructed images, this leads to the so-called cupping artefact, where the interior 
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Figure 7.1: A small field of view can lead to truncated projections. In the picture, the shaded area is 
invisible in some projections which causes artefacts in the reconstructed image. Dashed line: trajectory. 
of the object is represented with reduced attenuation coefficients. Moreover, high atten-
uation values at the edges, as for example in head scans, tend to smear into the adjacent 
interior of the perimeter. This can lead to dramatic misinterpretations of the image e. g. 
as a fresh hemorrhage! However, the consequences are not as dramatic for high-contrast 
imaging. 
Beam hardening can be reduced by filtering the radiation prior to penetration of the 
object, or compensated by software-based post-correction [Hsi02]. 
7.1.3 Truncated projection problem and partial volume artefacts 
A source of many artefacts is the problem of truncated projections. When an object 
extends beyond the field-of-view of the detector, only parts of the object contribute to 
attenuation in selected projections as displayed in Fig. 7.1. This usually leads to severe 
artefacts in the reconstructed image, since there is a mismatch between the attenuation 
line integrals from different directions. Moreover, the truncation of the object function 
introduces high-frequency components into its spectrum, which are a source of aliasing 
artefacts. 
Since the BV 26 is supplied with an image intensifier of only 15 em in diameter, projec-
tions obtained from this device are highly prone to be truncated. A number of possible 
solutions are known to reduce this problem, e. g. an extended region of interest in combi-
nation with sensibly prolonged projections [Sch01], for instance as a segment of an ellip e 
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Figure 7.2: Partial volume effect: A high contrast object part (black) located off the trajectory plane 
(dashed line) in the longitudinal direction may project only partly into the scan region . Shading artefacts 
may appear in the reconstructed volume. 
[MulOO). 
For the current thesis, a heuristic approach was used that was developed by Dr. Michael 
Grass. It also uses extended projections, but instead of seeking a smooth elliptic prolon-
gation it just copies the grey values encountered at the borders over the extended region! 
Although this contradicts intuition, it works quite well for high-contrast objects such 
as bones or particularly ves els (filled with contrast agent). The reasoning behind this 
approach is that the use of such an extension is always better than using the original 
truncation in that the latter will produce Gibbs ringing around the reconstructed struc-
tures, which is due to the fact that the bandwidth of the reconstruction algorithm is not 
sufficient to reproduce the sharp truncation edges. 
A related problem occurs when an off-centre part of the object projects partly into the 
scan plane. This is termed the partial volume effect (Fig. 7.2). Again, inconsistency of the 
attenuation line integrals from different projection angles results in streaking and shading 
artefacts and wrongly reconstructed attenuation coefficients. 
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7 .1.4 Photon starvation 
Insufficient photon flux in areas of high attenuation can cause a low signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) in parts of some projections. Since the measured line integral L is given by 
I 
L(I) ex -ln Io , 
the noise a1 in the input signal propagates as 
1 ai = IL'(I)I2 ｡ｾ＠ ex-, I 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
assuming that the signal noise a1 is dominated by the quantum statistics (which may not 
be true for low intensities), and that it is therefore proportional to ...(i. In other words, the 
noise of the line integral measurements a L is extremely high for zones of high attenuation. 
In the reconstruction, however, larger line integrals of course have a larger weight, and so 
does the noise. As a consequence, the variations a L may dominate the image as streaking 
artefacts. 
This is primarily a contrast problem in the individual projections. A solution is there-
fore the adaptation of the anode current with each projection. This is implemented in 
most CT scanners of today under the name of mA modulation. For the current thesis, 
photon starvation did not impose problems, either; partly because the BV 26 uses rnA 
adaptation too (by measuring the brightness and the contrast in individual projections), 
partly because the projections were acquired manually and examined visually one-by-one 
- even if the rnA adaptation was turned off. 
Another method to correct for photon starvation is adaptive filtering. This method 
chooses the low intensity regions by threshold selection and applies a low-pass filter to 
these regions only. 
7.2 Patient related artefacts 
7.2.1 Metal artefacts 
Object parts possessing significantly higher attenuation coefficients than the normal tissue 
can cause total attenuation of the photons. This occurs mainly with metallic materials, 
e. g. dental fillings, prosthetic devices, surgical clips, electrodes etc. In these cases, neither 
an increase of the photon flux, nor a higher voltage is helpful, for the other parts of the 
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object could then not be imaged because of saturation of the detector. The negative 
logarithm of zero yields an infinite integral value. This causes severe streaking artefacts. 
A remedy can be achieved by replacing the wrong attenuation coefficients with more 
reasonable ones. This can be done by interpolation in the projections. More sophisti-
cated approaches, correcting metal artefacts and photon starvation at the same time, are 
currently under development [CLSR02]. 
7.2.2 Patient motion 
Voluntary or involuntary motion of the patient can cause streaking artefacts in the recon-
structed image. There are several strategies to overcome this problem. 
• shorten the scan time; 
• provide positioning aids for the patient; 
• apply projection weighting, since the discrepancies between the first and the last 
projections cause the most problems (low weights at beginning and end of scan); 
• averaging of multiple scans. 
Patient motion was not an issue in this thesis, since no projections of living subjects 
were acquired. 
7.3 Detector related artefacts 
7.3.1 Ring artefacts 
Ring artefacts occur in reconstructions from projections acquired along circular orbits as 
a consequence of inaccurate attenuation measurements in individual pixels. Imagine a de-
fective detector pixel that does not measure any radiation at all. This pixel would be dark 
in all projections. In a back-projection of one single projection, this pixel would produce a 
streak in the reconstructed volume. The combination of many such back-projected streaks 
from a circular trajectory would then make up a torus whose first diameter is equal to the 
distance of the defective pixel from the centre axis and whose second diameter would be 
that of one pixel. 
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Even for small shifts in the measuTed intensity the characteristic rings appear. This 
kind of artefact can be compensated by calibration of the black current and the white 
field (!a-correction) of the images and - if still some ring artefacts remain due to non-
linearities of the detector or drifts in the detector ele1nent sensitivity - by post-correction 
of the images (Riv98]. 
7 .3.2 Mechanical instability 
Deviations from the perfect gantry motion lead to misregistrations and false back-projections 
of individual X-rays. Blurring and streaking artefacts can result. In the case of C-arms, 
the mechanical instability is always present and must be calibrated for anyway (see sec-
tion 5.3) . 
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Results 
In this chapter, reconstruction results will be presented. The first section will show some 
3D-views generated from reconstructed volume data sets by a volume rendering tool. 
Then the previously encountered phantoms will be shown under the variation of some 
parameters, including the number of projections and the angular range of the trajectory. 
The phantoms are described in detail in appendix A. Furthermore, first clinical results will 
be presented. These were acquired from a human ankle in the AK Barmbek, Hamburg, 
Germany. 
8.1 Volume-rendered views of the hand phantom 
While the quality of a reconstruction can be judged best by looking at the individual 
slices, it is most appealing to look at volume-rendered images of 3D data sets. That is 
why we will start into this chapter with smne images showing the potential of this imaging 
technique. 
The volume data, reconstructed from 100 views over 200°, is shown in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2 
from different directions. One can see that all bones of the wrist are present in the 
phantom. The fine structure of the bones has been recovered surprisingly well. See for 
instance the small holes in the os scaphoideum or the os lunatum of Fig. 8.3 or the inner 
bone structure in Fig. 8.5. 
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Volume-rendered views of the hand phantom 
Figure 8.1: Volume-
rendered view of 
the reconstructed hand 
phantom (dorsal view). 
1: radius 
2: ulna 
3: os scaphoideum 
4: os lunatum 
5: os triquetrum 
6: os pisiforme 
7: os trapezium 
8: os trapezoideum 
9: os capitatum 
10: os hamatum 
11-15: 
ossa metacarpalia 
Figure 8.2: Volume-
rendered view of 
the reconstructed hand 
phantom (palmar view). 
1: radius 
2: ulna 
3: os scaphoideum 
4: os lunatum 
5: os triquetrum 
6: os pisiforme 
7: os trapezium 
8: os trapezoideum 
9: os capitatum 
10: os hamatum 
11-15: 
ossa metacarpalia 
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Figure 8.3: Volume-
rendered view of 
the reconstructed hand 
phantom (palmar view) . 
Figure 8.4: Volume-
rendered view of 
the reconstructed hand 
phantom (dorsal view) . 
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Figure 8.5: Volume-
rendered view of 
the reconstructed hand 
phantom. The volume 
is viewed from the pal-
mar side and features 
a virtual longitudinal 
section . 
The visible bones are 
bottom row: ra-
dius, ulna; 2nd row: 
scaphoideum , lunatum , 
triquetrum, pisiforme; 
3rd row: trapezium , 
trapezoideum, capita-
tum , hamatum; top 
row: ossa metacarpalia 
(secundum, tertium , 
quartum , quintum) 
Figure 8.6: Volume-rendered views of the reconstructed hand phantom. Left: radial is; right: 
ulnaris. 
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8.2 Variation of the number of projections 
In order to show the effect of the total number of projections, the triple-rod phantom has 
been reconstructed using 2, 8, 20, 34, and 100 projections. As explained in section 7.1.1.2, 
too low a number of projection angles causes view aliasing artefacts. Eq. (7.2) on page 110 
defines the relation between the number of views N (with half cone angle 6) and the highest 
resolvable frequency f max in the image at a given radius R as 
N = 47rRfmax. 
1- sin c) 
For very small numbers of projections, the aliasing effects are clearly visible for the smallest 
radii. They appear as streaking artefacts at sharp edges. Fig. 8.7 shows sections parallel 
to the trajectory plane through the reconstructed volumes of the triple-rod phantom (slice 
Y 82 in the data set). It is quite obvious that the surfaces of the spheres cannot be 
reconstructed with adequate quality from 2 or 8 views; they become rather angular. 
But not only the edges are subject to artefacts, the entire image is covered with streaking 
artefacts because the summed grey values do not decay as 1/ R as is assumed in the filtering 
step. Only for a sufficient number of projections, i.e. near 100, these artefacts start to 
disappear. 
Fig. 8.8 shows similar sections as in Fig. 8. 7 through a reconstruction of the hand 
phantom. Since this object is more complex, the slices remain dominated by artefacts 
for higher numbers of views. At 50 views, the main structures are visible, although the 
perimeter of the image still shows significant streaking artefacts. 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
e) 
Figure 8. 7: View aliasing effects in the triple-rod phantom as a function of the number of 
projections. The phantom has been reconstructed from 2, 8, 20, 34, and 100 projections, respectively. 
The same slice through the corresponding reconstructed volumes is shown in the images a-f. 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
e) f) 
Figure 8.8: View aliasing effects in the hand phantom as a function of the number of projections. 
The phantom has been reconstructed from 2, 8, 20, 34, 50, and 100 projections, respectively. 
The same slice through the corresponding reconstructed volume is shown in the images a-f. The slice 
corresponds to an axial section. On the left one can distinguish the os pisiforme and the os triquetrum, 
on top the os lunatum, in the centre the os hamatum very close to the os capitatum , to the right the 
os scaphoideum and on the very right the os trapezium . 
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8.3 Variation of the angular range 
A reduced angular range induces view aliasing effects in those parts of the image that 
contain edges parallel to the missing angles. Since these artefacts contribute over a range 
of angles, their appearance is more like shading artefacts. This is clearly visible in Fig. 8. 9 
where the same reconstruction of the triple-rod phantom as in the previous section has 
been performed with limited angular ranges. At the same time, the overall contrast of the 
image decreases. 
For this evaluation, the angular range was restricted to 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180°, 
respectively. 
In a real clinical situation, it may well happen that the patient is not accessible over the 
full180° + fan angle range, particularly in the imaging of parts of the body other than 
extremities (e. g. pelvis, spine). 
Fig. 8.10 shows reconstruction results of the hand phantom for the same limited angular 
ranges. The artefacts encountered are in principle the same as in Fig. 8.9, although the 
complex structures yield more complex shading artefacts too. 
Figs. 8.11 and 8.12 show again reconstructions of the hand phantom under limited 
angular ranges. However, this time the range of projection angles is centred around the 
dorsal-palmar axis. This facilitates the imaging of the coronal slices similar to a technique 
called digital tomosynthesis1 . 
Although the transversal slices are heavily blurred, the coronal cuts show already at an 
angular range of 30° a remarkably high spatial resolution with a low amount of blurring. 
1This imaging method uses X-ray projections acquired on a linear or planar trajectory. X-ray source 
and detector move so that they are always on opposite sides of an iso-centre, and each moves within a plane. 
The two trajectory planes are parallel. Another common name for this imaging technique is laminography. 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
e) f) 
Figure 8.9: In order to demonstrate the effect of a reduced angular range, the triple-rod phantom 
has been reconstructed with an angular range variation of 30 (a) , 60 (b) , 90 (c) , 120 (d) , 150 (e) , and 
180° (f) , respectively. The number of projections was 16, 31 , 61 , 76, and 91 , respectively. 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
e) f) 
Figure 8.10: Reconstruction of the hand phantom with an angular range variation of 30 (a), 60 
(b), 90 (c), 120 (d), 150 (e), and 180° (f), respectively. 
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Figure 8.11: Reconstruction of the hand phantom with an angular range variation of 30 (a), 60 
(b) , 90 (c), and 120° (d), respectively. This time, the projection angles have been centred around the 
axis dorsal-palmar in order to show the potential of digital tomosynthesis. Each block shows a 
transversal cut (top), viewed from proximalis as well as a coronal cut, viewed from palmar. While the 
image is blurred in most parts. the coronal cut has already for 30° a remarkably good image quality. 
Compare also Fig. 8.12. 
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c) 
Figure 8.12: Reconstruction of the hand phantom with an angular range variation of 150 (a) , and 
180° (b) , respectively. As in Fig. 8.11 , the projection angles have been centred around the axis dorsal-
palmar in order to show the potential of digital tomosynthesis . Each block shows a transversal 
cut (top) , viewed from proximalis as well as a coronal cut, viewed from palmar. One can see from the 
transversal cuts that the volume suffers from significant blurring in those directions that do not have a 
perpendicular view. This is particularly evident for an angular range of 120° and less (Fig. 8 .11). But 
even for 150°, there are details that cannot be resolved , e . g. the separation of the os triquetrum and 
the os pisiforme on the right side of (a / top) . 
On the other hand , a surgeon might be interested in a detail of the coronal section , e . g . the canal in 
the os capitatum (located in the centre) . This can be resolved with a high spatial resolution from an 
angular range of 30° (Fig. 8.11 a) , although it cannot be determined from the corresponding projection 
image (c) . 
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8.4 Influence of the calibration on the image quality 
This section resumes the discussion of the reconstruction results presented in section 5. 
By comparing them, we can evaluate the influence of the different calibration procedures 
on the final image quality. Again, we will use the triple-rod phantom because its simple 
geometry facilitates the comparison. 
Fig. 8.13 shows the well-known slice Y 82 through the reconstructed volumes of the 
phantom. In Fig. 8.13 a, no calibration at all has been applied. Only the angle cp has been 
measured, giving rise to a simple trajectory according to an ideal model of a perfectly 
circular orbit. It is clearly visible how the spheres are stretched into arc-like objects, 
accompanied by shading artefacts. This kind of artefact is mainly due to poor centring 
of the images, or- to put it another way- to misregistrations between individual X-ray 
measurements on the detector and the spatial locations of these rays. 
On the other hand, there are strong ring artefacts. They are produced by the "perfect" 
geometry - deviating grey values in individual pixels now add up ideally to generate the 
rings2 • 
Our assumptions on the X-ray locations are- as pointed out in section 5.1 on page 59 
- undermined by two effects, image distortion and bending of the gantry. Fig. 8.13 b 
shows the same slice through a volume reconstructed with distortion correction. This 
reduces the arc artefacts already a bit. However, they are still dominant in the image. 
The ring artefacts are also reduced a little bit because the contributions from individual 
detector elements are now smeared over a region in the vicinity of a ring, rather than 
being projected perfectly on one ring as in Fig. 8.13 a. 
After calibrating the geometry of the C-arm too, the arcs disappear (Fig. 8.13 c). Now 
the image has the best quality that we could achieve with the BV 26. There is a significant 
optical difference between Fig. 8.13 c and Fig. 8.7 e, which shows in principle the same 
slice image. This is due to the different level/window settings. In Fig. 8.13, the grey-scale 
has been adjusted to 30% of the original grey-scale in order to emphasise the differences 
between the images. 
2 Actually, the arcs and rings are caused by a similar kind of effect, namely a systematic constant 
mismatch between the information contained in the images and in the trajectory geometry. However, 
technically the source of ring artefacts are wrong attenuation measurements whereas the arcs are produced 
by a wrong geometry in the reconstruction. 
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By optical comparison of Figs. a and b, it appears that the effect of the geometry 
calibration is larger than the influence of the image distortion on the image quality. In 
order to evaluate the latter more precisely, the triple-rod phantom was reconstructed with 
correct geometry calibration but with wrong distortion correction coefficients. The results 
are shown in Fig. 8.13 d. Th' last trial has been performed by recording all calibration 
data and then acquiring the projection images with the gantry rotated by 180° around 
the vertical axis. 
By comparing Figs. a, b, and d, one can see that the image degradation from wrong 
geometry values can be greater than from wrong image distortion correction. The spheres 
are reconstructed 1nuch better in Fig. d. However, when compared to Fig. c, the dark and 
light streaks emanating from the spheres indicate a significant degradation of the image, 
too. A loss in contrast and some ring artefacts can be noticed just as in Fig. b even though 
both are less intense. Furthermore, the volume appears to be shifted, which is visible by 
the rod of spheres on the right. Only the outer edges of these spheres have remained inside 
the slice Y 82. 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
Figure 8.13: In order to demonstrate the effect of the different calibration steps, the triple- rod phantom 
has been reconstructed without any system calibration (a) , with image distortion correction only (b) , 
with full calibration (c) , and with geometry calibration but with image distortion correction using wrong 
coefficients (d) . 
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8.5 First clinical results from a human ankle 
In May 2002, the first trials on hnaging human tissue and bones from a complete hu-
man body were undertaken at the AK Barmbek hospital in Hamburg, Germany. The 
projections were taken from the right ankle of a deceased male person of about 60 years. 
Due to problems in the positioning of the gantry, only 50 projections could be evaluated. 
This is because the first 50 projections were taken with an angular step of 4°, after which 
the C-arm was readjusted to the start position plus 2°. During this repositioning, the 
C-arm obviously moved by some millimetres on the ground, so that the common frame of 
reference was lost. 
As a consequence of the low number of projections, the reconstructed slices (Fig. 8.14) 
have a low SNR. The images are dominated by noise. This is partly due to the inherent 
view aliasing and partly to the low number of photons per voxel, both effects resulting 
from the reduced number of projections. 
Another reason could be a less accurate geometrical calibration of the gantry. Because 
there was a limited amount of time available, calibration data were used that had been 
recorded earlier in the laboratory. The assumption was that the bending of the gantry 
would be compru·able in the pathology laboratory. However, the C-arm had to be placed 
near a draining ditch. As a consequence, the ground was not horizontal, which might have 
caused the gantry to bend differently than assumed. 
However, the spatial resolution appears to be as high as in the reconstructions of the 
hand phantom despite the less ideal conditions in the operating room of the pathology. 
Of course, the detection of small details is inhibited by the noise, but since the main 
structures are the surfaces of the bones, these can be distinguished fairly well at a low 
dose cost. If the clinical goal was to find anomalies in the bones, or to verify the correct 
placement of a pin then these images could already be valuable. 
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a) b) 
c) 
Figure 8.14: Reconstructions of a right human ankle under clinical conditions from 50 projections 
acquired over an angular range of 200°. The slices are perpendicular to each other. The patient was 
a male person, who had deceased at the approximate age of 60 years. Although the images are very 
noisy, it is possible to identify the contours of the ankle bones. 
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Imaging Performance 
The final imaging performance of the fully calibrated C-arm system is assessed according to the 
reconstruction of small bullets incorporated in the triple-rod phantom and the dodecahedron phantom. 
Results are shown in Figw·e 8.15-8.17. Figw·e 8.15 clearly shows the capability of the system to delineate 
small, narrow-spaced high contrasting objects in, the final images. 
In order to obtain a quantitative estimate of the spatial resolution of the new imaging system, a 3D 
reconstruction of a single 1. 8mm bullet of the dodecahedron phantom at high spatial resolution of 113J-1m3 
and an estimation of the MTF was made (see Figw·e 8.16). Direct comparison to the accw·ate shape of the 
bullet indicates a sufficient spatial resolution performance of the system. Comparison of the different 
orientations, however, indicates a slight dependency of the spatial resolution on the orientation. Due to the 
limited availability of the system in the busy clinical practice, it was not possible to perform dedicated 
MTF measurements with suited bullets. Instead, the reconstruction of the 1.8mm bullet of the 
dodecahedron phantom was used. MTF calculation was done by performing the following steps. 
1. The projections of the dodecahedron phantom acquired during the calibration phase were used to make 
a reconstruction of the phantom itself. 
2. One of the spheres in the phantom was selected and cut out of the volume. 
3. The 3D Fourier transform of the selected sphere was calculated. 
4. A second, discrete representation of a simulated sphere of the same size of 1.8 mm diameter was 
produced and its Fow·ier transform calculated. 
5. The MTF was calculated by dividing the absolute values of the Fourier transform of the reconstructed 
sphere by those of the ideal sphere, and by subsequent re-arrangement of the volume data into a one-
dimensional plot. 
Due to the size of the bullet, its Fow·ier Transform has a first zero-crossing at 0.45lp/mm and the 
calculated MTF has its first singularity at this point. Therefore, the resulting MTF as shown in Figure 8.17 
can only be used for estimation of the MTF up to about 4lp/cm or a spatial resolution of 2mm. Since the 
value of the MTF at 4lp/cm is still in the order of 0.9, in combination with visual appearance of the high-
resolution reconstruction of the bullet, the conclusion can be drawn that the target of lmm spatial 
resolution is well met. As expected, the MTF into x and y direction is almost the same, but the MTF in z-
directions indicates a slightly worse performance of the system into along the patient axis. 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
Figure 8.15: Images (a,c) and intensity patterns (b,d) resulting from the reconstruction of fully calibrated 
projection data using all acquired projections. The resulting image quality allows a clear delineation of the 
different 3mm bronze bullets. The intensity profiles (b,c), drawn along the lines indicated in the images 
(a,c), show a sufficient contrast between the high-absorption information and the background (d) as well 
as a sufficient spatial resolution for clear visualization of the sub-mm gaps between the bullets. 
Figure 8.16: Three orthogonal slices (a: yz plane, b: zx plane, c: yx plane) through the 3D reconstruction 
of a single 1.8mm bullet of the dodecahedron phantom at high spatial resolution of Il3J.!m3• The overlaid 
white circles indicate the accurate extension of the bullet. 
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Figure 8.17: The MTF of the system along the three main axes. Due to the diameter of the bullet of 
1.8mm, the MTF calculation must be aborted by 4lp/mm. 
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Chapter 9 
Benchmarking against other 
modalities 
In order to compare the image quality, i. e. the spatial and dynamical resolution, the 
hand phantom (presented in detail in appendix A) has been imaged with other imaging 
modalities. 
9.1 Reconstruction with a Philips Integris / Allura system 
The reconstructions made to test the interpolative calibration in chapter 6 were made on 
an Allura system by Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands. This system is the 
successor of the Integris system. We have used these data for a standard reconstruction. 
Fig. 9.1 a shows the typical slice we have shown throughout the thesis, a transversal 
section of the wrist bones. Further slices are shown in Fig. 9.1 b-d. For this reconstruction, 
100 projections were used from an angular range of 180° 
It should be pointed out that the image recording in the CCD camera of the Allura 
image intensifier is performed at a lower spatial resolution than in the BV 26. This 
could in principle be changed, but for the present results this leads to a more blurred 
representation of the details. On the other hand, a larger image is picked up so that 
the entire hand phantom fits well into the ROI. For reasons of comparability, however, a 
smaller volume than was possible was reconstructed. 
By looking at the slice images, one can see that apart from the blurring effects mentioned 
above, there is a fine separation of the bones from the surrounding "tissue" and of the 
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Figure 9.1: Reconstructions of the hand phantom on a Philips Allura system. On the top left, the 
usual transversal cut is shown (a) . Fig. (b) features a sagittal cut showing the remarkable hook of the 
os hamatum. In the bottom row, two coronal cuts are shown, one of which features the "canal" in the 
os capitatum, which was also found in Fig. 8.12 on page 128. The images are more blurred than the 
BV 26 reconstruction , which is due to a coarser recording in the CCD camera. However, this bottleneck 
could in principle be broadened, while the blurring is also more than compensated by the better SNR, 
which is a consequence of the stabler mechanics of the Allura gantry. 
"tissue" from the surrounding air. Fine structure of the inner bones are visualised. The 
separation of close bone boundaries is not always managed well and some shading artefacts 
due to inadequate weighting worsen the overall impression. 
9.2 Reconstruction with CT 
The hand phantom has been reconstructed with a NT 100 CT gantry by Philips Medical 
Systems / Hitachi Medical Systems. The image acquisition was done in helical mode 
with 120 kV and 100 rnA anode settings. The highest resolution in longitudinal direction 
possible, i.e. the smallest pitch of 0.5 was chosen. The slice thickness of the collimated fan-
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beam was 1 mm. The phantoms were reconstructed in 100 slices of 5122 pixels each. This 
is equivalent to 50 mm in the longitudinal direction ｡ｮ､ｾ＠ 115 mm in the perpendicular 
directions. 
Fig. 9.2 shows an axial (transversal) section through the reconstructed hand phantom. 
As can be easily seen, the dynamical resolution of the CT reconstruction is superior to 
a C-arm-based reconstruction. The surface of the surrounding material can be clearly 
identified. However, the spatial resolution is more coarse due to two effects. Firstly, 
detector physics show that the MTF of a typical CT gantry is inferior to the MTF of 
image intensifiers by a factor of 4 [Ang75]. Secondly, the helical acquisition geometry 
introduces additional artefacts into the reconstructed volume. Since there is not an entire 
180° run available for a specific slice, the line integrals must be interpolated from the 
adjacent measurements. This introduces blurring into the image [Hsi02], which can be 
observed in Fig. 9.2 at the borders of the individual bones. 
On the other hand, the CT image features much less noise, which enhances the de-
tectability of the fine structures even though the spatial resolution is not as high as in the 
C-arm-based reconstruction (see footnote on the Rose SNR on page 18). One can say 
that the compromise between spatial and dynamical resolution is balanced differently for 
CT gantries and C-arms. The formally better SNR is mainly caused by the high number of 
projections Ｈｾ＠ 1000) and the large number of photons collected in each detector element. 
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Figure 9.2: CT reconstruction of the hand phantom. The image shows about the same slice as 
the previous slices of the hand phantom from the BV 26 projections. Note the increased dynamical 
resolution but also the blurring in parts of the image. 
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Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis was to show if and under which conditions a surgical 0-arm, 
such as the Philips BV 26 system, can be used to make three-dimensional reconstructions 
of objects with high X-ray contrast structures. 
10.1 Feasibility of the method 
In the course of the studies, it was revealed that a system like the BV 26 needs a dedicated 
calibration of several of its components before the X-ray projections can be used in a 
reconstruction algorithm. Calibration techniques were developed or- where available-
adapted so that the geometric locations of the individual X-rays in the projection images 
could be known with a high accuracy. 
Although fundamental parameters like the size and the dynamical resolution of the 
image intensifier or the limited rigidity of the gantry reduce the reconstruction quality 
below that encountered in CT or with data acquired on motorised vascular 0-arm systems, 
it could be shown that structures in the sub-mm range could be resolved. At the same 
time, the overall artefact level could be kept low enough so that the diagnostic value of 
the images was not significantly deteriorated. 
The developed method was applied to a number of suitable X-ray phantoms, including 
a preparation of human hand bones, as well as to the ankle of a human cadaver under 
clinical conditions. 
Additional calibration methods were developed that would enable projection acquisition 
from arbitrary viewing angles, e. g. on sophisticated (non-circular) trajectories. The 
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expectation of the error introduced by these methods was expressed as a function of 
the sample distance in the calibration step, and as a consequence, instructions for the 
calibration could be formulated with respect to a maximal tolerated error. These results 
were verified by experiment. 
10.2 Clinical significance 
Reconstructions of high-contrast objects are primarily suited for diagnosis of bone-related 
diseases. The limited accessibility excludes the imaging of the pelvis or the chest. This 
makes the extremities or the neck the best candidates for an application. 
Using the full angular range of 180° + fan angle, full 3D data sets can be gathered at 
a high spatial resolution. These can be further exploited by imaging techniques such as 
volume rendering (VR) or maximum intensity projections (MIP). Additional visualisations 
with more sophisticated techniques such as augmented reality (AR) could in principle be 
applied too. 
These data could be used to provide information on which prostheses could be designed. 
The 3D shape of splintered bones or other fractures could be imaged to enable the place-
ment of pins. 
The suitability of 3D reconstructions from a mobile C-arm for diagnosis has also been 
demonstrated in a clinical study by Kotsianos et al. at the institute for clinical radiology 
in Munich [KRW+02]. It could be shown that the evaluation of tibial condylar fractures 
with this method is more efficient than with plain X-ray films, and that it is equivalent 
to the evaluation using CT scans. The method is considered a useful tool in orthopaedic 
surgery of the limbs. 
It is another result of this thesis that image acquisition from a small angular range can 
produce slice images of high diagnostic value. This is because the image reconstruction 
in this case is similar to digital tomosynthesis (DTS). The clinical significance of DTS 
has been proven in many studies, e. g. [KKLL93]. 
A further application could be to use this imaging method to provide 3D images for 
radiotherapy planning. Both external radiotherapy and brachytherapy require precise 
knowledge of the spatial distribution of dideased tissue. Using appropriate contrast agents, 
this information could be gathered using a mobile 0-arm. An extension of the current 
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C-arm functionality could provide navigation for the conduction of the therapy [Web93). 
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Description of the phantollls 
Figure A.l: Drawing of the triple-rod-phantom. 
Several objects have been used to investigate the reconstruction quality, the "triple-rod" 
phantom, the hand phantom, and the dodecahedron phantom, the latter of which is also 
used during the calibration proceduTe. 
A.l The triple-rod phantom 
The first object is something we call the triple-rod-phantom, of which a drawing is pre-
sented in Fig. A.l. It consists of three "rods", each rod being constituted by 15 metal 
balls of ｾ＠ 3 mm diameter. The spheres are made of bronze. The three rods are arranged 
in a cube made of X-ray transparent material with a side length of a = 48 mm. With 
a Cartesian coordinate system placed in the centre of the cube, each rod is parallel to 
one axis. The rod i = 1, 2, 3 is placed on the line Xi+l = -Xi+2 = d/4, understood as i 
mod 3. The triple-rod-phantom was chosen because of its simple geometry and because 
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it facilitates the judgement of the final spatial resolution. 
A.2 The hand phantom 
The second object was a hand phantom made by 3M. It is a casting of a hand with a 
material of medium X-ray opacity and the bones of the hand ingrained in it. The bones 
have been aligned using connecting nylon wire and supporting strips of material with the 
same X-ray opacity than the surrounding material. A photograph is provided in Fig. A.2. 
Figure A.2: Photograph of the hand phantom by 3M. 
A.3 The dodecahedron phantom 
The dodecahedron phantom (Fig. A.3) serves as a reference during the geometry calibra-
tion (see section 5.3). It features metal spheres on the 20 vertices of a regular dodecahedron 
plus three additional spheres on one of the axes of symmetry. The spheres are embedded 
in an X-ray transparent hard foam. The diameter of the circumcircle of the dodecahedron 
is ca. 840 mm. 
The projection images of the phantom can be used to judge the quality of the calibration 
in terms of spatial resolution. For this, the projections are directly passed to the recon-
struction algorithm after the calibration is done. Since the geometrical model parameters 
were fitted to the markers of the phantom, the reconstructed markers are good indicators 
for the consistency of the parameters. 
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Figure A.3: Schematic drawing of the dodecahedron phantom used for the geometry calibration in this 
thesis . The phantom contains metal spheres at the corners of a regular dodecahedron (light spheres) 
plus some extra spheres on one symmetry axis (dark spheres) . The spheres are embedded in an X-ray 
transparent hard foam (left) . The spatial distribution of the spheres in the phantom is shown in the 
right image. The connecting lines are drawn for perceptibility reasons only. The images were generated 
using the POVRay ray-tracing software . 
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A criterion for an optimal 
triangulation 
This section states the theorem that the Delaunay triangulation yields the best triangula-
tion of a point set in the context of "roughness" as in [Rip90J. The input to the algorithm 
is a point set Sin the plane, along with a real-valued elevation f(a) at each point a E S. 
Let R be the region enclosing S. Any two-dimensional triangulation T of the input points 
results- via bilinear interpolation- in a piecewise-linear function fr(x) defined on R. 
For each point x E R, fr(x) is the weighted average of the elevations at the vertices. 
fr(x) can be expressed as the superposition of the three elevations at the triangle corners 
P1...3· If 
then we have 
with Cl + C2 + C3 = 1 
(B.1) 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
(B.4) 
We say that fr interpolates S. Referring to section 6.2.3, the q can be identified with the 
barycentric coordinates of x with respect to the Pi. 
Rippa proved the following result. Regardless of the input elevations, i.e. for any set of 
function values fr at S, the Delaunay triangulation gives an interpolating surface, optimal 
in the sense defined by the 
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Theorem (Rippa [Rip90]). Let fr be a piecewise-lineru· function interpolating Sin-
duced by a triangulation/. The piecewise-linear function fvr induced by the Delaunay 
triangulation satisfies 
(B.5) 
Since any fr is piecewise-linear, its gradient is piecewise-constant. The integral in 
eq. (B.5) then is the sum of all gradients, each multiplied with the corresponding triangle 
size (in the JR2 plane). Thus, the Delaunay triangulation minimises the "steepness" or -
on a larger scale - the "roughness" of the interpolated surface. This property makes the 
Delaunay triangulation optimal for interpolation purposes [BE92]. 
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Proof for the equivalence of the 
triangle selection criteria in planar 
and spherical Delaunay 
triangulation 
In the spherical Delaunay triangulation presented in section 6.2.4 on page 93, triangles for 
a point distribution on a sphere 8 2 are selected such that the corner points possess the 
smallest spherical distances for any point on 8 2 within that triangle. This is accomplished 
by ensuring that for all triangles, their circumcircles on 8 2 do not contain any other corner 
point. As a practical re-formulation, the circumcircle is substituted by a circumsphere, 
and the spherical distances are replaced by the Cartesian distances in ｾ Ｓ＠ . 
In order to prove the validity of this substitution, it suffices to show that for any point 
triple P, P1, P2 on 8 2 and their spherical distances 81,2 = L (P P1,2) and Cartesian distances 
d1,2 = IP P1,2l the following is true: 
(C.l) 
This is equivalent to proving that d( 8) is strictly monotonic increasing in the interval 
[0, 1r). The interval specifications comes from the fact that the largest spherical distance 
on the unit sphere is 8 = 1r for antipodal points. From a simple geometrical consideration 
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we find that 
d(s) = 2 sini (C.2) 
which is in fact strictly monotonic increasing in the specified interval. 
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Derivation of the Fourier slice 
theorem 
The 2D Fourier Slice Theorem states that the radial Fourier transform of Radon data on a 
line through the origin is identical to the values of the two-dimensional Fourier transform 
of the object function f on the same line. In other words, the Fourier transformed 1D 
projection of an object f is identical to the corresponding values in the 2D Fourier space 
F. 
Let p(B, r) be the projection of an object function f for an angle B). The radial Fourier 
transform of p( B, r) in r is given by 
+oo 
P(B,p) = :Fp(B, p) = I p(B, r) e-21ripr dr (D.1) 
-oo 
Using equation (3.1) on page 27, this expression beco:rn_es 
P(O, p) = _£''" {_£"" f(r cos()- l sinO, r sin()+ l cos O)dl} · e-21ripr dr. (D.2) 
p(O,p) 
A change in the coordinate system from (r, l) to (x, y) requires the transformations 
r = xcosB + ysinB, (D.3) 
r cos B - l sin 8 = x, 
r sin B + l cos B = y, 
drdl dxdy. 
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This yields 
+oo+oo 
P(O,p) = J I f(x, y) e-2rip(xcos9+ysin9)dx dy (D.4) 
-00-00 
or 
+oo +oo u v 
P(O,p) =I I ｦＨｸＬｹＩ･Ｍ Ｒ ＢｩｾｸＫｾｙｬ､ｸ､ｹ＠ (D.5) 
-00-00 
For any fixed value of B, the right hand side of this equation now represents values along 
a line through the origin of the two-dimensional Fourier transform :F2 ( u; v) and enclosing 
the angle B with the u-axis. The coordinate values along the line are ( u, v) = p( cos B, sin B). 
Thus, we can rewrite equation (D.5) as 
:Fp(B,p) = P(B,p) = F(u,v) = :F2f(u,v) (D.6) 
which proves the Fourier slice theorem. 
This theorem is analogically valid for tluee dimensions. 
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Calculation of the lD ramp filter 
As described on page 30, a 2D function f(x, y) can be calculated from its projections 
p(B, r) by back-projection and subsequent filtering. The back-projection alone results in a 
blurred version !blur of f. 
271" 
fblur(x, y) = ｾ＠ I p(B, r(x, y)) dB. 
0 
(E.l) 
The factor of ｾ＠ accounts for the fact that each line integral is added twice in this equation. 
The original function f can be obtained from !blur by multiplication with p in the Fourier 
domain. This is equivalent to a derivation in the spatial domain. 
f(x, y) a (E.2) = Br fblur(x, y) 
Fit1 [pFblur(B, p)] (E.3) 
F[/ [p:FRfbtur(B, p)] (E.4) 
However, this is impractical since the filtering can only be done after all projections 
have been added up. It is more common to apply the filtering in advance, after which 
the filtered projections are added up. The filter kernel is the ramp filter pin the Fourier 
domain. This can be derived as follows. 
The 2D inverse Fourier transform of an object f(x, y) is given by 
+oo+oo 
f(x, y) = I I F(u, v) e2"i(=+tl!l) du dv. (E.5) 
-oo -oo 
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By changing to a polar coordinate system (0, p), eq. (E.5) becomes 
27r 00 
f(x,y) J J F(pcos IJ, psinO) e2wip(xcos0+ysin0) pdp dO 
0 0 
u = pcos (} 
v = psin(} 
dudv = pdp dO. 
The integral can be split into two for 0 ｾ＠ (} < 1r and 1r ｾ＠ (} < 27r. 
f(x,y) = 
1r 00 J J F (p cos IJ, p sin IJ) e2wip(x cos O+Y sin 0) pdp dO 
0 0 
7r 00 
(E.6) 
(E.7) 
(E.8) 
+ J J F(pcos(O + 1f), psin(IJ + 1f)) e21fip(xcos(O+w)+ysin(O+.-)) pdp dB. 
0 0 
Since 
sin((}+ 1r) = -sin(} cos((}+ 1r) = -cos(} 
eq. (E.8) yields 
f(x,y) = 
71" 00 J J F (p cos IJ, p sin 0) e2"ip(x cos 0+11 sinO) p dp dO 
0 0 
7r00 
+ J J F( -pcos IJ, -psin!J) e2"i(-p)(xcos0+ysin0) pdpdiJ 
0 0 
] [ /"" F (p cos IJ' P sin IJ) IPI e2wip(x cos 0-ty sin 0) dp] d(}. 
0 -00 
Application of the Fourier slice theorem (eq. (D.5)) yields 
7r +oo 
f(x,y) = J J IPI P(p, IJ) e2wirp dpdiJ 
0 -00 
7r J :FJ/ [lpi:FRp(IJ,p)] diJ 
0 
(E.9) 
(E.IO) 
(E. II) 
(E.l2) 
with r = p = xcosO+ysinO. Here, each projectionp is FourierMtransformed, filtered, and 
retransformed to the spatial domain, after which the obtained values contribute to the 
pixel values in the final object slice. 
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Appendix F 
General definition of the Radon 
space 
The n-dimensional Radon space can be defined as follows. Let Hn-l ( x) be the hyperplane 
in lRn that is defined by the equation 
Hn-1(x) = {ill x · Y = lxl2 } (F.l) 
Then the Radon value of the n-dimensional function f at x is given by 
'R.f(X) = 1 !(X') dfi!'. (F.2) 
Hn-l(x) 
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External position calibration 
External position calibration refers to any position measurement by a detached device. 
Such a measurement could be based on optical markers that would be attached to the 
gantry and whose spatial coordinates would be determined by a set of cameras. This 
method has been tested for this thesis with a commercially available product, an Optotrak 
3020 by Northern Digital Inc. Fig. G.l shows a schematic view of the experiment set-up. 
The positions of the different markers uniquely define the position and orientation of 
the object they are placed on, if this object is a rigid body. Thus, detector and source 
Figure G.l: Schematic drawing of the configuration in which the Optotrak system is used to measure 
the spatial position of the C-arm detector. Optical markers (2) are placed on the detector case. Three 
camera views (1) from different positions are exploited to obtain a 3D position measurement of each 
marker. 
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must be measured separately. 
G.l Relation of the markers to the positions of interest 
The relation of the markers on the surface of the C-arm gantry to the parts whose position 
is of interest (the focus and the detector entrance window) must be known in order to 
yield usable measurements. In the case of the detector, this can be achieved by inserting 
reference LEDs into the distortion grid phantom (see Fig. 5.4). As explained later in 
section 5.2, the distortion correction implies that the plane of the grid phantom must 
be identified in the calibration calculation with the location of the detector elements. 
Actually, it is the grid phantom markers (the metal spheres) that constitute the available 
knowledge on the detector surface. So an additional pre-calibration step is necessary that 
relates the metal spheres in the grid phantom to the inserted LED markers. This can be 
done by pointing with a calibrated device (see Fig. G.2) onto each metal sphere and by 
simultaneously measuring the pointer device and the LEDs in the grid phantom. Each 
sphere's position is thus measured with respect to the inserted LEDs. 
Figure G.2: A pointer, equipped with LEDs in a defined spatial relation to the pointer tip, can be used 
to measure arbitrary positions. Such a pointer has been used to calibrate the metal sphere positions in 
the grid phantom with the Optotrak system. 
A difficulty arises for the measurement of the focal spot position. Based on external 
calibration alone, its measurement is not possible for two reasons. 
1. The position of the focus within the housing is unknown. An external measurement 
can only see the housing surface. A solution is a separate measurement of the focus 
positions relative to the detector. However, this would require a phantom-based 
position calibration. 
2. There is evidence that for some C-arm systems the focal spot position does not even 
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have a constant relation to the housing. This may be due to small gravity-induced 
distortions in the tube mounting or to deflection of the electron beam inside the 
tube by magnetic influences. As a consequence, it would not suffice to measm·e 
the focus position relative to the detector once. Although this effect may be small, 
it should nevertheless receive attention since 3D reconstruction is very sensitive to 
precise geometrical calibration. 
A fixed spatial relation between tube and tube housing would reduce the focus calibration 
to one single measurement. However, the distortion correction for the II makes an X-
ray projection at every position to be calibrated necessary anyway. Thus, an additional 
focal spot measurement for every calibration imposes no extra effort for the calibration 
process. In the experiment set-up, the distortion correction phantom and the focal spot 
measurement phantom have been combined into one, as shown in Fig. 5.4. 
G.2 Avoiding view obstruction of the optical markers 
As already described, the use of an external measurement system such as the Optotrak is 
restricted to those angle positions of the C-arm where enough markers are directly visible 
by the cameras. This inhibits its use for online position measurement (see 5.1). However, 
even without a patient, a patient table or personnel to shadows the LEDs, the gantry itself 
obstructs the view of the cameras in certain positions. 
Figs. G .3 a-d depicts the evolutionary development of auxiliary marker supports for the 
BV 26. The problematic situation is represented by Fig. G.3 a. The problem could be 
solved by the construction in Fig. G.3 b, which has the form of a dumb-bell. Not only 
could the markers be positioned in areas that were not obstructed, but the ball-shaped 
ends enabled arbitrary orientations of the LED normals. This is important because the 
Optotrak can only reliably measure the LEDs at a glancing angle ｯｦｾ＠ 60°. 
With this configuration, the detector position could be measured with an adequate 
accuracy of up to 10 J.Lm. As it turned out, however, the rotation angle of the detector 
cannot be determined with a sufficient accuracy from the LEDs on the dumb-bells, which 
lie very close to each other due to the size of the dumb-bell balls. As the focus position 
is measured relative to the detector, any small inaccuracy in the rotation measurement 
of the detector causes a high inaccuracy in the focus position in the lab system. This is 
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Figure G.3: Development of a LED support construction for the BV 26. a) In some positions, the LEOs 
are obstructed by parts of the C-arm. b) A dumb-bell shaped device solves this problem. c) However, 
the LED distribution on the dumb-bell balls yields an insufficient rotation angle measurement of the 
detector. Additional LEOs on the detector case work around this drawback. d) In a future version, a 
LED support could look like this . 
particularly relevant in the direction parallel to the connecting line between source and 
detector centre. Therefore, additional markers at greater distances to the others were 
necessary. 
A first solution was found with the configuration in Fig. G.3 c. Some markers distributed 
on the detector case served well to handle the problem. Fig. G .3 d shows a more elaborated 
future version for a LED distribution. With this construction, LEDs can be seen from any 
direction with sufficient spacing to capture the rotation of the detector at high accuracies. 
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G.3 Additional iso-centre determination 
Another aspect of this method arises from the fact that the positions of the detector are 
measured with respect to an arbitrary coordinate system that is defined by the Optotrak. 
In order to correctly place the reconstruction volume, the iso-centre must be derived from 
the set of measured positions. This is performed by a numerical solution of a set of 
non-linear equations (see appendix H). 
G.4 Summarised calibration method using external position 
measurement 
The complete external calibration method comprises the measurement of the detector 
position and orientation via optical markers attached to a suitably shaped surface plus an 
additional focal spot calibration by evaluation of a distortion-corrected X-ray projection 
of a suitable phantom for each C-arm position as well as an iso-centre determination after 
all calibration base points have been gathered. 
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Appendix H 
An algorithm for the 
determination of the iso-centre 
z 
iso center 
X 
• 
• 
• . 
• 
.... . 
...... : 
·· ....• 
:-··· center of gravity 
• , 
• 
• • , 
• • ,• 
focal spot positions 
Figure H.l: Geometry for the iso-centre calculation. The global coordinate frame related to the 
localising system is fixed at 6. The vectors ｦｾ＠ denote the focal spot positions of the X-ray source 
(shown as an arc of points). The centre of mass is labeled with C. The iso-centre of the sphere on 
which the focal spot positions are assumed to be distributed is located at point ro having the radius R. 
If the iso-centre of a C-arm cannot be derived from a direct measurement -or a plausible 
guess as is the case with the dodecahedron-based calibration - it has to be determined 
by using points of the trajectory of either the focal spot positions or the detector plane 
assuming that the (almost rigid) C-arm arrangement restricts these trajectories to the 
surface of a sphere. The following method describes a possibility to calculate the position of 
the iso-centre from focal spot positions measured by some arbitrary localisation technique 
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with respect to a fixed reference point in a global coordinate frame. 
According to Fig. H.l the focal spot positions of the X-ray tube are given by the vectors 
h meastu·ed with the help of a localising system positioned at 0. The 0-arm gantry 
restricts the movement of X-ray tube to the surface of a sphere with some small deviations 
due to mechanical imperfections of the gantry. This sphere is defined by an iso-centre at 
position C and a radius R. Each focal spot position can then be described by the vector 
sum 
(H.1) 
with ei being the unit vector connecting the iso-centre C and the focal spot position ｦｾＮ＠
Taking the square of eq. (H.l) and resorting yields 
3 3 
:E flic = :E fik · f3k + I, (H.2) 
k=l k=l 
where f3k and 1 are defined as 
(H.3) 
Equation (H.2) can be written as a system of linear equations according to 
F=f·B (H.4) 
with 
ｅｾ］ｬ＠ ftk f1x fly f1z 1 !31 
F= ｅｾ］ｬ＠ ｦｾｫ＠ f2x !2y f2z 1 B= !32 
' 
f= and (H.5) 
ＲＺｾ］Ｑ＠ ｦｾｫ＠ fnx /ny fnz 1 I 
As this is an heavily overdetermined set of linear equations we wish to find the least-
squares solution B. This can be done by standard numerical techniques using singular 
value decomposition (SVD) [PFTV88]. 
In some pathological cases, the calculation returns no unique result. One of these 
cases is a point distribution on a circle as with the circular trajectory used in this thesis. 
The problem here is that all the points on a circle are coplanar. However, this applies 
to mathematically perfect distributions only. The s1nall deviations found in the 0-arm 
gantries suffice to render a unique iso-centre. 
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Other 3D reconstruction 
algorithms 
1.1 Tangential Feldkamp 
A variant of the Feldkamp algorithm has been proposed by Wang et al. [WLCS93]. For 
small deviations from the perfectly ci1·cular trajectory, the filter direction is adapted to 
the tangent of the trajectory. This is displayed in Fig. I.l. In an actual implementation 
each projection image is rotated according to the local projected trajectory direction after 
which it can be filtered parallel to the image edge. The interpolation involved in the 
rotation of the image introduces a small blurring to the images which results in a net 
low-pass filtering of the reconstructed function. 
The merit of this change can be understood as a piecewise Feldkamp reconstruction. 
A sufficiently small piece of the trajectory will fulfil the conditions of an almost perfect 
circular arc. 
Another useful property is the automatic alignment of the detector image to the tra-
jectory normal, for instance if the detector is mounted at a certain, unknown rotation 
angle with respect to the rotation axis of the gantry. Such a systematic error would be 
automatically corrected in the filtering step. 
For this thesis, an implementation of the tangential method was used. However, the 
deviations from the circular trajectory were not large enough to produce different results 
with the tangential and the non-tangential method. 
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Figure I.l: Geometry for the tangential Feldkamp algorithm. For deviations of the trajectory (bold 
circle) from the perfect circle (dashed circle), the filtering direction on the detector is adapted. 
1.2 Grangeat's method 
Pierre Grangeat has formulated an efficient and practical method for exact 3D-reconstruction 
[Gra87] [Gra91 ]. Grangeat's main result is the possibility to compute the derivative of the 
Radon transform from the cone-beam projections. This has been a major break-through 
in 3D-reconstruction because of the difficulties arising from the cone-beam projections. 
Related methods have been developed by Smith [Smi85], [Smi90] and Kudo, Saito [KS90], 
respectively. 
While his work includes a full reconstruction algorithm we will present here the result 
of his main idea. 
Let the plane perpendicular to the vector re contain the location of the X-ray sourceS 
which is considered fixed for the moment. OS is the diameter of the Radon shell of S (see 
figure !.2). 
Let the object function values in this plane be defined by }(re, u, 1) where u is the 
distance from the source and 1 the angle between an arbitrary ray OC and the ray through 
ａＨｲｾＩＮ＠ TakingS as the origin, (u, 1) are the polar coordinates in the plane. 
We are interested in the Radon value at A(re). The projection data for the discussed 
plane lie on a line on the virtual detector plane through the point B which is the "X-
ray shadow" of A. The virtual detector plane is located in the origin and contains the 
proportionally scaled detector image. 
Let the angle ABO be denoted by {3 and the angle ESC by I· Then the derivative of 
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a) 
b) 
Figure 1.2: Cone-beam geometry for the derivation by Grangeat a) total view. b) view from above. 
the Radon value in A = ( ｲｾＩ＠ with respect to r can be calculated using 
Ｋｾ＠ 00 
J J a ｾ＠ ｾ＠ 1 o(3 J(re,u,/) cos, dud1 (I.1) 
Ｍｾ＠ 0 
(1.2) 
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1.3 An approach by Defrise and Clack 
Den·ise and Clack have presented an exact 3D reconstruction method from cone-beam 
projection data [DC94]. It makes use of the results by Grangeat (see section 1.2) but unlike 
his algorithm which requires the complete acquisition of all projections, the Defrise/Clack 
algorithm (henceforth called DC) can completely process each projection separately while 
other projections are being taken. 
It is this property (often called "FBP-type" because the classical 2D filtered Back-
projection algorithm can do the same) which makes this approach very attractive for the 
present study. The use of a FBP-type algorithm would save time in the total reconstruction 
process because the calculation can be started while the projection acquisition is still 
running. Also, memory is saved thanks to the fact that DC avoids the storage of an entire 
3D matrix like Grangeat's method. 
The last property enables DC to reduce the calculation time for a reduced ROI. For 
a small region of interest (ROI) of n3 voxels in an object of normally N 3 voxels, the 
computational cost is reduced by a factor of (n/N)3 • This could not be exploited by 
non-FBP-type algorithms which must fill the entire Radon space before they can finish 
the reconstruction. 
A problem arises from the variable number of intersections of the source trajectory 
with an arbitrary plane through the ROI. If there are m intersections then an m-fold 
redundancy appears at the point in the Radon domain. Since the weighting function 1/m 
must be differentiated for a change of variables, this mathematically invalid expression is 
replaced by a new, differentiable weighting function M. This function basically performs 
an asymmetrical weighting of the different Radon values and thus avoids discontinuities. 
Presentation of the Defrise/ Clack method 
Let the X-ray transform of an object f be denoted by the function 
00 
g((J, >..) = 1 f(i1(>..) + tifJ dt (1.3) 
0 
according to figure I.3. In this notation, g depends on the source trajectory position it( A), 
parameterised by .A E A, and on the unit vector (J pointing in the direction of the X-ray 
beam. 
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The plane of integration for a specific Radon value is defined by its normal vector ｲｾ＠
as in previous sections. Since the source trajectory may have more than one intersection 
with the integration plane, there may be multiple Radon values for the point ｲｾＮ＠ Each of 
these intersections must fulfil the equation a( ＮｘＩﾷｾ］＠ r. Let ｭＨｾＬ＠ .X) denote the number of 
trajectory points fulfilling this equation for a ､ｩｲ･｣ｴｩｯｮｾ＠ and a source point a( .X). 
The Defrise/Clack method can then be described by the following steps: 
1. Calculate an intermediate function 
s(e, >.) = -I O' (ii. {) g(jj, >.) d/3. (!.4) 
sz 
This is effectively an integration in the plane normal ｴｯｾ＠ and through a( .X) over Sr g(/J, .X). 
2. Calculate filtered cone-beam data as 
(the factor ＱＯｭＨｾＬ＠ .X) will be replaced by a smooth function). 
3. Back-project the filtered cone-beam projections onto the 3D image 
!( ..... ) J 1 F ( x-a(-X) ') d' x = lx-a(-X)!2 g lx-a(-X)I " " 
A 
x E JR3 and in ROI. 
(I.5) 
{!.6) 
Since the function ＱＯｭＨｾＬ＠ .X) is discontinuous its derivative is mathematically invalid. 
Defrise and Clack therefore proposed to substitute this function with a weighting function 
ｍＨｾＬ＠ .X) as 
..... Ia' (.X) • ｾｾｫ＠ c(.X) 
M(e,.x) = _. k , ｬＺｾｩｹＭｘＩ＠ la'(.Xa) • ｾｾ＠ c(.Xa) (I.7) 
where k is some fixed integer > 2 and c(.X) is a smooth function equal to 1 everywhere 
except near the boundaries of the interval A where it tends to zero. Aa, a= 1 ... m(e, .X) 
are the solutions to the equation a(.Xa). ｾ＠ = a(.X. -e. 
This new weighting function ensures that the methods described in steps 1-3 is mathe-
matically valid. The function m ＨｾＬ＠ A) can have two types of discontinuities: 
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Figure I.3: Projection geometry for the Defrise/Ciack method. 
1. at the ends of the interval A (the trajectory "disappears") or 
2. at points where a'(.X). ｾ＠ = 0 (the trajectory "makes a turn"). 
The first case is remedied by the function c(.X) whereas the second case weights the 
redundant contributions to a Radon point proportional to the derivative of the trajectory 
and thus avoids jumps due to zero derivatives. 
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